Ramsey 144MHz Kit Transceiver

Kit Building - From The Novice Point Of View

Special Offer
Introducing The PW Elmer Award
Join Us On A Morse Weekend
Plus: Competition, Regular Features And Lots More!
Noisy, crowded frequencies are about as productive as motorways at rush hour. Now you can skip the jams and head for the wide open spaces with the FT-650 from Yaesu. The three frequency operation lets you win the battle of the bands and communicate clearly on 6m, 10m and 12m frequencies. These less crowded bands put your transmission high in the sky and above the noise.

The FT-650 packs substantial communications power in a streamlined, compact case. A flip-out handle makes it the perfect portable, while an optional power supply lets it function as a base station. Broadcast from anywhere - mountain tops, remote islands, boats, vehicles or just the suburbs - and hear the difference with the FT-650.

FT-650

With 6, 10 and 12m frequencies you can avoid the crowds

100 Watts On All Modes: 25 Watts carrier on AM.

DDS: Direct Digital Synthesis.

Low-Noise: (NF 1.2dB) RF preamp with switched 5MHz bandwidth BPF, veractor tuned.

Extended Receiver Coverage: 24.5 to 56MHz.

Automatic Seeking IF Notch Filter.

100% Continuous Operation Duty Cycle.

105 Memory Channels: 99 channel memories, 4 programmable scan memories and 2 priority channels.

All-Mode Operation: SSB, CW, FM and AM.

Selectable Scan Skip: For busy channels.

Optional Accessories: DVS-2 Digital Voice Recording System, MD-1C8 Desktop Microphone, SP-5 External Speaker with AF Filter, FP222 240V AC Power Supply.
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Introducing the Practical Wireless 'Elmer Award'.
Morse Weekend. Give your Morse that final 'polish' on a tutorial weekend. Read Keylines for more details.

Practical Wireless, January 1992
Just in case you had forgotten where we are, we thought this map might help. Icom's Retail Shop is easily accessible by road or rail and has been serving Amateurs in the south-east for many years.

Apart from the excellent range of ICOM equipment you will be able to compare it with Kenwood, Yaesu and other top brands. A full range of antennae and accessories are also stocked.

Chris Ridley G8GKC will make you welcome and help you choose from new and second-hand gear. Part exchange is also available.

To make your purchase as pleasant as possible we offer free carriage using the Post Office or Interlink and a one year warranty on new equipment, backed by ICOM's excellent servicing facilities. Credit card orders will be dispatched the same day if possible.

Opening Hours: 09:00 - 17:00 Tuesdays through to Saturdays inclusive

WINTER 1991/1992 CATALOGUE
OUT NOW!

- 100's of price reductions throughout the catalogue
- 200 pages
- Latest new products
- £££'s worth of discount vouchers
- On sale from 14th November at most large newsagents or directly from Cirkit

**£1.70 plus 30p postage**
In the fast-moving world of mobile communications, Kenwood's new TM-732E FM dual-band transceiver is a winner. Despite its compact design, the TM-732E packs a host of advanced features such as dual receive (including VHF+VHF and UHF+UHF), built-in DTSS and pager functions. The detachable front panel has a high-visibility LCD display to provide instant intelligence on operational status. And on-the-move operation is facilitated by a multi-function microphone. TM-732E offers true pole-position performance.

Enjoy all advantages of these superior features: ■Detachable front panel for maximum freedom of choice during installation (requires optional PG-4K/PG-4L kit) ■Dual receive on same band (VHF+VHF or UHF+UHF) with one antenna ■Audible frequency identification ■Multi-function microphone ■Built-in DTSS with pager function ■Tone alert system ■Separate speaker terminals for each band (switchable) ■Automatic band change (ABC) ■Multi-scan functions ■50 split memory channels or 64 simplex memory channels plus 1 call channel (switchable)
ALINCO

NEW DJ-F1E
2 Metre
Handheld
+ Airband RX!

£239

The DJ-F1E is a new generation of handheld from ALINCO. Its ergonomic design wins instant appeal whilst its compact size (116 x 53 x 37mm) and tailored shape allows it to sit comfortably in the palm. “Sold yet diminutive”, “comprehensive yet simple to use”, are phrases that best describe it. And in specification the DJ-F1E is up at the front leaving its competitors gasping! Features include: 40 memories, digit message display, triple power outputs, 5 watts capability, vox facility, remote control facility, 5 way scan modes, auto power off, battery save, illuminated keypad, 5-25kHz steps, tone encoder option, etc.

ALINCO

DJ-162
NEW
BUDGET RIG!
2M 5W Output!
(12v DC)
Airband Receive

£199

Rotary Frequency Dial
LCD Display
Keypad Entry
21 Memory Channels
High/Low Power
DTMF
5 Channel Steps
1750Hz Tone
Reverse Repeater
AM Airband Receive
Dry Battery Box (6 x AA)
Comprehensive Scanning
Rubber Antenna
Belt Clip & Strap

ALINCO

DJ-560
2M & 70cms
Full Duplex

£329!

Full Duplex
Dual Display
5W max. (12vDC)
VHS Rx 130 - 174MHz
UHF Rx 400 - 520MHz
DTMF
Tone Squelch
Multi Scan modes
40 Memory channels
Rotary Dial
Priority Channel
Single Band Switch
Battery Saver
5 channel steps
Ni-cad & Charger

ALINCO

MFJ – 300w HF ATU

£129

The MFJ-948 is a complete 300w aerial matcher in one box. It will match coaxial, balanced feed and single wire. A dual power twin meter VSWR PEPE/RMS meter is included, plus 3 way aerial switching and 12v illumination. Fantastic value.

Model 949 is exactly the same but with 300 Watt internal dummy load £148

Model 901B is the bare bones ATU without antenna switch and VSWR metering. Measuring only 5.5" x 6" x 2.5" it is ideal for portable use. £89

ELECTRONIC KEYER

£69.95

Model MFJ-4078 is a budget price electronic keyer that is remarkable value. Operating from internal or external source it provides conventional or iambic keying at speeds from approx. 5-50 WPM. Controls include tone, speed, weight and volume. (Needs paddle key).

ALINCO

NEW MFJ ANTENNA ANALYSER

£99.95

Model MFJ-207 This self powered analyser will let you measure aerial resonance, 1.8 - 30MHz, and VSWR without the need for any transmitter power. Simply connect to coaxial cable to measure VSWR and resonance. Ideal for rapid aerial design and installation. Great club investment £99 (£4.50)

Ferrite Rings
The perfect answer to TV!! As used by DTV etc. £2.50 per pair post free.

Ten Tec Omni-V

The Ten Tec Omni-V is one of the most advanced HF transceivers available. Extensively used in the USA it has a superb front end design together with low noise mixers to make it one of the “quietest” receivers around. Its CW break-in performance is unsurpassed. A true DX machine to make it one of the “quietest” receivers around. Its CW break-in performance is unsurpassed. A true DX machine.

£1995.

Ten Tec Argonaut

5W QRP

£1295

The Ten-Tec Argonaut is the QRP operators dream machine. Ultra linear power control from 5 watts down to milliwatts and a continuously variable IF filter down to 50Hz makes this an outstanding rig. Add to this the full CW break-in, SSB, speech processing, general coverage receiver, memories, etc and you have an amazing package.
The DJ-X1 scanning receiver marks a major step forward in both design and performance. ALINCO engineers have applied the very latest technology to produce one of the world's most sensitive and compact handhelds. No other handheld has a similar performance or specification.

When you handle the DJ-X1 you will immediately appreciate its superiority to any other model. But then that's hardly surprising. Most of its competitors have either been around for several years or have simply undergone cosmetic surgery!

The DJ-X1 is a brand new design from start to finish. Micro electronic circuit boards mean greater reliability whilst leaving plenty of room for 6 long lasting internal AA cells. A revolutionary CPU design provides simple one touch functions that are both logical and easy to remember. And there's a wide range of optional accessories available too that will appeal to the professional user.

To obtain more details contact one of our dealers listed below or telephone us direct for the complete information on the most exciting scanner to be released from Japan for years.

## £269

“Certainly the best value!”
ANNOUNCING THE IC-P2ET
NEW HANDHELDs WITH ARTII

Icom announces the debut of the VHF IC-P2ET and the UHF IC-P4ET, these multifunctional handhelds both feature artificial intelligence that allows you much easier operation and can even evaluate ability.

Design concept
The IC-P2ET and IC-P4ET were designed with the following points in mind:
- Contains all the features in the "ST" series.
- New body design and colour.
- Artificial intelligence function that allows easier operation.
- Trial mode to evaluate user ability.
- Star selection mode that allows you to select a number of functions manually.
- Seldom-used functions can be hidden.
- Cartridge-type battery packs that can be easily inserted into the transceiver.
- A keyboard that activates functions quickly.
- Compact, but not too small to hinder use.

Easier operation with AI
This is an exciting new feature not previously available on handhelds. By adopting the sophisticated AI (Artificial Intelligence) function, these handhelds 'learn' the order of used functions.

The last-used function is automatically allocated to the AI key. The allocated function is shown in the AI indicator, you can then activate it with one touch.

Also, your favourite function can be allocated to the AI key manually by utilising AI mode.
AND IC-P4ET, TWO CLEVER INTELLIGENCE ABILITY

Automatically evaluates user's ability: Trial mode
Using the newly developed trial mode, simple operations for beginners or multi-function operations for more advanced users are selected automatically. Depending on the users ability this mode hides or allows access to various functions.

By assessing the users answers to 15 questions this mode automatically evaluates ability and awards a number of star marks.

When desired the operating level can be manually selected via the star selection mode.

Compact, rounded body design
At just 49(W) X 105(H) X 38.5(D) mm including supplied BP-111 battery pack, the new IC-P2ET and IC-PE4T handhelds are small, smart and fit everyones hand comfortably.

Easy-to-see function display
Day or night, the larger function display indicates all the required information clearly.

Illuminated keyboard
A variety of function settings are possible via the keyboard. For night time operation, the keyboard is illuminated.

Numerous channels
Many channels are included for operating convenience. 100 memory channels and 1 call channel store the operating frequency, offset direction, offset frequency and sub-audible tone frequency independently (an optional UT-50 Tone squelch unit is required for subaudible tone frequency)

For programming scan, 2 edge channels are provided independently.

Full 5 Watt output power
By connecting an external 13.8V DC power source, a full 5W of output power is available. 3.5W, 1.5W or 500mW low output power are also selectable for longer operating times.

Miscellaneous convenient functions:
- Dual tuning system: the keyboard or the main dial on the top panel.
- High sensitivity receiver.
- Full, programmed, memory scans and priority watch with skip function.
- Auto power off timer.
- Auto power saver.
- 10 DTMF code channel for auto dialling
- 1750 Hz tone call.
- 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30 or 50 kHz tuning steps.
- Dial select function for 100 kHz or 1 MHz tuning steps and quick memory channel selection.
- Memory masking function.
- Memory transfer function.
- Keyboard lock function.
- One-touch squelch monitor function.
- Optional pocket beep and tone squelch.
- Optional pager and code squelch functions.

For more information and the location of your nearest ICOM dealer contact us at the address below.

Mail orders taken by phone. Instant credit & interest free H.P. Interlink despatch on same day if possible

Post to: Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept PW \ FREEPOST \ Herne Bay Kent CT6 8BR
Telephone: 0227 741741 \ Facsimile: 0227 360155
SMC would like to wish all our customers, past and present, a merry Christmas.

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branches</th>
<th>DEC 24</th>
<th>DEC 25/26</th>
<th>DEC 27</th>
<th>DEC 28</th>
<th>JAN 1</th>
<th>JAN 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HQ Showroom</td>
<td>9.00am - 1.00pm</td>
<td>CLOSED</td>
<td>9.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>9.00am - 5.00pm</td>
<td>CLOSED</td>
<td>Open as usual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please contact the relevant branch for their opening times.

Last deliveries - Latest deliveries will be by Interlink (next day) on Christmas Eve. After this next deliveries will be Jan 3.

Closed lunchtime during holiday period 1.00 - 2.00pm

SERVICE DEPARTMENT - CLOSED - FROM 1.00pm DEC 24 to 9.00am JAN 2.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR SPECIAL

SAVE £110 ON R.R.P.

FT470 Handie
Dualbender ONLY £329

supplied with FNB20 7.2V 600mAh NiCad & SMC28 charger.
This offer is on a first come first served basis and is only available whilst stocks last.

The Best of The Best - the FT-1000

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS

- General Coverage Receiver 100kHz-30MHz
- Ham bands TX 160-10m
- Modes CW, USB, LSB, AM, FM, RTTY and Packet
- VFO steps 10Hz CW, SSB, RTTY, 100Hz AM, FM, PKT
- Auto antenna impedance range 16.7 to 150 ohms
- Selectable receiver bandwidths 2.4kHz, 2kHz, 500Hz, 250Hz
- Dual band receiver tuning and monitoring with balance control
- Power output up to 200W P.E.P., 50W AM
- Sensitivity pre-amp on SSB/CW 0.25 microvolts 10dB S/N
- D.D.S. Direct Digital Synthesiser
- Dual Selectable noise blankers with adjustable threshold
- 99 Memories

Designed with no spared effort or expense for optimum performance and operability, the FT-1000 is the fruit of over 25,000 man-hours of intensive research and development by Yaesu's top design engineers. Instead of merely offering incremental improvements on existing designs or adding bells and whistles to an old model, the FT-1000 project involves a wholly new approach to the application of the latest digital and RF technologies to today's most demanding needs on the HF bands. Extensive surface-mount component technology allowed six microprocessors and five Direct Digital Synthesizers to be harmoniously integrated with a simple operator interface into a highly reliable full-features transceiver optimized for serious HF applications.
Two new TNC units, the TNC24 MkII and TNC Micro, are both compact full featured designs, built to exacting standards for the discerning packet operator. The TNC Micro is the ideal companion for use with portable transceivers being only the size of a cigarette packet.

**WHY NOT DROP US A LINE FOR MORE INFO!**

---

**SMC FOR ALL YOUR ACCESSORIES**

**COMET ANTENNAS**

SMC are proud to be associated with COMET Co LIMITED

COMET produce arguably the best quality base and mobile antennas available today on the amateur radio market. Discerning radio amateurs will appreciate the stunning combination of amazing performance and aesthetically pleasing styling of some of the latest range of antennas available from COMET via SMC, the authorised UK distributor.

---

**TOKYO HY-POWER**

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE'S CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFERS (WHILST STOCKS LAST)

SECOND HAND ITEMS

REALISTIC PRO-9055 scanning receiver, covers 55-1300MHz. AM/FSK/FSK. Good condition. £199. (Carage 03)

REGENCY RX-4000 VARIFLEX portable scanning receiver. Good condition. £169. (Carage 03)

YAESU FT-9090 75cm multimode transceiver. Good condition. £945. (Carage 03)

REALISTIC PRO-9004 scanning receiver. Covers 55-1300MHz. Good condition. £169.95. (Carage 03)

HIF-193 communications receiver, covers 300Hz-30MHz. USB/LSB/CW. Very good condition. £999. (Carage 03)

ICOM IC-04E 75cm handheld, comes with charger and ricard pack. Very good condition. £199. (Carage 03)

KENWOOD TM-110 25W 75cm transmitter, comes with mobile mount, microphone etc. Excellent condition. £295. (Carage 03)

YAESU FT-203B 75cm handheld transceiver comes with charger and ricard pack. Very good condition. £199. (Carage 03)

R.N. 6m 25w transmitter, suitable for use with FT-4900. Good condition. £169. (Carage 03)

ICOM IC-4A7 75cm handheld transceiver with DTMF keypad, comes with desk chargers and ricad pack. Good condition. £499. (Carage 03)

YAESU FT-900DEM HF transceiver covering all amateur bands. USB/LSB/CW. Good condition. £525. (Carage 03)

R.N. 6m 25w transceiver. Very good condition. £169. (Carage 03)

ICOM IC-WAY 500 series radio scanner. Excellent condition. £159.95. (Carage 03)

Kenwood TR-751E 75cm multimode transceiver. (This radio is in excellent condition). £410. (Carage 01)

ALL OUR SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT COMES WITH A THREE MONTH'S WARRANTY

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & STANDARD. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE.

Spend up to £1200 instantly with a Photo Acoustics Ltd. credit charge card.

Part exchange welcome. Ask for kerry G6IZF or Andy G4YOW.

Retail showroom open Monday - Friday 9.30 - 5.30, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30.

Goods normally dispatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE.

ALL OUR SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT COMES WITH A THREE MONTH'S WARRANTY.
THE SALE OF THE CENTURY
(Everything you'd expect except Nicolas Parsons)

Enter the New Year with a little help from the Lynch Mob. Special prices throughout January and be treated like an individual - not a nuisance wanting service!! Novice and School enquiries welcome. Any item not listed, phone today, if it's worth having I'll have it in stock. Remember I am an authorised dealer for all that I sell - no dodgy imports here.

---

YAESU
FT-1000 Sold more than any other UK retailer- unbeatable trade-ins!...............................................................................PHONE
FT-990 The latest HF Mobile/Base the successor to the FT-737 .................................................................................PHONE
FT-990 I've got another delivery of ten in stock. Competitors not invited .....................................................................PHONE
FT-735 Dual band base with 2/70+6m fitted, just how many are left?? ...........................................................................PHONE
FT-767GX A complete Ham Shack in one box, HP26/70, ATU/PSU ..................................................................................PHONE
FT-520 Remote head dual-band mobile - FREE CTSSS!! ..................................................................................................PHONE
FT-26R Successor to the FT-23 series, FREE case and Wide band! ...................................................................................PHONE
FT-76R As above, but on 70cm FM, with FREE case and Wide band! ...................................................................................PHONE
FT-776R Dual band handle, FNB10 NiCad/charger special offer ..........................................................................................£319

KENWOOD
TS-951SD Henry still has his - and he's delighted - so were several other purchasers during December .............................................................................................................................................PHONE
TS-850S Free matching SP31 speaker and more! ..................................................................................................................PHONE
TS-650S Still using an FT-707? Forget it! I'll give you £350 TRADE-IN! .....................................................................................PHONE
TS-690S The same modern design HF all mode Gen. Cov. But with 6m ...............................................................................PHONE
TM-741E Five pages of super mods for this one - only from Martin Lynch .............................................................................PHONE
TM-241E 50W on 2m with modified wide band receive .....................................................................................................£79
TH-77E Dual band handle very compact ..................................................................................................................................PHONE

ICOM
IC-970E/H The best 2m/70cm/23cm Base station....................................................................................................................UNPRINTABLE
IC-725 The tough alternative to "BUDGET" HF operating ..................................................................................................PHONE
IC-726 As with the IC-725 but with 6m fitted .......................................................................................................................PHONE
IC-7100E Latest wide band receiver - too good to be called a scanner! ....................................................................................PHONE
IC-W2E We're the only dealer in town with a good stock of these, but they're getting harder to find! ......................................PHONE
IC-25RE 2m + scanner, expensive, but usual ICOM technology and build quality.................................................................PHONE
IC-4SR As the IC-25RE but this time on 70cm transceiver and W/B scanner ............................................................................PHONE
IC-990 The latest sub-miniature 2m handle from Icom in stock ...............................................................................................PHONE
IC-P4E As per the IC-25E but on 70cm .................................................................................................................................PHONE
IC-R1 Sub miniature pocket scanner, Ex-demo's from only ..................................................................................................PHONE

ALINCO
DJ-560E Dual band handle with NiCads/charger/CTCSS/DTMF W/B RX ..............................................................................£319
DF-51E 2m Pocket TCVR with AM Airband RCI FREE case ..................................................................................................PHONE
DJ-31E As above without K/B or NiCads and charger ..............................................................................................................PHONE
DJ-X1E Latest miniature wide band scanner - in stock! ..............................................................................................................PHONE
DR-390E New dual band mobile remote head high power ....................................................................................................PHONE

---

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Like what you see above, but have equipment to dispose of? Don't worry - I'll buy it as long as it's a clean genuine; working example. I pay higher prices for used equipment - I sincerely want your gear for trade-in or outright purchase. Phone right now - 081 566 1120.

Latest 1992 computer generated second hand list available FREE!! Updated twice a day - not every other week like most - PHONE FOR YOUR COPY!!

---

73 MARTIN G4HKS

---

Martin Lynch is a Licensed Credit Broker. Full written details upon request. Typical APR 36.8% PHONE 081-566 1120

For fast mail order Tel: 081-566 1120. Please add £10.50 for 48 hour delivery.

SHOP OPENING HOURS: Tuesday - Saturday 10 - 6pm.
24 hour Sales HOT LINE 0860 339 339 (after hours only.) FAX order line open 24 hours.

---

BUYING OR SELLING... DIAL 081-566 1120 NOW!!

In addition to new transceivers and accessories, don't forget I still have the largest selection of used equipment available in the UK. I am very willing to take your equipment in part exchange - Phone with your requirements NOW!!

---
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£39.95 COMPACT DMM
Autoranging/Manual. Easy to read LCD display, diode and continuity checker. Measures to 1000 V DC, 750 VAC, 10A AC/DC. Resistance to 2 megohms. Requires 2 "AA" batteries.
22-184 £39.95

£59.95 30-RANGE DMM
With Capacitance And Transistor Gain Functions. Continuity sounder. Measures to 1000 VDC, 750 VAC, 10 amps AC/DC current, 20 megohms resistance, 20μF capacitance, NPN/ PNP hFE. Requires 9v battery.
22-194 £59.95

£79.95 VOICE METER
Talking Meter. Press a button on the probe and meter calls out reading in clear English while displaying it. Full autoranging. Measures 1000 VDC, 750 VAC, 300 mA AC/DC, 30 megohms resistance. Requires four "AA" batteries.
22-164 £79.95

ALL THE ACTION AS IT HAPPENS!
InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Walsall, West Midlands WS2 7PS
Tel: 0922 710000
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Readers' response to the 'Elmer' editorial was amazing. It seems that for too long this unsung band of heroes, have gone unnoticed. It’s time to change this for the good, and to this end we are introducing the 'Practical Wireless Annual Elmer Award'.

It's an appropriate time to launch this new award, as PW's Diamond Jubilee year. Very many people involved in the radio hobby have been introduced to a lifetime's interest with the help of an 'Elmer', and we want to mark the magazine's 60th anniversary and the many hitherto neglected radio 'helpers' in the best way possible.

The PW Elmer Award

The 'Elmer' award is very special. The award is open to all, in recognition of the very varied type of helper who is, or has been an 'Elmer'.

We are also very conscious that many 'Elmers' aren't radio amateurs. Some will have amateur radio licenses, and some will be very experienced short wave listeners.

I've no doubt that there will also be hundreds of possible candidates who, although they've helped someone on the way to enjoy the radio hobby, are not directly interested in the activity as such. However, it doesn't matter whether your 'Elmer' was a railway electrician (like mine!) or the licensed amateur down the road.

What does matter is that they helped you and possibly others, to get started. What really does matter is that they cared, and shared their knowledge and humanity.

Who Can Be Nominated?

So, who can be nominated for the Practical Wireless Elmer Award? The answer to that question is simple! As the list of who can qualify to be nominated is literally endless, it's far easier to specify those who can't:

- Full-time employees of the magazine, our regular authors, advertisers and anyone else who is involved professionally in the production or promotion of Practical Wireless can't be nominated.

Nominations will be accepted after the publication of the January issue of the magazine. They will be accepted up to and including Tuesday 1 September 1992.

Benchmark forms will be available on the nomination form available from the editorial offices, by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope marked 'Elmer Award'. Readers from abroad who wish to nominate someone (who can be in the UK or abroad) are asked to include one IRC.

As you realise, we want to make this award open for nominations from all of our readers. The nominated person does NOT have to be a PW reader.

He or she, can be a dedicat-

ed Elmer', in Scotland, East Anglia, New Zealand, South America, Australia, Newcastle or Newark-on-Trent for example. In other words, if they've helped you or others, we want to know about it.

What You Do

What you have to do is write (it's not difficult - honestly!) in no more than 100 words, why you are nominating your possible 'Elmer'. Full details of the rules, and what you have to do will be published with the nomination form.

The next stage is for you to send in the nomination (as quickly as possible from abroad please) with a photograph of your nominee if you can manage it.

The award itself will be unusual but very appropriate.

John Worthington GW4C0I, our Welsh-exiled cartoonist, will produce a specially commissioned cartoon of an appropriate 'Elmer', hand-painted in water-colours and mounted in an attractive wooden frame with an engraved brass nameplate.

The Worthington cartoon, complete in the frame, will be presented in a ceremony at the 1992 Leicester Show (the 21st anniversary event). Nominations will close on Tuesday 1st September and the name of the winner will be announced in the November issue of Practical Wireless.

The PW team are really looking forward to reading the nomination forms. We are also pleased to be able to reward and acknowledge the debt the radio hobby owes to the previously unsung 'Elmers' of years gone by. So, get writing for those forms and get busy with the nominations!

Morse Weekend

Are you interested in a possible Morse tutorial weekend? We are planning a residential weekend during the late spring/summer of 1992. It's for anyone interested in getting to grips with the key and putting that final little 'polish' on their style before taking the Morse test. You'll even be able to take the test itself!

You may be one of those people who, although keen, has never quite progressed enough to face up to the test and perhaps doubts their ability to pass. Why not come and join us, and prove yourself wrong by passing with flying colours?

The weekend, Friday evening to possibly around lunchtime on Sunday, will be fully residential with meals, accommodation, instruction and lectures included for around £160, will be held in the Dorset/Hampshire area. We have excellent communications with the rest of the country down here, and the train service is excellent, with direct services to the North and Scotland.

Don't forget, that although your partner may not be interested in the Morse activities, there are the seaside resorts of Bournemouth and Poole nearby, plus the attractions of the New Forest to mention only a few. If enough non-participating people attend, we can arrange a coach trip or other attractions. It could be an interesting weekend for all the family.

So, if you're interested in this planned weekend, please write to me, clearly marking your envelope with 'Morse Weekend' enclosing a fully refundable deposit of £25 to book your place. We'll send you details as soon as we have an idea of the number attending.

New Look Same Price

We hope that you like the new look of PW, the high quality glossy paper and the way that we can now use colours to advantage in the magazine. I am especially pleased with the improvement obtained with technical drawings and photographs. It's a wonderful way to enter PW's Diamond Jubilee year, and I'm also pleased that, for the moment at least, we can hold the price of the magazine to the level we've managed for the last two years. Enjoy your reading, we've got a lot of surprises and excellent projects coming your way in this, the 60th year of Practical Wireless.

Finally, everyone on the team wishes you all a happy Christmas and peaceful new year, wherever you are in this wonderful world. May God bless you all.

Rob Mannion
G3XFJ
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Queries

We will always try to help readers having difficulties with a Practical Wireless project, but please note the following simple rules:

1. We cannot give advice on modifications to our designs, nor on commercial radio, TV or electronic equipment.
2. We cannot deal with technical queries over the telephone.
3. All letters asking for advice must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope (or envelope plus IRCs for overseas readers).
4. Make sure you describe the query adequately.
5. Only one query per letter please.

Back Numbers & Binders

Limited stocks of many issues of PW for past years are available at £1.65 each including post and packing.

Binders, each holding one volume of PW are available price £5.50 each (£1 P&P for one, £2 for two or more).

Send all orders to the Post Sales Department.

Subscriptions

Subscriptions are available both for the UK and overseas. Please see current issues for the latest prices.
Dear Sir

I feel compelled to write this letter. Your magazine, has published letters from many amateurs complaining about the shortage of ‘new blood’ coming into our hobby. Although we shall see more now the novice licence is here, have they considered what may be contributing to this shortage?

In 1989, the average course fee was just under £40. Unfortunately I was too late to enrol then, so in 1990 when I did join my local RAE course, it had increased to £48. I now hear that course fees can exceed £60, with an exam fee of currently I think £37.50.

Unless RAE course fees are kept of our hobby. Although we shall see how the shortage of local club members is at the very foundation of the hobby, I am sure that I can mention various copies etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
Paisley
Strathclyde

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

Alan has many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence. I am however, writing to suggest something that could make your magazine even better (if that is possible!). I am the only licensed member of our school club, The High School of Glasgow Amateur Radio Club. Last year, there were two other licensed members who I found to be invaluable sources of information, both practical and theoretical. All this was before I gained my licence.

Nowadays I am occasionally put in their shoes by the rest of the club, when I am asked about various procedures and phrases, etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
Paisley
Strathclyde

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

Dear Sir

I would like to thank you and your staff for the chance to display our societies, activities in your ‘Club News’ section. Can I also thank you for the very prompt way you printed our change of venue for our meetings. I know that it’s not always possible to meet a deadline, but I was very surprised at the quick response from your team. If they always work as quickly and efficiently as this, you will always have a very good magazine.

The ‘Club News’ section, I feel is an important part of PW. It’s very useful for visitors to a new area to look up a local club. For example, at the beginning of September I had a phone call from Gary Wagner K3OMI. Gary was visiting Stratford-upon-Avon on business. He had been to the newsagents, and found PW in the hope of finding a local club. This he did of course, and was able to come along and spend an evening with us.

I think this success proves what an important page ’Club News’ is, and if you have to run to two pages let it be. It may not be a bad idea anyway, if the print on that page gets any smaller I shall have to find a magnifying glass!

It was also a great pleasure to meet you and your staff at the Leicester Show. As in previous years I had a very warm welcome, even though you were all very busy. Many thanks.

Alan Beasley GOCXJ
Shipston on Stour
Warwickshire

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

I am however, writing to suggest something that could make your magazine even better (if that is possible!). I am the only licensed member of our school club, The High School of Glasgow Amateur Radio Club. Last year, there were two other licensed members who I found to be invaluable sources of information, both practical and theoretical. All this was before I gained my licence.

Nowadays I am occasionally put in their shoes by the rest of the club, when I am asked about various procedures and phrases, etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
Paisley
Strathclyde

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

I am however, writing to suggest something that could make your magazine even better (if that is possible!). I am the only licensed member of our school club, The High School of Glasgow Amateur Radio Club. Last year, there were two other licensed members who I found to be invaluable sources of information, both practical and theoretical. All this was before I gained my licence.

Nowadays I am occasionally put in their shoes by the rest of the club, when I am asked about various procedures and phrases, etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
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Strathclyde

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

I am however, writing to suggest something that could make your magazine even better (if that is possible!). I am the only licensed member of our school club, The High School of Glasgow Amateur Radio Club. Last year, there were two other licensed members who I found to be invaluable sources of information, both practical and theoretical. All this was before I gained my licence.

Nowadays I am occasionally put in their shoes by the rest of the club, when I am asked about various procedures and phrases, etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
Paisley
Strathclyde

Editor’s comment: Thank you for your kind comments on the ‘Club News’ section Alan. We re-introduced the club page because readers and clubs wanted it back. They could not understand why it had been dropped in the first place! Although it proves to be a headache (because we have to pack a lot of information into it) I’ve had many comments at rallies, shows and during my visits to clubs, supporting the ‘Club News’ section. Hard pressed club sec’s, chairmen and chairladies (I don’t like the term ‘chairperson’) apparently find it useful for getting ideas for talks, events, outings, competitions and a host of other ideas. I believe (very strongly) that the local club is at the very foundation of the hobby, and my thoughts are backed up by what I see when I am a keen reader in the days before and since getting my licence.

I am however, writing to suggest something that could make your magazine even better (if that is possible!). I am the only licensed member of our school club, The High School of Glasgow Amateur Radio Club. Last year, there were two other licensed members who I found to be invaluable sources of information, both practical and theoretical. All this was before I gained my licence.

Nowadays I am occasionally put in their shoes by the rest of the club, when I am asked about various procedures and phrases, etc. So, my suggestion is that you publish articles for beginners and the newly licensed operator more often, I am sure that I can boost your sales by getting the club members to buy PW magazine. Finally, I must mention that I find your ‘Mathematics for the RAE’ very helpful. Keep it up!

Craig C. Ritchie GM7KSC
Paisley
Strathclyde
Dear Sir

I felt compelled to write to you to congratulate PW, and especially Richard Marks 2E1AAQ, for his excellent article on Michael Faraday. I found it easy to read, informative and totally absorbing.

I do hope Richard continues with his articles and I would be delighted should he become a regular contributor to PW.

Best wishes to him in his radio work, and thanks to PW for probably being the best British radio magazine.

Tim Rowe G4ARI
Stanton-under-Burden
Leicestershire

Editors reply: Richard will be pleased to read your remarks Tim, and I'm pleased to say that 2E1AAQ was one of the novice radio amateurs who took part in the project led by Ken Smith G3JIX in this month's issue. I'm sure we will hear more from him, and I hope that more young authors will volunteer their work in the future.

Dear Sir

Thank you for your recent letter answering my technical queries, and the copies of the April and May issues of the magazine. It was most kind of you.

I enjoy Practical Wireless, especially your constructional articles and the lively debates that echo around 'Receiving You'. The adverts for modern Japanese equipment and the servicing of them, leave me completely cold, but I do realise that they subsidise the guts of the magazine, and as such, I welcome them.

My particular interest lies in good valued equipment, with well engineered mechanics. It really is a golden era for old 'fuddy duddies' like me, now that beautiful old equipment can often be had for a song.

I would like to see the occasional article, a series if possible, devoted to improving the performance of old sets. A little bit of 'solid state' in judicious places could work wonders in older equipment.

Thank you again, and good luck to yourself and all the PW team.

D. G. Gibbons
Westport
Co. Mayo
Eire

Editor's reply: Nice to hear from you James. I hope, by the time you see your letter in print that you will be on the road to recovery. By then, hopefully you will also have received the 'surprise' air-mail package with some good reading for you from the team here in Poole. As regards finding PW for sale 'Down Under', I can only suggest that you try a subscription, which is advice I have no doubt you will have read before. Get well soon!

Anyone wishing to write to James should write to him c/o the PW Editorial Offices, and we will gladly pass any correspondence onto him.

DOUG DEMAW
RAMSEY
LONG WIRE
ELMER
FRED JUDD
GEORGE DOBBS
CLUB NEWS
HOWES
SPECIAL OFFER
SOLDERING IRON
PRINTED CIRCUIT
LINEAR
PHASE
SATTELITE SCENE
MORSE WEEKEND

Fifteen different 'radio' words have been hidden in the letter grid. They have been printed across (forward or backwards), up and down or diagonally, but they are always in a straight line without odd letters in between. You can use the letters in the grid more than once for different words, and they're wards or backwards), up and down or diagonally, but they are always in a straight line without odd

Name ____________________________________________
Address ....................................................................

Competition Corner
Jan 92
Sony RAE Course

A course of study, leading to the City & Guilds Radio Amateurs' Examination, will be run by the Sony Broadcast Amateur Radio Training Group. Unlike the previous course, the 1992 course will be run on modular lines. Students can opt to study single modules, or select those for which they need tuition.

Cost for the 11 module course will be £50, which includes a copy of the RAE Manual; individual modules will cost £5. Tuition will be by members of the Sony Broadcast Amateur Radio Club, all experienced amateurs and experts in their field, who will make full use of Sony's training facilities, backed up by the club station.

The course will run on Mondays, from 7.30pm until 8pm, starting 6 January 1992, at Sony's HQ building, in Jays Close, Basingstoke.

For further details, please contact:
Stephen Harding
Sony Broadcast Amateur Radio Training Group
Sony Broadcast & Communications Ltd.
Jays Close
Basingstoke
Hants RG22 4SB.

New Radio Club At Alcester Grammar School

A new radio club, open to all students, has been formed at Alcester Grammar School, in the attractive Warwickshire market-gardening countryside, south of Birmingham.

Leading light in setting up the club, was 16-year-old Paul Robertson G7JCG. Paul wrote directly to Rob Mannion G3XFD, the editor of Practical Wireless, to ask for help and guidance in setting up the club.

Although most of the donkey work had already been done by Paul, Rob Mannion travelled north to present some essential radio 'bits and pieces,' and give a talk on amateur radio. Rob also demonstrated some simple radio constructional projects, and told club members about PW during a lunchtime meeting on November 8th.

The club is well under way now, and Paul G7JCG (pictured on G3XFD's immediate right, along with some of the club members) has organised the school club callign G7LBX. Paul is now arranging various activities for the keen youngsters.

The Headmaster, Mr Shearn, and Head of Physics Mrs Hughes, are supporting the club as much as they can, but the club is in need of an 'Elmer' to help out. If you can, please contact the Headmaster directly at the school's Birmingham Road address.

Paul Robertson G7JCG is shown standing to G3XFD's right, during the PW editors visit to help launch the Alcester Grammar School's new radio club on November 8th.

Please send in all of your news items to Sharon George at the editorial office in Poole.

P.S. We hope you like the new look in PW this month.

Practical Wireless, January 1992
Once again, the winners of the Practical Wireless 144MHz 1991 ORP Contest were The Mansfield Contest Group, G0MCG/P, from Nottinghamshire.

The silver trophy was presented to Paul Kelsall G0CYB - holder of G0MCG - and Tony Gibbins G4GNC. They are pictured receiving the trophy at the 1991 Leicester show from Rob Mannion G3XFD, the editor of PW.

We're not sure what the joke was, but it seems the editor was highly amused to hear where the group intends to operate from for next year's contest. Rumours of a space-vehicle-launching site in rural Nottinghamshire have yet to be confirmed or denied!

Mansfield Group Win PW 144MHz ORP Contest....Again!

The Mansfield Group, which has led to a club with only one school and the level of support from the Education Committee, John Case, RSGB President GW4HWR, Chairman of the RSGB Training and Production editor) from Practical Wireless.

Rob Mannion G3XFD and Sharon George (News editor of Practical Wireless.

The ceremony, held at the South Dartmoor School, Ashburton near Plymouth, was held in the presence of invited guests. The Headmaster, Ray Tarleton, opened the proceedings and welcomed the RSGB party, parents, school governors and students.

Novice licences were presented to Novice radio amateurs, whose ages ranged from the early teens to a mature 76! Proud Peter Thornhill G6ZKQ, joins his group and can be seen, back row fourth from the left.

Certificates and licences were presented to Novice radio amateurs, whose ages ranged from the early teens to a mature 76! Proud Peter Thornhill G6ZKQ, joins his group and can be seen, back row fourth from the left.

From left to right, Clive Trotman GW4YKL, Peter Thornhill G6ZKQ, RSGB President John Case GW4HWR and Jonathan Histed 2E1AFX.

Novice Licence Presentation in Devon

The Radio Society of Great Britain’s President, John Case GW4HWR, presented the City & Guilds Examination Certificates, and the first Novice radio amateur licenses, to be issued in the county of Devon, during a ceremony on November 6th.

The ceremony, held at the South Dartmoor School, Ashburton near Plymouth, was held in the presence of invited guests. The Headmaster, Ray Tarleton, opened the proceedings and welcomed the RSGB party, parents, school governors and Rob Mannion G3XFD and Sharon George (News and Production editor) from Practical Wireless.

Certificates and licenses were presented to Novice radio amateurs whose ages ranged from the early teens to a mature 76! A special prize was presented from the RSGB to Jonathan Histed 2E1AFX, in the form of an electronic construction kit, in recognition of the progress he had made in the hobby.

The man behind South Dartmoor School’s amateur radio success, is Peter Thornhill G6ZKQ, whose activities with the school club led him to be appointed Chief Novice Instructor for Devon.

Peter is shown standing between Clive Trotman GW4YKL, Chairman of the RSGB Training and Education Committee, John Case, RSGB President and Jonathan Histed. John Case remarked that he was most impressed at the enthusiasm of the school and the level of support from the Headmaster, which has led to a club with only one ‘token’ adult on the committee.

Royal operation from the Royal coach. The Queen of Sodor (Kay Pemberton) enjoys her first taste of amateur radio, watched by Lee G0MTN and the King of Sodor (John Pemberton).

'Royal' Visit to Special Event Station

The King and Queen of Sodor visited the special event station being operated by the Solihull ARS during the Birmingham Railway Museum’s ‘Friends of Thomas the Tank Engine’ weekend.

Appropriately, the radio station was located in a former GWR Royal Saloon Coach. Completed in 1940, the coach was first used by Sir (then Mr) Winston Churchill and General Eisenhower, as a mobile office. After the war, the coach was put into service as originally intended and carried members of the Royal family on many occasions.

As well as two radio stations, on 7 and 144MHz, the coach also contained a display of second world war memorabilia, to commemorate Battle of Britain Day, which occurred during the weekend of the operation. Part of the display was a Battle of Britain video, which alternated with the RSGB recruitment video.

Battle of Britain Special Event Station

On 21 September 1991, Royal Air Force Leuchars held its annual Battle of Britain Open Day. To mark this event, a special event station was operated using the callsigns GB1BOB and GB2BOB. The station consisted of a v.h.f. operating position, an h.f. operating position, plus a static display of home-made equipment, maps, books and posters.

Despite flat conditions on 144MHz, all operators were kept busy, either talking ‘on the air’ or chatting to members of the public. Although conditions were poor, contacts were made into Greater Manchester on 144MHz, though the most frustrating moment of the day was being unable to establish contact with GB6BOB at Royal Air Force Finningley, who were heard calling CQ.

Business was brisk on 7MHz, the operator at GB2BOB very quickly had a pile-up on his hands.

A photo QSL card will be sent to all stations worked by GB1BOB/GB2BOB, and also to any s.w.l. sending reports. Thanks go to all the amateurs who supported the event on the day, it was a great success. Look out for them again next year.
Aylesbury Vale RS meet 1st & 3rd Thursdays, 7.30pm at the College Hall, Blandford, Dec 18 is the Christmas Party, details from John Chapple on 0626 763535.

Banbury & District ARC meets Mondays in the radio club room at Alnwick House, Northampton Road, Banbury. December 23 they have a Christmas Social, details from Alan Brown on 0933 400800.

Bedford & District ARC meet 1st & 3rd Mondays, 8pm at the Community Centre, Victoria Street, Bedford. Further details, please contact John Randall G3DAZ, 422 Paddock Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 2PF.

Bedfordshire RS meet Thursday, 8pm at the Alnwick House,190 Bedford Road, Bedford. More details from Gavin Carmichael, 15 Eland Avenue, Bedford MK40 2DL. Tel: (0405) 276041.

Bromsgrove & District ARC meets Fri, 8pm at the Ex-Service Club, Sheeridge Road, Bromsgrove, West Yorkshire. On January 5 they have a talk on ‘Digital Signal Processing’. For further details, contact Mark Goodes MDYGL on (0908) 271486.

Braintree & District ARC meets 1st & 3rd Mondays, 8pm at the Forest Ring Community Centre, Springfield Road, Braintree. Further details, please contact John Randall G3DAZ, 422 Paddock Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 2PF.

Bromley G2OY meet the 3rd Tuesday of every month at 7.30pm in the Wessex Lounge of Weymouth Hotel, Weymouth, Dorset. Further details from Chris Budd GOLOJ on (0454) 616267.

Britain's evening. D. Andrews, 22 Arnhem Grove, Victoria Street, Braintree. January 6 is a memb-

Brentwood RS meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at the Electric Sports & Social Club, Exelde7, Brentwood. Details from Alan Goodall on (0624) 514944.

Bredwarden ARC meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at the Station, Double Street, Spalding, Lincolnshire. Further details from Geoff Gwillian GIFJO, 13 Overlends Road, Wyke Regis, Weymouth DT4 9HY. (0908) 718539.

Bristol ARC meet Thursday, 7.30pm at the Town Hall, City of Bristol. Further details from Mike Pilsbury G4KCK on 081-504 4581.

Buckinghamshire ARC meet every other Wednesday at Northallerton Grammar School, Northallerton, North Yorkshire. Further details from Ken Patley GWJFA on (0422) 746276.

Burlington Radio Club meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at Grovetown House, Chandler’s Ford, Southampton, for further details, contact Graham Sheard, G3MRC on (0452) 918780.

Consett, County Durham. Regular talks by city's evening. D. Andrews, 22 Arnhem Grove, Victoria Street, Braintree. January 6 is a memb-

Coventry ARS meet Fridays, 8pm at Baden Powell Scout Club, Warwick Road, Coventry. On January 2, they have a talk on 'Digital Signal Processing'. For more information, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Crawley ARC meet Thursday, 7.30pm at the SCC Social Club, High Road, Cranbrook, East Sussex. For further details, contact Robert Kipp DJOPU, Hugelstr. 239879. Details from Mel Evans at 56 Southhouse Road, Horsham, West Sussex, 8pm. On January 2 and 9th they have Natter nights. Further details from Andy Stafford G4GPM on (0803) 329055.

Croydon ARS meet at 8pm in the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Croydon ARC meet Mondays, 7.30 at the Victoria Tavern. For more details, please contact Kevan Danby GFOSM.

Cumbernauld ARC meet every Wednesday at Alloa Sheriff Court, Alloa, Clackmannanshire. Details from Andy Stafford G4GPM on (0803) 329055.

Cumbernauld ARC meet at 7.30pm at the Sherwood Community Centre, Mansfield, Notts. Details from Chris Budd GOLOJ on (0454) 616267.

Cumbernauld ARC meet at 7.30pm at the Scout HQ, 21 Elmbank Street, Kirkintilloch. This radio club has a com-

D. Andrews, 22 Arnhem Grove, Victoria Street, Braintree. January 6 is a memb-

Denne Road, Horsham, West Sussex, 8pm. On

Dek Beachy Head, Eastbourne. Details from Geoff Gwillian GIFJO, 13 Overlends Road, Wyke Regis, Weymouth DT4 9HY. (0908) 718539.

Derby & District ARC meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at 116 Green Lane, Derby, December 18 is an informal Social, further details from Joe Peace G3MRMC on (0761) 710100.

Derwent Valley ARC meet at Pickley End Social Club, Alcester Road, Burcot, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire. Details from John Wallis on (0952) 574000.

Dewsbury RS meet 2nd & 4th Mondays, 8pm at 20 Main Road, Huyton, Liverpool. For further details, contact John G3GKL.

Devizes RS meet Tuesdays, 7.30pm at the Sportisland Centre, Devizes. For more details, contact John Amsgood G4VPM on (0803) 329055.

Dorset RS meet 2nd Sundays, 8pm at the Wimborne Memorial Hall, East Road, Wimborne, Dorset. More details from Pat Beresford G4VSP on (0703) 114512.

Druidstone RS meet Thursdays, 7.30pm at the Wimborne Memorial Hall, East Road, Wimborne, Dorset. More details from Pat Beresford G4VSP on (0703) 114512.

Dudley RS meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at the Wimborne Memorial Hall, East Road, Wimborne, Dorset. More details from Pat Beresford G4VSP on (0703) 114512.

Durham DH2 3LX. Tel: 091-370 2032

East Yorkshire ARC meet 1st Tuesday of every month, 7.30pm at the Scout Centre, Goole. Details from Paul Anglian G4OJL on (0452) 82537.

Eastsprings ARC meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at the South Shore Tennis Club, Midgendar Road, Blackpool. Eric Fielding G3HIZ RG15.

EBSZ RS meet 2nd & last Saturdays, 7.30pm at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

ECM ARC meet Fridays, 7.30pm at the Eccles Social Club, High Road, Cranbrook, East Sussex. For further details, contact Robert Kipp DJOPU, Hugelstr. 239879. Details from Mel Evans at 56 Southhouse Road, Horsham, West Sussex, 8pm. On January 2 and 9th they have Natter nights. Further details from Andy Stafford G4GPM on (0803) 329055.

Easts Reading ARC meet at 8pm at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. For further details, please contact John Kingerlee G4BDL.

Easts Reading ARC meet at 8pm at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. For further details, please contact John Kingerlee G4BDL.

Eastleigh ARC meet at 2nd Mondays, 8.30pm at St. Swithun’s Church Hall, Grovelands Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 2PF. Tel: (0626) 733527.

Epsom ARC meet at 4pm in the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Essex County RS meet 2nd & 4th Sundays, 8pm at the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Essex County RS meet 2nd & 4th Sundays, 8pm at the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Essex County RS meet 2nd & 4th Sundays, 8pm at the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Essex County RS meet 2nd & 4th Sundays, 8pm at the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.

Essex County RS meet 2nd & 4th Sundays, 8pm at the Clubroom at the Whitton Club, Walton Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Details from Chris Frost COKER, 61 New Kent Road (off Malborough Road), St. Albans, Hertfordshire. 2nd Tuesdays are their activity evenings and 4th Tuesdays are their main monthly meetings. December 17 is their AGM meeting, contact Nigel Robertshaw on (0926) 823230.
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**Radio Diary**

- **December 15**: The Centre of England Christmas radio rally will be held at the British Motorcycle Museum, Bickenhill, near the NEC, Birmingham (Junction 6 M42). Doors open 10.30am, admission £1, OAPs 50p, children free. Over 60 trade stands in three large exhibition halls, Bring & Buy, talk-in on S22, bar and restaurant available, ample free parking, concession rates to visit museum. Frank Martin G4UMF. Tel: (0952) 598173.

**1992**

- **January 19**: The Oldham rally will be held at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Civic Centre, Oldham. Doors open 11am, 10.30am for disabled and for those taking the Morse test. Bar & catering facilities available and parking is free. Details from Kathy G1OHH on (0524) 64239 or GTHR.

- **February 2**: South Essex ARS have their 7th mobile radio rally at the Paddocks Community Centre, Long Road (A130), Canvey Island, Essex. All the usual traders, Bring & Buy, refreshments, free car parking, including parking for the disabled outside the main door. Doors open 10am. Talk-in on S22. For further information contact Dave Speechley G4UVJ on (0268) 697978.

- **February 16**: The Kidderminster & DARS rally will be held at the Harry Cheshire School, Habberley Road, Kidderminster, Worcs. Doors open 10am. GJTL. Tel: (0384) 609419.

- **February 23**: The Northern Cross rally will be held at the Rodillian Civic Centre, Lock Centre, Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9.

- **March 7 & 8**: The London amateur radio show will be held at Picketts Lock Centre, Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9.

- **March 15**: Wythall RC will be holding their annual rally at Wythall Park Leisure Centre in South Shields, Tyne and Wear. The centre offers up to 18,000 square feet of floor space, all on one level, with easy access for traders where needed. Catering facilities, including a bar on site, as well as family rooms. For those other members of the family not wishing to partake in the Rally, all the amenities of the Leisure Centre are available too, including heated Leisure pool and gymnasium. Plenty of free parking. Further details about the Rally from Jack G6OJG on 091-265 1178.

- **March 8 & 9**: The London amateur radio rally will be held at Picketts Lock Centre, Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9.

- **March 15**: Wythall RC will be holding their annual rally at Wythall Park Leisure Centre in South Shields, Tyne and Wear. The centre offers up to 18,000 square feet of floor space, all on one level, with easy access for traders where needed. Catering facilities, including a bar on site, as well as family rooms. For those other members of the family not wishing to partake in the Rally, all the amenities of the Leisure Centre are available too, including heated Leisure pool and gymnasium. Plenty of free parking. Further details about the Rally from Jack G6OJG on 091-265 1178.

- **April 1**: The Launceston 6th amateur radio rally will be held at Launceston College. Doors open 10.30am. Maggie. Tel: (0456) 271219.

- **April 1**: The centre of England Easter Sunday radio & electronics rally, held at the National Motorcycle Museum, Bickenhill, nr the NEC (Jct. 6 M42). Doors open 10.30am, admission £1, Over 60 traders, ample parking, Bring & Buy. Talk-in on S22. For further information contact Dave Speechley G4UVJ on (0268) 697978.

- **April 14**: Royal Naval ARS have their annual mobile rally at HMS Mercury, Nr. Peterfield, Hants. There will be dozens of trade stands; a Bring & Buy, flea market; radio-controlled power boats and trains; local radio clubs and repeater groups; children's rides and amusements; vintage fire engine; TV detector van; ices and refreshments; arts and crafts' exhibition; two Grand raffles; spectacular arena displays and other attractions, making this a great day out for all the family. Talk-in on 144 and 430MHz, free parking and picnicking, free admission for children, adults £1.50, no dogs except guide dogs. For full details, contact Cliff Harper G4UJR, 34 Neva Road, London SE23. Tel: (0117) 457732.

**Practical Wireless and Short Wave**

* Magazine in attendance

**PW Special Offer**

**How about these useful gifts as a special late Christmas present for you, or the radio enthusiast in your life?**

**Gift Idea No. 1.** An attractive matt-black finish pocket-mounting telescopic antenna. Ideal for 'pedestrian portable' transmitting and receiving on 144MHz, with receive only reception between 100-1300MHz. It's complete with a breast-pocket fender pen type clip, and a BNC plug in the base. Antenna length 62mm fully extended, 144mm closed. Price £9.95 inclusive of VAT, postage and packing.

**Gift Idea No. 2.** As No. 1 with same 100 to 1300MHz reception-only capability, but with base-loading and transmitting coverage on the 430MHz band. Overall length 46mm (extended) 184mm (closed). Price £12.95 inclusive of VAT, postage and packing.

**Gift Idea No. 3.** An attractive matt black finish mobile extension speaker unit, supplied with a 3.5mm jack plug. Price £65 including VAT, postage and packing.

**Gift Idea No. 4.** The Diamond SX-200 SWR and Power Meter covering 1.8 to 200MHz, with power ranges of 5, 20 and 200W. Comes with FREE Diamond propelling pencil! Price £85 including VAT, postage and packing.

**HOW TO ORDER**

Complete both coupons in ink, giving your name and address clearly in block capitals. Coupon (1) will be used as the address label to despatch your gift to you. Send the coupons with your cheque to: Practical Wireless, Special Offer (January), FREEPOST, Enfco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. If you wish to pay by credit card (Access, Mastercard, Euromaid or Visa only), please fill in your card details and sign the coupon where indicated. Available to readers of PWin England, Scotland, Wales, N. Ireland, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and BFPO addresses. Orders are normally despatched within 28 days, but please allow time for carriage.

Closing date for this offer is 8 January 1992.
An end of production stock clearance provides the opportunity for you to acquire the high performance AR2002 wide coverage receiver at an attractive price. The AR2002 is a superb choice for the first time purchaser, combining performance with ease of operation. The business user or enthusiastic listener will appreciate the excellent strong signal handling characteristics (very important in urban areas or hill-top locations), high sensitivity and good selectivity.

The AR2002 is a versatile unit covering a range of applications including airband, marine, amateur band, professional monitoring etc. If you already have a receiver, perhaps now is the time to consider buying your standby or second set.

Two frequency bands are employed 25 - 550 MHz and 800 - 1300 MHz. Reception modes are AM, FM (narrow) and FM (wide). Typical measured sensitivity (FM narrow) is better than 0.35 uV and is largely maintained across the tuning range. Increments for tuning and searching are available in 5, 12.5 and 25 kHz.

Control of the AR2002 is via a positive (non membrane) keypad. UP-DOWN frequency change is also available through a conventional rotary tuning control. External computer control is possible through the rear connector, the levels are not RS232 so a small interface is required (available from Garex Electronics).

Twenty memory channels are provided, with easy keyboard entry and recall. Each memory channel stores frequency and mode information without restrictions. The memories can be recalled manually or scanned in sequence for easy and enjoyable listening. A programmable search facility is provided. The complete frequency coverage of the receiver can be scanned in 5 kHz, 12.5 kHz or 25 kHz steps. If desired two limits, one high and one low can be programmed by the user and searching is possible upward or downward. The speed of scan and search is selectable in two speeds. A delay facility may be switched to cope with the slight delay encountered when listening to simplex communications. Memory one may be used as a priority channel being monitored every two seconds. Front panel readout of information is by liquid crystal display (LCD) which provides frequency, increment, delay, channel lockout and even a real time clock. A bar graph signal indicator allows comparative measurements to be made, this also helps with direction finding.

The AR2002 is powered from 12 - 14V DC. The set is supplied with a suitable mains adaptor, DC lead, telescopic aerial and operating manual.

AR2002 Special price £399.00 including VAT.
Carriage by post £5.00 extra.
Please phone for a list of participating dealers.
For a complete set of leaflets and price list please send a S.S.A.E. (34p).

**AOR**
AOR (UK) Ltd.
Room 2, Adam Bede High Tech Centre,
Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derby, DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629 - 825926
Fax: 0629 - 825927

---

**ARE COMMUNICATIONS**

**OPENING HOURS...**

**MON - FRI**
8:30 - 6:00 pm

**SATURDAY**
9 - 5:00 pm

**SUNDAY**
9 - 12:00 noon

---

**NEN AUTHOIRISED SONY DEALERS**

---

**SPECIAL OFFER!!**

With every purchase over £500...

**HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION**
2 nights Free for 2 Adults or 2 Kids.
Valid at 999 SUPERB BRITISH HOTELS + 999 ROYAL CHAMBERS.

---

**Practical Wireless, January 1992**
Amateur Radio Personality

It is with the greatest of pleasure we announce that as from the February issue, Doug DeMaw W1FB, the world-famous amateur radio designer, writer, and personality will be writing for Practical Wireless. The Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV, visited Doug at home in the USA and tells us more about the man behind the famous name.

"Il n'y a point de heros pour son valet de chambre" (No man is a hero to his valet) Mme Cornuel (1728)

Heroes are notorious in their ability to disappoint. So, it was with some trepidation I drove with Dick Pascoe G0BPS, from the Dayton Hamvention to Northern Michigan to visit Doug DeMaw W1FB.

I've been an admirer of the work of Doug DeMaw since the early 1970s, when I first began to read his technical articles in the pages of QST, the journal of the ARRL. His buildable technical projects, together with his lucid, and entertaining style of writing, have been popular for many years with radio constructors world-wide.

First Licensed

Doug DeMaw was first licensed in 1950, as W8HSS. This was while he was working in the research and development department of the University of Michigan.

After working in aeronautical research and in radio and television station engineering, he formed his own company, 'Avtronics' in 1960. Among the products from this company were v.h.f. and u.h.f. amateur radio items. It was during this time he began The VHFer Magazine.

In March 1965, Doug joined the ARRL headquarters staff as an assistant technical editor under George Grammer W1DF. In 1968, he was promoted to ARRL laboratory supervisor and editor of the ARRL Handbook.

Technical Director

Doug DeMaw's career moved on in 1970, when he succeeded W1DF as ARRL Technical Director, and Senior Technical Editor. During this period he wrote regular practical articles and series for the constructor in the QST.

Other, now well-known books appeared. One example, that was written in partnership with co-author Wes Wayward W7ZOI, became the now famous Solid State Design For The Radio Amateur. This is a book that has become a classic amongst radio constructors.

Working at the American society's headquarters became a family affair for W1FB. Doug's wife Jean, also worked at ARRL headquarters, in the awards department!

Early Retirement

In 1983, Doug took early retirement from the ARRL after an 18-year stint. He returned to the family farm among the lakes of North Michigan, where he now lives with his wife Jean who has the callsign W1CKK.

Attractive Radio Shack

Doug has an attractive panelled radio shack and combined writing room, which runs along one side of the house. One of the first things I noticed in this room,
was the impressive array of armaments lining the back wall!

Was the display of guns an example of the American love of firearms and other weapons? On closer inspection however, and following explanations from Doug himself, this collection proved to be somewhat different.

The collection consists mainly of muzzle-loading rifles and hunting bows. In recent years Doug has become a follower of the sport of muzzle-loading rifle shooting.

The rifles are modern copies of old weapons, which are hand-loaded and charged with black powder. Doug’s also a member of a group which meet in forest camps, dressed in authentic early costumes while they compete at target shooting with early weapons.

**Challenging Sport**

Dick Pascoe and I were fascinated with the antique-style weapons. We were invited to have a go, and we found out just how much a challenging sport it is. Out on Doug’s own rifle range, just outside his house and under his 1.8MHz loop antenna, we attempted to fire muzzle-loaded rifles at targets.

It’s a long process! First you charge the rifle from a powder horn. Then you put in the wadding, before placing the ball in the muzzle. Next you have to ram it home, place the cap on the striker arm, cock the rifle, aim and fire.

These modern copies of traditional weapons are long beasts! They weigh a lot, and wave about and give out a lot of smoke. But the gun-toting Vicar of Sudden didn’t do so badly. I have a target at home, which shows where two of my shots actually made holes in the paper target (and Dick Pascoe lived to tell the tale too!).

**Workshop Delight**

The W1FB workshop is a delight. It’s almost as untidy as mine and containing a similar array of old, but good, test equipment.

I felt at home by the workbench with its collection of well-used tools, part and wholly completed boards and projects. The later projects which feature in his more recent books, were built under true amateur conditions, in a confined space using basic tools and inexpensive equipment.

**New Notebook**

I was shown some of the boards for his new edition of the *QRP Notebook*. This will be a complete re-write of the earlier work, with new projects making a much larger book to appear quite soon. I’m pleased to say, that after seeing it in preparation, I think it will be worth waiting for.

Doug DeMaw’s contract with the ARRL is now completed. The royalties from previous books are such that he doesn’t wish to continue writing as much as he did in the past, as this would affect his pension and taxation rights.

The ‘Oak Hills Research’ business has been sold, and its kit production business has also gone. However, Doug is going to continue to produce articles for selected magazines, including *Practical Wireless*.

He’s recently had work published in *CQ Magazine*, but the high-volume output is now at an end. Despite this, I am pleased to report that Doug says he will be placing some technical material in the G-QRP Club journal *Sprat* in the future.

**Interest In QRP**

Doug DeMaw’s interest in QRP goes back a long way. He was building little QRP transmitters, usually with valves like the 6AQ5, many years before his time at the ARRL.

His interest, like many of us, was re-kindled when ‘Ten-Tec’ was formed and sold their first products. These were a series of little transmitter and receiver modules, which became their PM Series of QRP transceivers.

The first published QRP transceiver design by W1FB, appeared in the early 1970s. It was this project that led to the meeting with Wes Hayward W7ZOI, and to their extremely successful joint work on *Solid State Design For The Radio Amateur*.

**His Working Life**

After giving most of his working life to amateur radio, Doug DeMaw is relaxing. He’s now beginning to settle back into enjoying the hobby for its own sake.

To say I enjoyed my time with Doug is an understatement. Over the years he has given a lot of pleasure and knowledge to many radio amateurs, who like myself, like to build equipment.

I only hope we will be able to continue to read more of his work in years to come. Doug has of course been invited to join me in England. It’s an invitation which he tells me he intends to take up. He will be among friends.

PW
To start off the new year, 'Quaynotes' takes a look back at the history of CB radio in the UK, and talks about the problems involved with the original licence conditions, and antenna specifications.

It’s nice to be back, and I’m going to delve into history for a little while. But I promise it won’t be boring!

Before 1981, as we all know, 27MHz operation in the UK was illegal. Despite this, many thousands of people defied the law and used their rigs from the home-base and the car. They were always on the look-out for Post Office Radio Branch detector vans, and of course the police.

The CB radio service had become a legal public facility in the USA, some 30 years before this. In the meantime, other countries had made it available to the public under licence.

However, after a great deal of persuasion by the would-be CB fraternity, including threats to remain 'illegal' come what may, the Home Office changed their minds. At long last, the CB radio service became legal in the UK from November 1981.

**The CB Licence**

The original CB radio licence, and the terms relating to operation, proved to be something of a nonsense. For example, the specified legal antenna for 27MHz was a 1.27m long conductor and a series loading coil. Nothing more!

Without some means of maintaining the flow of r.f. current over 180°, such as a 'ground-plane', this 'specified' antenna would not function at all. Inductive 'centre loading' for mobile or base station antennas was not permitted either!

Although the Home Office invited manufacturers to submit antenna designs for approval, as far as I know, none were accepted. One of these antennas, designed for a manufacturer by the well-known amateur radio writer Fred Judd G2BCX, is shown in Fig. 1. This particular design was the origin for Fred's popular 'Ring-base' antennas featured in *PW* for the amateur bands.

The radiating section fully complied with the Home Office requirements, and the 'resonant ring' provided the essential r.f. current continuity. Despite this, the design was rejected! Yet today, it would be quite 'legal' according to the terms of the present DTI CB radio licence!

**Antenna Height Factor**

There was also the nonsensical requirement of: "inserting a 10dB attenuator at the transmitter output if a 'base station' antenna was mounted higher than 7m above ground;". That rule meant a reduction of the allowed 4W of transmitting power by a factor of 10. In other words, the power dropped to 400mW (milliwatts)! It was your hard luck if you lived at the top of a block of high-rise flats. (10 is the power ratio of 10dB by the way).

**Groundwave Propagation**

Groundwave propagation is applicable for most of the time at 27MHz. Some idea of signal level versus distance is shown by the curves in Fig. 2. These curves are for propagation over flat ground of average conductivity, and they are calculated for 27, 20 and 10MHz respectively, using the 'Sommerfeld Equation'.

You can clearly see how the working distance increases, as operational frequency is decreased. It can also be seen that 27MHz has the shortest ground-wave range.

The actual field strength measurements for 27MHz, used an r.f. power of 4W, with a base station antenna seven metres high. They were constructed to the original Home Office specification, with the addition of a small groundplane, and they're shown in Fig. 3.

The transmitted signals were received, measured and recorded using mobile receiving equipment. The caption explains the plotted curves. It’s quite obvious to me that a small antenna of this nature, was specified in order to limit working distances.

**Present Specification**

The present DTI specification for a 27MHz antenna is a single conductor with a maximum length of 1.65m. You can improve performance a little, as slightly less inductance is required for resonance.

The antenna may also be 'legally' operated with a ground-plane or other method of maintaining a 180° r.f. current flow. Also, nowadays there's no height-above-ground restriction, except by local planning authorities, or if you live near an airport.

For 27MHz, the higher the antenna, the greater the working 'ground-wave' distance. There are of course times when ionospheric conditions, propagate signals on 27MHz over very great distances, but conditions like this don’t appear every day.
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The 934MHz Service

The original Home Office CB radio schedule, section 3, quoted, "The antenna for 934MHz equipment with provision for connection of an external antenna (wouldn't have been much good without such a connection!) shall consist of a maximum of four elements, none of which may exceed 170mm in length". This made it possible to construct antennas with some gain over a dipole.

The DTI are a little more generous nowadays. They now permit 12 elements (same length). They also allow the construction of a parasitic and other type of beam antenna. These relaxations allow arrays with a more acceptable amount of gain over a dipole, along with phased vertical collinear antennas for a mobile operation.

Again, there are no height-above-ground restrictions made, except those mentioned earlier. On the 934MHz allocation, there is of course, the added bonus of greater than line-of-sight working distances, when certain 'tropospheric' conditions develop.

UK And CEPT Frequencies

Details of the frequency coverage for both UK and CEPT allocations have been published before, but for the benefit of new readers, I'm going to repeat them. They allow 40 operating channels between 26.965 and 27.405MHz (CEPT) and 40 channels between 27.60125 and 27.99125MHz (UK), a total of 80 channels.

The use of either set of frequencies are now permitted by the DTI CB radio licence but must be an approved set for each band.

I hope you found that interesting. I'm looking forward to covering some more really interesting topics in 1992, but until then, I wish you all a happy Christmas and peaceful new year.

Fig. 2: This diagram shows signal strength versus distance in km at 27, 20 and 10MHz. They were calculated from the Sommerfeld equation, for propagation over ground of average conductivity.

Fig. 3: This diagram shows the results of field strength trials at 27MHz. We had a base station power of 4W, and the antenna was at 7m and transmitted to a mobile with a gutter-mounted antenna. Curve (b) Measurements over flat ground to limit reception. (a) This diagram shows an increase in signal strength (hg), when the mobile was travelling over rising ground.

Errors And Updates

PW Challenger

A Simple 3.5MHz CW Transmitter
Pages 32-34 PW December 1991
Steve Ortmayer G4RAW, has sent us a small table of power and r.f. voltages that should have accompanied his article.

When using a dummy load and a diode probe to measure the r.f. voltage, as detailed in Fig. 1 on page 32, the power output may be estimated from the following chart. It is a little 'rough and ready' but it works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage Reading</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>8.7</th>
<th>10.0</th>
<th>12.2</th>
<th>14.1</th>
<th>15.8</th>
<th>17.3</th>
<th>18.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power (r.f.) watts</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PW Beaver

A Simple Transmitter Receiver For 50MHz
PW October & November 1991
On page 40 of PW November 1991, the description of winding the modulation transformer, T4 is misquoted. Please ignore the transformer type number quoted in the text, the transformer type number (RS 228-258) detailed in the 'Shopping List' is the correct one.

In the 'Shopping list' for the receiver section, on page 29 of the October issue of PW, there is a mistake about the varicap diodes D1 and D2. As the device quoted in the shopping list, a KV1236, is a dual diode, there is no need to buy two, as one is sufficient.

Our thanks go to those of you who have pointed out these errors. Please accept my apologies for the mistakes. Editor
Amateur Radio for Beginners
by Victor Brand, G3JNB
At last, a simple introduction to the hobby, written specifically for the absolute beginner of any age. This copiously illustrated book shows how to tune into the fascinating world of short-wave radio, how to make a crystal set, and just how to go about becoming a radio amateur.
65 pages; 210 by 145mm; £4.56 incl p&p

RSGB Amateur Radio Call Book
The latest 1991/92 edition of this indispensable reference contains an up-to-date listing of the names and addresses of UK and Republic of Ireland radio amateurs plus a directory containing all sorts of useful information, from country checklists and operating data to RAE centres. Don’t be without it!
414 pages; 297 by 210mm; £9.27 incl p&p

Space Radio Handbook
by John Branegan, GM41111
Space exploration by radio is exciting and it's open to anyone! This book shows how it's done and the equipment you'll need. It covers the whole field, including auroras, meteor scatter, moonbounce, satellites and other space craft, even simple radio astronomy. If you're ready to use radio to explore beyond the atmosphere, let this book be your guide.
242 pages; 244 by 183mm; £13.34 incl p&p

• HOW TO ORDER: Phone your credit card (Access/Visa) order in on 0707 498555 or send a cheque/PO. Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

The Radio Society of Great Britain welcomes all radio amateurs and short-wave listeners as members. The benefits of membership include a monthly magazine, Radio Communication, use of the RSGB QSL Bureau, discounts on books and much, much more.
• For a FREE sample copy of Radio Communication and a membership information pack, just call us or write to the address below.

Radio Society of Great Britain (PW)
Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3JE
Tel: 0707 59015

The Radio Society of Great Britain welcomes all radio amateurs and short-wave listeners as members. The benefits of membership include a monthly magazine, Radio Communication, use of the RSGB QSL Bureau, discounts on books and much, much more.
• For a FREE sample copy of Radio Communication and a membership information pack, just call us or write to the address below.

Radio Society of Great Britain (PW)
Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3JE
Tel: 0707 59015

Seasons Greetings
FROM ALL AT
ARROW RADIO
TARGET THESE BARGAINS!

---

ALINCO
DJ1SE
2m handy
Bargain buy!
£179

KENWOOD
TH26E
2m handheld + Nicad & charger
£199!!

AOR
AR2000
Super scanner
500KHz-1300MHz
£259
+ free frequency book

ICOM
IC-R72
Yes! Shortwave version now available
FREE HF conversion
60KHz-2000MHz
£1120

ICOM
IC-2SRE
2m transceiver with built-in scanner
Cut price £399!!

ICOM
IC-W2E
2m + 70cm dual bander
Discount price!
£375

ICOM
IC-17100HF
Yes!
Shortwave version now available
£1120

TREAT YOURSELF TO A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FROM OUR WINTER BARGAINS!

All makes supplied at discount prices!
0% FINANCE on many models

A GOOD DEAL - A FAIR DEAL AT...
HEAD OFFICE: 5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel, Chelmsford, Essex CM3 2EJ
Tel: 0743 587361 Fax: 0743 587362

GLASGOW
Writ 17
Six Harmony Row, Govan, Glasgow, Scotland, G51 3BA
Tel: 041-445 3060

WIGAN
Greensway Arcade, Gerrard Street, Ashton-under-Lyne, Wigan, Lancs
Tel: 0942 713405

LEICESTER
Dave Foster "Agent"
Tel: 0533 556189 Latest calls 8 30pm please
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DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

SUPA-TUTA
To teach you morse quickly
£69.95

SUPA-TUTA PLUS
To teach you morse with keyer
£75.00

SUPA-KEYA
The most friendly keyer around
£99.95

PRICE LIST

Bencher BY-1 Black Base .......... £69.95
Bencher BY-2 Chrome Base .......... £69.95
Vibroplex Original Deluxe ........ £96.88
Vibroplex Iambic Deluxe ........ £90.89
Star Masterkey MkII ........ £59.95
CMOS Memory Keyer ........ £95.00
Easy Reader DM-1000 .......... £199.95

SUPA-TUNA
Makes selecting frequencies easier
£67.50

Stockists of DIWA - VIBROPLEX - ICOM - YAESU - KENWOOD - JRC - WAVECOM

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS,
176 LOWER HIGH STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG
Tel: (0384) 390635/371228
Fax: (0384) 371228

V7SA

10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30 & 40 Metres. All the rage in the States, the amazing, high specification...

R7

HF VERTICAL
No ground radials
compact size
low angle radiation
22.5ft (6.86m) high
broadband matching
mount anywhere
no moving parts
ALSO R5 Vertical 10 to 20m

2 METRES

Antennas so efficient, powerful and successful they defy comparison. They have established new VHF/UHF distance records and their computer design has become the standard of comparison for others to copy. The 2 metre band features 2 new Boomers! The all new 17B2 has forward gain of 18.0 dBd with an incredibly clean pattern and excellent front-to-back ratio. The new Ultra Match feed system with N-connectors provide optimum efficiency. The new 13B2 will be your choice for performance across the 2 metre band. Its optimum boom length makes it a popular antenna that fits just about anywhere for Sideband, Packet or FM mode.

D3W

24, 18, 10MHz
Rotary Dipole

For more details of these and all other Cushcraft products call or write for a copy of the new catalogue.

Specialist Antenna Systems Ltd.
Radford Fields
Maesbury Road
Oswestry
Shropshire
SY10 8EZ
Tel: 0691 670440
Fax: 0691 670282
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The Long Wire - A Simple Antenna For All Occasions Part 2

For almost all my 'amateur radio years', I've preferred end-fed and tuned antennas for general operation on the h.f. bands. At my present QTH in Norfolk, the permanent h.f. antenna has a physical length of approximately 40m. Most of the antenna is at a height of around 10m.

I say 'most' because at first, the wire goes up from the shack to a mast. Then it passes over our bungalow roof to another mast and continues at right angles for about 8m to another (short) mast on a car port alongside the house. It's a bit bent you might say!

However, with a home constructed tuner the antenna functions on all the traditional h.f. bands with a more or less 1:1 v.s.w.r. Using a transmitter power of not more than 100W on any band, I've achieved 'DX Century' three times over. This includes good contacts with ZL, VE and other more distant locations on the 3.5MHz band.

A Simple Tuner

The basis of a tuner to cover all the h.f. bands from 1.8 to 28MHz is shown in Fig. 2.1. It's a very simple design, and amounts to little more than a tuned circuit, consisting of a multi-tapped inductance and an air-spaced variable capacitor.

For low power operation, C1 may be a receiver type variable. For higher power operation it MUST be a transmitting type, with wider spacing between the vanes and capable of withstanding high r.f. voltages.

 Virtually all transmitters and/or transceivers have the now almost universal 50Ω r.f. output. As I've shown in Fig. 2.2, a short length of 50Ω coaxial cable is first taken to a v.s.w.r. meter. It's then taken to the antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.) via another short length of coaxial cable which is tapped into the tuner inductance near the earthed end.

Loading And Matching

The antenna tuner works by allowing the antenna wire to be connected to a suitable tap on the inductance, allowing loading and the correct impedance match to be obtained.

Resonating the whole system at the required frequency of operation, is achieved with the aid of the tuning capacitor, which is also connected to a suitable tapping point.

This simple arrangement will also work with a length of antenna wire unrelated to the portion of 'Top Band' allocated to the Novice (A) licensee. This allocation is between 1.95 and 2MHz, a 50kHz bandwidth.

If harmonic operation of the antenna is required, the minimum length for a self-resonant quarter-wave for the Novice licence allocation in the 1.8MHz band can be derived easily.

This can be obtained from the centre frequency of the allocated bandwidth of 1.95 to 2MHz, or 1.974. A quarter-wave will be 300/1.975/4 = 38 metres 'rounded off'. For the full bandwidths on all the h.f. bands, you should use 300/1.9/4 which gives a length of 40 metres in 'rounded off' terms.

Building The Tuner

The general details to help in building the tuner, are given in Fig. 2.3. My original tuner is housed in an all-metal case 300 x 200 x 150mm. The insulating strip on which the tap sockets (or terminals) are mounted, is bolted to the front panel near the top, on short stand-off spacers. Well insulated leads from the tuning coil, L1, and the variable capacitor, C1, are taken through a hole of about 30mm diameter made in the panel, just below the tapping strip.

The Tuning Coil

The tuning coil former, preferably a ceramic type, can otherwise be made of quality Paxolin or white plastic tube. It needs to be between 130 to 140mm long and 35 to 45mm in diameter.

The winding on the coil uses 1.5mm enamelled wire. It's close wound, starting about 10mm from the top and ending the same distance from the bottom. The coil length is not critical as we're actually winding an inductance which can almost be regarded as a 'roller-coaster' because of its many tappings.

All you have to do, is to carefully wind the coil, and fill the former as I have shown in the photograph. Care taken at this stage, will be repaid with a neat and efficient coil.

Taps are made every two turns, in the way indicated in Fig. 2.3 and the photograph shown in Fig. 2.4. The taps are arranged so that they're in line along the coil, as can be seen in the photograph.
Fig. 2.3: The constructional guide for the simple antenna tuning unit. Note: The coil tappings are only shown on either side of the coil diagram for the sake of clarity, and they are in fact, all in-line on the same side of the coil (see photograph in Fig. 2.4). The dotted line between the antenna input and the output side of the r.f. thermocouple ammeter, represents the route of the wire if the optional meter is not used.

The top of each tap is cleaned and tinned with solder. In the diagram, Fig. 2.3, these taps are shown on either side of the coil only to clarify the drawing. They are, in fact, all in-line as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Optional Refinement

The r.f. thermocouple meter is an optional refinement. If you decide to use a meter, it should have a maximum range of at least 1A. This is to allow for a current feed when the transmitter power is in the region of 150W. If you are not familiar with r.f. thermocouple ammeter, you should be wary! Meters of this type are clearly marked as thermocouple types. Don’t be fooled with the wrong type of meter. Fortunately they are freely available at rallies and radio surplus stores.

You should also note the well insulated antenna terminal. Don’t forget that the r.f. voltage on the terminal will be very high, when the antenna itself is voltage fed.

The switch S1, a single pole three-way type, may be a conventional type. But it’s best to use a ceramic framed switch, with fairly large contacts. The current, via the switch, could be high with a transmitter output in the region 100/150W. For the legal novice licence ratings, S1 need not be quite so robust.

Using The Tuner

The tapping points for both the tuning capacitor and the antenna have to be found experimentally. Find them for one band at a time. This should be done at the band centre frequency, starting with the lowest end with reduced power from the transmitter. Absolute resonance is indicated by the lowest possible v.s.w.r. reading. The reading for each band, should be in the region of 1:1 at band centre.

Once the correct tapping points have been found for each band, no other adjustment is necessary except to retune when changing bands. Don’t forget to mark the tap sockets (or terminals) accordingly.

The v.s.w.r. will increase a little, with a change of frequency within a band. If the reading increases, and reaches about 1.5, it’s time to retune the antenna.

The taps for the 1.8 and 3.5MHz bands, will be much closer to the lower end of the coil if, at either frequency, the length of the antenna is physically a quarter-wavelength long. It must therefore, be current fed from a low impedance source, i.e. a tapping near the earth end of the tuning coil.

Note: The switch S1, as well as allowing you to select tappings, also provides for a ‘through’ 50Ω connection for any other antenna, fed directly from a transmission line of the same impedance.

Radiation And Polarisation

If the antenna, irrespective of physical length, is tuned to a quarter-wavelength for the frequency of operation, radiation will tend to be omni-directional. The polarisation will then be predominantly horizontal, particularly if most of the antenna is itself horizontal.

If the antenna becomes half-wave resonant at the band frequency and again, if most of it is horizontal, the radiation pattern will be approximately cosine. In other words the plotted radiation profile will form a figure-of-eight pattern, as it would do for any half-wave antenna and with horizontal polarisation.

You may recall that I provided a computer calculated radiation pattern for an antenna operating in the region of 10MHz, in part 1 (Fig. 3). The electrical length of this antenna was 1.4 wavelengths, running (quite straight) from east to west.
The pattern for one wavelength would be similar, but without the side lobes. As the band operating frequency is increased, so the antenna becomes electrically longer still.

**Computer Produced**

The computer produced diagram shown in part 1, Fig. 3, and the other radiation patterns, Figs. 2.5 and 6, are superimposed on a great circle map. They are orientated in accordance with the direction in which the antenna is laying, as indicated by (A).

Remember however, that these patterns are perfect, as if the antenna was located in free-space. The environment at ground level, limitation of garden space, and the suspension at a practical height, tends to distort the perfect, free-space radiation patterns of any h.f. band antenna.

Despite this, provided that as much of the antenna as possible is horizontal, the coverage for the higher frequency bands may not be too far removed from the ideal, 'perfect', antenna.

**Overall Height**

Much depends on the overall height of the antenna. This factor also determines the 'electrical' height above ground, in terms of wavelength at operational frequency.

For the lower frequency bands, vertical radiation will be at fairly high angles. This is unavoidable anyway, but it's not such a disadvantage.

For the higher frequency bands, 21MHz and higher, the angle of maximum radiation will be lower, in the region 20 to 30°. This figure is quite suitable for working DX when Ionospheric conditions are good, i.e. when the critical frequency is fairly high.

**Electrically Long**

When an antenna becomes electrically long in terms of wavelength, which it does as the frequency of operation is increased, then there are always four main lobes of radiation at one wavelength or longer.

Above one wavelength, as Fig. 3 in Part 1 for example, small side-lobes are generated. These side-lobes increase in number as the length of the antenna in wavelengths is increased.

The computer produced rectilinear patterns of horizontal radiation, shown in Fig. 2.7, indicate this quite clearly. The pattern, (a), shows that for an antenna four wavelengths long, the two main lobes and six side-lobes for half the antenna, amounts to four main and 12 side-lobes for the whole antenna.

The same applies to Fig. 2.7 (b), in which the full antenna would still have four main lobes but a total 28 side-lobes! The reason is that the current in every other half-wave long the antenna is in-phase.

There's a bonus for antennas operated in the way I've just mentioned. The bonus is that they can exhibit worthwhile gain from each main lobe, as in Fig. 2.7. The diagrams (a) and (b) indicate this and even a small amount from the larger magnitude side-lobes.

You should note however, that the main lobes become narrower as the length of the antenna (in wavelengths) is increased. Also, the angle of each main lobe relative to the axis of the antenna becomes smaller. The angle for (a) and (b) is about 25 and 15° respectively.

**The Practical Aspect**

We have to remember the practical aspect. Not everyone has a long garden with a fairly tall house at one end! They may not even have a high tree, or space for a mast at the other end, from which to suspend even a 30m length of wire.

For these reasons, I have included Fig. 2.8, which shows a few ways of overcoming the space problem. The accompanying captions provide the details, but (c) is more or less the same arrangement I use for my own h.f. band antenna as mentioned earlier.

So, don't neglect the long wire, it's a practical antenna and it has proved itself to me and many other operators over many decades.

Reference


**Fig. 2.5:** Horizontal radiation. The antenna is three wavelengths long (at operational frequency) laying north-east/south-west.

**Fig. 2.6:** Horizontal radiation. The antenna is four wavelengths long (at operational frequency) laying north-south.

**Fig. 2.7:** Rectilinear plots of horizontal radiation illustrate main and side-lobes (note: shown for half the antenna only) and gain factor of main lobes from antennas four and eight wavelengths long. Other details in text.

**Fig. 2.8:** Practical suggestions for fitting a long antenna into a limited space. (a) The optimum. A tall house, long garden and a good height. (b) A small house, short garden. The antenna is folded. (c) A bungalow, (long dimension) and small garden space (as at G2BCX's QTH). (d) A tall house, short garden and antenna folded.
"Amateur Radio is more than a hobby, it is an Art that you can enjoy if you are willing to experiment with circuits."
Doug DeMaw W1FB writing in his W1FB's Design Notebook (ARRL)

I have been an amateur radio constructor for around 35 years. I cannot agree more with Doug DeMaw's view that it's an art form.

It's no surprise that the book, which is probably the best and most enjoyable work on electronics theory, is called The Art Of Electronics by Horowitz and Hill.

There is something about building electronics projects that's far more than the mere execution of the practice of scientific theory.

For many years, I was against the use of kits in electronic construction. My opinion then was that kits were to real radio construction, what painting by numbers is to creative painting!

More recently, my views have changed and I now consider that good kits can be a real asset to our hobby.

Advantages Of Kits

The advantages of kits may be summed up simply: A well-produced kit should produce a project which works first time. This is especially useful to the less experienced constructor. It's an unfortunate fact that people often leave electronic construction behind, having failed to make early projects work.

The building of a kit enables the builder to gain much experience. They learn techniques and practices which pave the way to more adventurous projects. The kit also provides a safe environment for learning the "trade".

A kit provides a short-cut to the finished project. The parts are supplied, usually with a printed circuit board, to enable a speedy building of the project.

For many beginners, or for that matter people who live away from sources of radio parts, finding the correct components for a project can be troublesome and expensive.

The chosen kit should also represent value for money. A manufacturer who bags up a selection of cheap parts with an over-simple instruction sheet, to build a project, is not a good kit producer.

But do bear in mind, that it's more expensive to build a project from a kit. The kit manufacturer may have been able to buy the components at favourable prices, but producing kits for sale is very labour intensive.

All of the individual parts have to be sorted out and placed in bags. The documentation then has to be prepared and produced, which itself can be very time consuming.

The development work which is also needed to produce a reliable circuit, takes a lot of time. It's not a cheap business, and so far I've said nothing of overhead costs and advertising!

Batteries Not Included

How often do we read that "batteries are not included"? But in this respect, just what should a constructor expect from a kit?

The minimum the buyer should expect in a kit, is a good set of quality components and probably a good quality printed circuit board. The detail of what's supplied varies according to the manufacturer, and the type of project.

Many manufacturers supply the printed circuit board and all the components to go on the board, but exclude the hardware. This may seem dubious, but it's actually quite a good idea.
One of the surprising truths about modern electronics, soon evident to those who build their own equipment, is that the hardware (the case, knobs and front panel control hardware) can cost more than the actual electronic circuitry!

Many kit manufacturers concentrate on the electronic circuit alone, and leave the builder to find the hardware. This approach can drastically reduce the cost of a kit.

The builder has to find, and pay for the case and hardware, although this can be an advantage. Some people enjoy making their own cases or re-using a case from a piece of scrap equipment.

Others, like me, chase bargains in hardware at radio rallies and conventions. It also moves away from the painting by numbers concept, in that the builder can introduce his own efforts and skill into the project. The other main advantage is that the completed project, need not look like everyone else's final product.

**Supplied Board**

The best kits are supplied with a tinned or plated printed circuit board. Some manufacturers provide a p.c.b. where all the copper tracks on the underside, have been covered by a protective layer.

The protective layer may be a sprayed varnish which can be soldered through, or a thin layer of solder, 'finishing' the tracks. Copper soon oxidises, and the bare metal tracks should be cleaned with fine emery paper or a p.c.b. cleaning block, until the copper shines.

The leads and connecting tags on individual components should also be clean, to ensure good solder joints. Some p.c.b.s may also have a silk-screened layout marked on the top of the board. The layout printed on the top of the board can be very helpful in sorting out where each component is mounted. Because this extra process adds to the price of the board, not many kit manufacturers add these markings.

**Documentation Vital**

The documentation which comes with the kit is vital to its successful completion. Getting the documentation right is very difficult, and this can be the weakest link in some kits.

The minimum requirement is a complete circuit diagram or diagrams of the project, and a clear layout drawing showing where all the parts fit on the board. There should also be a full inclusive list of all the component parts used in the project.

There may also be a general guide as to how to proceed with the building. Some manufacturers also provide a full step-by-step account of the assembly of the project.

The best documentation for kit building, was produced by Heathkit when they were in the amateur radio field. Their handbooks were works of art and logic.

As the building of a Heathkit project proceeded step-by-step, this manufacturer arranged the manual so that everything the builder was required to do was in sight. It's possible to do this for yourself, even if the provided instructions are inconveniently placed.

Before I begin a kit, I always photocopy every page from the instructions so that I have two copies. This enables me to have the circuit, the layout drawing and the parts list side-by-side on the workbench. This really does save a lot of turning backwards and forwards in the instructions.

**Tick-Off Procedure**

There may be step-by-step instructions that you tick-off as the work proceeds. It's best to do this because the telephone always rings when you're deep into the project!

My advice, is that if a recommended order of building is included, that you follow it. As an experienced constructor, I have sometimes tried to short-cut these procedures. It's only after you do this, that you find that some parts are difficult to mount out of the suggested order.

The kit producers have probably built the project lots of times, and had other people build it to seek out potential problems. So, it's good practice to follow their advice.

**The Kit Arrives**

When the kit arrives and is unpacked, it will probably consist of a series of plastic bags containing the parts, the p.c.b., perhaps a hardware kit and the documentation. Go for the documentation first!

I begin by photocopying the documentation as described above. It really is important to read the paperwork before unpacking the rest of the kit.

The instructions may contain an introduction to the project and some general advice on how to proceed. Reading this is an important first stage and there is a lot of advantage in quickly reading through the whole set of instructions.

This preparation sets the scene for what is to follow and gives a reasonable idea of the task in hand. There will probably be a check list of all the parts provided with the kit. Do use this!

There's nothing worse than finding that one little piece is missing, three quarters of the way through the project! But don't despair if you do lose something, a good manufacturer will very quickly supply any missing parts.

**Preparing The Parts**

I use the check list stage when preparing the parts ready to begin the work. Every kit contains a lot of individual small parts and they need careful handling.

Do not simply lay the components out on the table or workbench. It's so easy to lose small parts. Components with leads attach themselves to the sleeves of woollen sweaters, and tiny items hide under other parts.

The only sensible approach, is to sort out the various components, and restrain or contain them in some way. What you use is up to you, and some constructors use egg boxes, while others use plastics trays to contain collections of parts.

My preferred method is to use a polystyrene tile. The components with leads can be held firmly, by pushing one of the leads into the tile.

I push them into the tile in order. This order can follow the numbering of the components on the circuit and layout (for example, resistors in order of R1, R2, R3 ...).

Sometimes I place them in order of component value, lowest on the left, highest on the right. I also group the components into types on the tile.

My method enables quick access to components during construction. It has the added advantage that all the individual components are identified before the work begins.

**Identification Important**

Identification of all the parts at the beginning is important. Many beginners, and even seasoned constructors, can be confused by the markings identifying individual components.

Ideally these markings should be indicated in the text, but sometimes substitute parts may be supplied. Kit manufacturers, like electronic equipment manufacturers, may have trouble with component supplies.
The supply problem can mean that a particular component may have an alternative marking, or even an alternative value. Where this happens, that part will have been chosen to be suitable for the circuit. Be prepared and you won’t be confused!

Simple And Commonplace

The tools required to build a kit are simple and commonplace. Naturally, a suitable soldering iron is the starting point. A fine tipped soldering iron, with an element around 15 to 30W, is a good general choice.

The other main requirements are tools to cut, clean and bend wire leads. The minimum requirements here will be a good pair of small side cutters, a good pair of small long-nosed pliers and a pocket knife.

This group of tools enable wires to be cut, bent to fit the mounting holes and scraped clean, if the leads are dull. I also have a wet cleaning sponge for the soldering iron bit. Other tools will be required to make or convert a case to suit the project.

Good Soldering Essential

Good soldering is absolutely essential to successful kit building. Even the simplest projects may contain 100 solder joints. A 99% success rate on soldering joints means that one will be wrong, and that could make the whole project fail.

If you don’t have experience of soldering electronic boards, you should practice before building a kit. Most of the problems I’ve seen in projects built by beginners are due to badly soldered joints. The soldering will make or ruin the kit.

Use a good soldering iron. It’s worth paying a little more for a well known make in the 15 to 30W range with a bit (or ‘tip’) of about 3mm in diameter. The Antex C or CS range are popular, widely available types.

Another popular type of soldering tools are the Weller TCP range of soldering irons. These are 24V powered models, and they come complete with transformer and stand.

Whatever iron is used a proper stand is essential for safety. The coil-spring type stands also help keep the bit cooler during the resting periods between soldering.

Another, very helpful idea is the use of a cleaning sponge. I always use a wet sponge to wipe the tip of the bit clean between soldering operations, and nowadays many stands include the sponges as standard.

Good Solder

Only use good resin-coated solder. The resin runs through the centre of the solder wire as a series of cores, and acts as a flux.

The most commonly used solder is 60% tin, 40% lead alloy with a melting temperature of around 180°C. Buy a good sized reel, it’s not cheap, but the larger reels are the least expensive way to buy it.

Here are few tips (sorry about the deliberate pun) on soldering:

1: Soldering is not gluing, the joint should be firmly secured before the heat is applied. Bend leads around the fixing point or bend them at an angle in the hole in the board, so that the joint cannot move BEFORE it’s soldered.

2: Solder only onto clean surfaces. Solder will only run into a clean joint to make a good connection. If in doubt, scrape leads with a knife blade until the metal shines. It can be an advantage to “tin” the leads first. Tinning is done by heating the leads up, and then smearing a thin layer of solder along the area to be joined.

3: Make the “job” melt the solder. Don’t use the tip of the iron to melt the solder. Good joints require the ports to be joined, being hot enough for the solder to flow. A good way to check that it’s ready, is to melt the solder by touching it on the joint. If it’s hot enough, the solder will melt.

4: The solder should flow. When the joint melts the solder, allow some to flow over the area to be joined. It should be enough to give a good cover, but not too much.

The solder should flow freely before solidifying with a clean and bright surface. A dull, or grey surface probably indicates a ‘dry’ or bad joint which should be remade. Soldering is really very simple, but do try to get it right before building any circuit boards.

When adding components with leads to a p.c.b., bend the leads to fit neatly into the board. Push them down to make a snug fit. Then bend the wires on the underside to hold them into place. Apply the iron tip and melt the solder on the lead/board junction. Finally, you should inspect the joint and trim off the excess wire from under the board.

Wrong Holes

It’s possible to get last on a p.c.b. layout, and put components into the wrong holes. Some boards have the previously mentioned silk-screened layout plan on the top, but this useful aid is not found in all kits.

I usually look for ‘locator’ components on the boards. These are parts which are probably larger, and have an odd ‘footprint’. Because of the distinctive shape underneath the p.c.b., they cannot be mistaken for the pairs of holes for resistors and capacitors.

Board mounted preset controls are good for location, as are integrated circuit pins. The other essential locations are for those for parts which could be mounted the wrong way round on a board.

Integrated circuits (i.c.s) must be placed and correctly orientated on
the board. This applies to transistors, diodes and polarised capacitors. Although a kit worth its salt will draw attention to these parts and their correct placement, a double check is worthwhile.

Order For Construction

If the instructions give an order for construction, then you should follow them. It will be the best way, as you can be sure that whoever wrote them, will have built that project before.

If there aren’t any instructions, a good rule is to leave the active parts and their correct placement, for construction, then you should do a double check is worthwhile. Salt will draw attention to these capacitors. Although a kit worth its

Complete Check

When the board is fully populated, carry out a complete check. Verify the locations of all the components. If there is a problem, it often emerges as the work proceeds, and missing or extra holes appear.

Check that the right values of component are in the right holes. Closely inspect the underside of the board, looking for bad solder joints.

Look for the little bridges of solder which can form between adjacent tracks. If you’re in any doubt at all, remake the joint.

What Next?

What happens next depends upon the nature of the kit. In some cases, it’s possible to bench-test the board without mounting it in a case or box.

In most cases, the board will have to be mounted and inter-wired with the controls and off-board parts. This always takes much longer than expected. The stage between making the board and getting it working in the completed unit, often takes longer than the making of the board.

I will assume that you have a box, or have made a box with the appropriate controls mounted on the front panel. The instructions should include a section called ‘module wiring’ or ‘interconnections’.

The section on interconnections will show you how to wire up the board to the controls, and other parts not on the board. Follow this very carefully, especially controls such as volume, a.f. and r.f. gain controls, as potentiometers are notorious for being wired the wrong way around. Finally, don’t forget to observe all the good soldering rules.

Getting It Going

There may well be a ‘getting it going’ section in your kit instructions. Again, my advice is: read this carefully before applying any power to the project. This section may contain adjustments which must be carried out to ensure correct performance.

Don’t get carried away with the burning desire to see or hear the project work, until you have read and done everything that is required. At this stage, the help of an experienced constructor (an “Elmer” as our learned Editor would say) can be helpful.

If the project does not work, then retrace your steps. You’ll probably find something very simple that you have failed to spot or do. Remember, the most likely explanation is a mistake by you. Faulty parts are unlikely and a faulty circuit less likely.

I wish you the best of luck. Take care and remember - good kits usually do work well.

So, it’s up to you to be careful, take your time, stop and think, and most of all - enjoy your kit building!

Kit Building Special

Some UK Kit Manufacturers

C.M. Howes Communications
Eydon, Daventry, Northants NN1 6PT.
Tel: (0327) 60178.
A well established kit company with a wide range of amateur radio kits including complete transmitters, receivers, etc.

Jandek
6 Fellows Avenue, Kingswinford, West Midlands. DY6 9ET.
Tel: (0384) 288900.
Good range of transmitters, receivers and some test equipment.

Kanga Products
3 Limes Road, Folkestone, Kent CT19 4AU.
Tel: (0303) 276171 or (0866) 363915.
Interesting range of amateur radio equipment from the very simple to the complex.

Lake Electronics
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX.
Tel: (0602) 382509.
The only “down to the last nut” range of kits in the UK, everything’s included.

Maplin Electronics (catalogue from W.H. Smith)
Includes a range of kits and an interesting ‘Watch And Learn’ system with video-tape programme and simple kit training system, ideal for the beginner.

Badger Boards
1180 Aldridge Road, Great Bar, Birmingham B44 8PE
Tel: 021-366-6047.
Kits available from the basic to the advanced, using designs from various magazines.

Blue Rose Electronics
538 Liverpool Road, Great Sankey, Warrington WA3 6JU.
Tel: (0925) 727848.
A specialist company dealing in surface mount technology (s.m.t.) with an interesting range of kits, including a starter kit for surface mount device (s.m.d.) working, [see January 1991 PW special feature on surface mount technology for the radio amateur].

Cases & Boxes For Kit Projects

Minfordd Engineering, Sun Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd, Wales LL44 1NE.
Tel: (0766) 762572.
A good inexpensive range of project boxes and cases (catalogue).

Maplin Electronics
There’s a selection of boxes and cases in the Maplin Electronics Catalogue (from Smith’s).

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
Park Lane, Broxbourne Herts EN10 7NW.
Tel: (0992) 444111.
Cirkit have a good range of kit projects in the 1991/92 catalogue (from their Broxbourne headquarters), including a f.e.t. ‘dip’ meter.

Soldering Irons

Antex (Electronics) Ltd. Information on the full range of Antex soldering irons, including a very useful 12V 25W portable instrument, can be obtained from their head office at:
2 Westbridge Industrial Estate, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8DE.
Tel. (0822) 613565.

Weller Soldering Irons. (Cooper Tools Ltd.). Information on the full range of Weller irons can be obtained from Cooper Tools Ltd., at Sedling Road, Wear, Washington, Tyne & Wear NE38 9BZ.

I wish you the best of luck. Take care and remember - good kits usually do work well.

So, it’s up to you to be careful, take your time, stop and think, and most of all - enjoy your kit building!
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The Project

The project under review is a small (it measures 43 x 153 x 230mm) f.m. only transceiver. In fact, the Ramsey FTR-146 should be considered as a training exercise for intermediate-to-advanced constructors. This is because the kit provides training in the art of v.h.f. construction, phase-locked-loop synthesizers and programming.

As supplied, the rig is designed to work with six programmed channels, with the option of further modifications. In fact, the handbook suggests that the basic transceiver is just begging for user-modifications.

Ramsey Electronics have made much emphasis on the possibilities for using the rig on packet radio. The packet socket is supplied to fit on the board and I've no doubt that this rig will be popular with packet enthusiasts. They're always looking for 'economy' stations for packet working!

The Kit

I've said it before, and I'll say it again: Ramsey Electronics produce an excellent manual to go with all their amateur radio kits. They are a delight to read, and cross-checking is made easy between the main circuit, the many block diagrams throughout the book and the main (large-scale) component placement diagram.

When the kit arrived from Raycom Communications (the UK agent), it arrived with the optional casing and as can be seen in Fig. 1., the major components were all in separate bags. With the kit were the excellent overlay component placing diagram, and the main circuit diagram.

Construction

I had to phase in the construction side with many other jobs. Much of my work had to be done in the evening and under artificial light. Fortunately the p.c.b. is an excellent design and has a good component guide on the top, so that facility really did help, especially as I wear bifocal spectacles nowadays!

This board has 'plated through' holes, and as such I would be wary in letting anyone attempt construction unless they had a fair bit of experience. I consider myself an experienced constructor, albeit slower because of my artificial hand, but I managed to place several components wrongly!

De-soldering a component in a 'plated through' board (where copper tracking is linked through the board via a continuation of the copper itself) can be difficult. It's an awkward job, because to remove a component, you have to melt the solder on the board, and the 'plated through' section at the same time.

The process usually seems to require three hands: one to hold the job, one to hold the soldering iron and one to pull! The manual warns you to be careful....and that's VERY wise advice.

Component identification can also be difficult, especially as many components are very small. A magnifying glass and special techniques are called for even if you don't wear glasses.

I strongly recommend that you read the Ramsey manual thoroughly, and George Dobbs G3RJV's "A Practical Guide To Kit Building" in this issue. I also especially recommend George's polystyrene tile method of keeping components together!

Using the tile method will enable you to correctly group components. Some of the parts don't have markings, have reference numbers that are faded or smudged, or have figures so small they'll have to be prepared very carefully when you've decided what they are.
As we have a kit theme in this issue, we thought it was a good idea to give the editor an extra job to do! So, rising to the challenge, Rob Mannion G3XFD has been busy building the neat little Ramsey Electronics kit transceiver from the USA.

This process applies especially to the many diodes used. You’ll find the majority easy to identify, but some (pin diodes in particular) can be difficult to identify and place.

Good lighting and good eyesight are very necessary to do this, and any kit project. So, be prepared, and if you are careful the transceiver will work first time.

Final Note
To round off on a final construction note, I suggest that anyone attempting this kit should do so with a soldering iron of at least 25W. The iron should have a fine tip, to avoid solder-bridging.

I’m also going to mention the stage-by-stage checking which is available in the early sections of the project. I found it reassuring to know what I’d just finished, worked correctly! I also found the supplied ‘checking for soldering bridges’ template an excellent aid when checking the p.c.b.

Summary
I enjoyed making this kit, and it took me hours to complete the project*. It will provide the more experienced constructor with a great deal of fun.

The Ramsey FTR-146 project also provides a good introduction to diode-matrix programming and synthesiser work. To this end, the manufacturers have thoughtfully left plenty of programming sheets for the constructor to use.

On the air it proved to be a good little rig. The receiver is sensitive, and selectivity is more than adequate for equipment in this price bracket.

The builder has a choice of microphones to use on the air, although it’s designed to use the speaker-mike found on many hand-held transceivers (the type using one 3.5 and one 2.5mm plug). But, the biggest satisfaction I can report is that I built it myself, and enjoyed using it because it was my own work.

Our thanks go to Raycom Communications of International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ. Tel: 021-552 0073, for supplying the transceiver kit for review. The kit is available from them at £99.95, plus post and packing and the optional casing kit costs £19.95 plus post and packing.

* How long did it take for Rob Mannion G3XFD to complete the kit? Look out for our special competition next month. You could win the completed Ramsey FTR-146 for yourself, your club or group by answering a tie-breaker and this question: Just how long did it take?

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>143.000 to 148.110MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
<td>Diode-programmable p.I. synthesiser, six panel selected frequency pairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning</td>
<td>Choice of 5 or 10kHz steps (10kHz steps with ±0kHz shift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesiser programming</td>
<td>Programmable on matrix (simplex) or ±600kHz f.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit off-set</td>
<td>13.8V d.c. (negative ground) nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>1A transmit (for 5W r.f. output) 200mA receive (no signal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements</td>
<td>50Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>See text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna impedance</td>
<td>4 i.c.s, 26 transistors, 25 diodes (plus programming diodes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>4 to 6W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors</td>
<td>MRF237 or equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter</td>
<td>Voltage controlled oscillator (v.c.o.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td>Double conversion superhet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power amplifier stage</td>
<td>1st i.f. 10.7MHz, 2nd. 455kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>12dB SINAD &lt; 0.35µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver</td>
<td>-6dB at ±7kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>-60dB at ±15kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate frequencies</td>
<td>Filter 4-pole filter at 10.7MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Squelch sensitivity &lt; 0.25µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>Audio output &gt;2W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: A close-up view of the project, showing the neat layout.

Fig. 3: All finished and ready for use on 144MHz f.m.
The kit market appears large and varied these days and it seems to be growing by the minute. In the three years since I got involved, first with short wave listening and then amateur radio, kits were the only way to afford a station of any sort.

The money problem applies especially to young people, and in the muddle of kit suppliers, the Howes products seem to remain popular, reliable and value for money.

So, it was with great interest when the young members of our group, the Thanet Electronics Club, were asked to pile in and review one of the Howes' kits. We started building the kits and as Junior leader of the other members, I have written this on behalf of the club.

**The Transmitter**

The AT160 a.m./d.s.b./c.w. transmitter forms the centre piece for a set-up to compete with a black box at ten times the price. The basic unit is the transmitter, and the additional kit is for a v.f.o., as the basic transmitter is crystal controlled.

A direct conversion receiver is also available. If you wish, you can go as far as fitting a digital frequency read-out, microphone amplifier and various filters. We also built the microphone amplifier, but did not review the other kits mentioned.

**The Kits**

The kits arrived in a little cardboard box that slips through the letter box, so you won't have to sit and wait for the postman to knock. They come in the form of three plastic bags of components, a p.c.b, and instructions.

After fiddling with all the components, I read the instructions twice before starting. I was at once impressed with them. The instructions were not full of colour photo's and reams of technical information, but they were very well thought out. I found the logical order of the instructions very refreshing. It seems that the information was written by someone who actually builds the kits.

After the brief specifications, giving all the important technical information, the instructions clearly list the tools required for the project. Despite the clear, concise instructions, a number of times I got halfway through something, only to find a simple yet vital tool was missing. Don't make the mistakes I did!

**Logical Sequence**

The assembly of the kit falls into a logical sequence, starting with the simplest components. The resistors are first in, and anyone unused to soldering can gain experience on the least expensive ports first.

The instructions are clear with good tips on soldering, and all the resistors are listed in a table with colour codes. The more complex components, the semiconductors, are described in detail, complete down to diagrams for mounting on the p.c.b.

The most difficult part, in our opinion, was the winding of the inductors. Care must be taken in winding and connection to the board, as wires tend to mix themselves up.

The instructions provided with the kit devote over a page to the inductors. So, with a little care anyone should be able to succeed.

**Young Members**

The club has members who are quite young, and the group that worked on this project was no exception. If the kit instructions are followed and care is taken, we do not think problems should occur for anyone.

A tip which we feel would be useful, is to have one of the miniature vices or a helping hand, or something to hold the inductor cores. This is helpful while winding.

Spend a few evenings building the transmitter, and if all goes well, then you are ready to begin on the v.f.o.

The finally completed Howes AT160 kit and v.f.o. as built by the Thanet Electronics Club.
Separate Kit

The v.f.o. comes as a separate kit, boxed and with its own set of instructions, just as good and as extensive as those for the AT160. The v.f.o. covers 1.8 to 2 and 3.5 to 3.6MHz and is designed to work with the AT160 transmitter. It has an additional 10.7MHz output above the transmitter frequency, to give a local oscillator for a superheterodyne receiver.

The v.f.o. is, once again, simple to build, but I felt that the board was slightly more crowded than for the transmitter. But it has all been designed with the constructor in mind, and the instructions if followed, will see you through.

When built, the job of connecting the unit in with other modules is the next thing to do. Fortunately, the instructions provide all the information for connecting the v.f.o. with the other sections.

On The Air

The first problem when we got on the air, was that we didn't have a receiver we had made ourselves, so we used the receiver on the club's h.f. rig.

Being on the air, on h.f. with our club callsign GX3SRE was a thrill for all members. It especially provided experience for all our Novice students, and having helped to build it they actually knew a bit of what was going on.

I must admit that being a B licensee on h.f. was a bit of a shock, but I am going to work hard towards my Morse test now!

Notes From Members

Richard 2E1AAQ: I have not put together a board with resistors and other parts stuck through little holes before. I was worried that I might put the wires through the wrong holes, but it turned out to be easy.

It was easy because the people who made kit up for the 1.8MHz transmitter rig, printed the components as signs on the top of the board.

This was a great help, and I put in all the parts quickly. The next worry was the soldering. The places for the soldering seemed close together and I thought the solder would run all over them.

But it was great fun getting it right with a soldering iron having a sharp point. I only got two wrong joints, our club leader called them 'solder bridges', but we got rid of them.

I didn't test the board as it needed the other part, the one called the 'v.f.o.'. But we all waited eagerly for Ken G3JIX to put on the power to see if any r.f. came out and it did!

Richard 2E1AAQ

Daniel's report: My bit helping with the kits was the base. The kits are boards with components. Mr Howes gives pictures of how the boards can go in a box, but you make the box yourself.

I was asked to drill holes and bend the metal base. I have not done these things before with a machine, but it was great. I wonder why in our school, we don't do any more metal work like that. I learnt a lot.

You must make sure the hole positions get marked out right. Then you have to hold the metal on the drill. If you don't hold it by fixing, it might suddenly turn and slice your fingers, so fix it down to a wood block first.

Then file off all the sharp edges on the holes. Bend up the edges in the proper places, help everyone bolt on the parts and dials and the boards. When it all works, you have a radio!

This one is a transmitter and I really think it is a great kit for Novices (I hope to do the course soon with the club leader G3JIX), and you people out there should build one. If you do, write to us and let us know.

Daniel (Novice student)

Club Conclusions

Keith G7JRZ and Ross G7JUT sum up the club conclusions:

Although Ross and myself are class B licensees, and Richard is a B class Novice with the others being Novice students, we can still say the AT160 with v.f.o. is a very acceptable starter rig.

The rig covers two bands, in which to gain experience on h.f. with the relatively local stations. On the other hand, it would be great to hear of the first transatlantic QSO with an AT160, perhaps by a Novice!

The transmitter puts out a generous 10W p.e.p., or if you prefer QRP, it can be varied down to 500mW. The only drawback is that an antenna for these bands is very long. That might limit the appeal of this kit if you live in a house with a small garden. But a centre loaded whip can give a good account of itself on 1.8MHz, when used in small spaces.

Specifications Very Good

The specifications seem very good, at least to my relatively inexperienced eye. Carrier suppression is 0 to 40dB, therefore you can use a.m. part suppressed carrier, or wholly suppressed carrier, double-sideband transmission. Harmonic suppression of 40dB or better of full-rated power. The power required is 12 to 14V d.c. at 2A, so no expensive power supply is needed.

Operation is simple, as there is only a carrier level control and transmitter power control, apart from the frequency control, on/off, mode and TX/RX switches.

The AT160 provides the basis for a very good station, but I felt that as it produces c.w., a.m., and...
**Kit Building Special**

"The Howes 1.8 and 3.5MHz transmitter and v.f.o. kits proved to be quite within Novice licence holders’ construction ability"  
G3JIX.

d.s.b.s., it will be ideal for local nets. With this in mind, I would like to now ask if any similar clubs to ours, would be interested in starting a 1.8MHz a.m. ‘Club Net’, or maybe a c.w. net? What about a ‘160 Metre’ group in the Novice gang?

73s from The Thanet Electronics club.

Keith Stallon G7JRZ and Ross Collins G7JUT, on behalf of the Thanet Electronics Club members.

**Note:** The Thanet Electronics club is based in Margate, Kent. It has been established for over ten years, and is led by Ken Smith G3JJK. At present the club is promoting amateur radio and the Novice licence in Thanet.

**Summary**

The Howes 1.8 and 3.5MHz v.f.o. and transmitter kits proved to be quite within Novice licence holders’ construction ability.

I believe the practical part of the Novice Course has made a very large step forward in reviving amateur radio home equipment building. The young people taking part in the team effort to build the kits enjoyed themselves and learned a great deal.

The testing stage needed some simple equipment, a little help from me and a receiver. But once we started to see indications of the r.f. output, and a dummy loud lamp lighting up brightly, that was really all that was required.

The nulling out of the carrier for the d.s.b.s.c. (double-sideband suppressed carrier) mode caused no trouble. On c.w. the note is clear and completely chirpless, providing a 19 note. Everyone at the Thanet Youth Electronics Club were very impressed with the value of the kits, for both experience and educational purposes.

**Top Band CW Net**

As Keith has already said, if any other members from similar club reading this article, is interested in a 1.8MHz c.w. net, we would be pleased to hear from them. We would be especially interested especially if they have or intend building the kits reviewed in this article.

---

**Manufacturers Specifications** (Typical test results for a correctly constructed unit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter output power</td>
<td>10W p.e.p. (2.5W carrier on a.m.) variable down to less than 500mV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier suppression (adjustable)</td>
<td>from 0 to 40dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic suppression</td>
<td>40dB or better at full rated power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW carrier leakage (key up)</td>
<td>-50dB or better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency control</td>
<td>Crystal or ext. v.f.o, of -10dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency coverage with external v.f.o.</td>
<td>1.8-2MHz and 3.5-3.8MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation input for full modulation</td>
<td>approx. 500mV p.p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements</td>
<td>12-14V (13.8V recommended)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption</td>
<td>2A (approximate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NEW HARDWARE PACKAGES**

Now your home brew gear can look as good as factory equipment! With our interlinking range of kits, it has always been possible to expand one of our simple receivers into a transceiver by adding the relevant transmitting kits. Now we can also offer custom made metal work to give the project a really high standard of finish.

Receiver kits start at £15.90 for single band SSB/CW. Transmitters start at £14.90 for single band CW. A transceiver "hardware pack" costs £29.90.

NOTE: receiver kits start at £19.90 for single band SSB/CW. 
Transmitters start at £18.90 for single band CW. A transceiver "hardware pack" costs £29.90.

If you are just starting shortwave listening, studying for a Licence, or an experienced operator needing a QRP rig for home or holiday use, we have a good selection of high quality, easy to build kits for you to choose from. The beauty of HOWES KITS is that you can start with a beginner’s receiver and upgrade to a transceiver in easy stages. A full range of matching accessories is also available. Please send an SAE for further information. We have too many kits to even just list them here!

**ANTENNAS AND PRE-AMPS**

**A44 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS**

The HOWES A44 gives full coverage from 25 to 1300MHz in a neat compact package. The antenna is only just over 16 inches long, and is designed to be the answer to space/visability problems for home or portable operation. A low noise microwave IC is used as the active element. This "high tech" approach gives good performance with a low parts count, making construction straightforward. Reviewed in the November ‘90 Short Wave Magazine. Excellent performance in a small space.

A44 Kit: £19.90  
Assembled PCB modules: £26.80

**SPA4 BROADBAND PRE-AMP**

The new HOWES SPA4 is a low noise IC pre-amp covering 4 to 1300MHz for use with wideband passive antennas (discones etc). If signals tend to be rather weak in your area, then the SPA4 could be just what you need!

SPA4 Kit: £14.90  
Assembled PCB modules: £20.90

**ADD-ON DIGITAL READ OUT**

The new HOWES DFD4 Digital Frequency Display adds "Digital Readout" to analogue type receivers and transceivers. If you own an FR87, FT101, TS520, etc., then we had you in mind when we designed this kit. You can even add digital readout to a surplus WW2 receiver, or domestic broadcast set.

The DFD4 can accommodate any IF frequency offset, VFOs that tune normally or "backwards" - all with a resolution of 100Hz. Versatile indeed! A small buffer module for easy connection to the radio is included in the kit. Why not give me a ring to discuss its use with your rig, or send an SAE for more details?

DFD4 Kit: £39.90  
Assembled PCB modules: £59.90

**PLEASE ADD £1.20 P&P to your total kit order (£3.00 for hardware).**

**HOWES KITS are produced by a professional RF design and manufacturing company.** They contain a good quality printed circuit board with screen printed parts locations, full clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue or specific product data sheets. Normally all kits are in stock and delivery is within 7 days.

---

Mail order to:  
EYDON, DAVENTRY  
NORTHANTS NN11 6PT  
Tel: (0327) 60178

---

**C.M. HOWES COMMUNICATIONS**

ADD-ON DIGITAL READ OUT

NEW! **ADD-ON DIGITAL READ OUT**

The new HOWES DFD4 Digital Frequency Display adds "Digital Readout" to analogue type receivers and transceivers. If you own an FR87, FT101, TS520, etc., then we had you in mind when we designed this kit. You can even add digital readout to a surplus WW2 receiver, or domestic broadcast set.

The DFD4 can accommodate any IF frequency offset, VFOs that tune normally or "backwards" - all with a resolution of 100Hz. Versatile indeed! A small buffer module for easy connection to the radio is included in the kit. Why not give me a ring to discuss its use with your rig, or send an SAE for more details?

DFD4 Kit: £39.90  
Assembled PCB modules: £59.90

**PLEASE ADD £1.20 P&P to your total kit order (£3.00 for hardware).**

**HOWES KITS are produced by a professional RF design and manufacturing company.** They contain a good quality printed circuit board with screen printed parts locations, full clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue or specific product data sheets. Normally all kits are in stock and delivery is within 7 days.

72 & 73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager
A. H. SUPPLIES

Unit 12 Bankside Works, Darnall
Road, Sheffield S9 5HA
Phone: (0742) 444278

J. BIRKETT

RADIO COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10-10+50PF @ £1.00
20-20+50PF @ £2.20, 25-25+50PF @ £2.00, 30-30+50PF @ £2.50,
250-250+50PF @ £2.50, 250-250+50PF @ £2.50, 300-300+50PF @ £5.00
MINIATURE FILM TRIMMERS 10pf, 22pf, 47pf, 100pf at 20p each.
HIGH VOLTAGE CERAMIC CAPACITORS Wire ended 10000pf 10Vw @ £0.40 for 2 @ £0.80
FETS 2N2907 @ £0.60, 2N2907A @ £0.40, 2N2907B @ £0.40
POWER TRANSISTORS 2N3819 @ £0.40, 2N2222 @ £0.80, 2N3904 @ £0.80
WIRE ENDED R.F. CHOKES 1000pf 40p, 47pf 75p, 10pf 90p
DFC TRANSFORMERS Rectangular E-Type, 1500V @ £4.20, 2500V @ £4.50
TRANSMITTING TYPE POSTAGE STAMPS TRIMMERS 250 TO 1000PF @ 65p
THYRISTOR (S-C.R.) 403P @ £2.50, 25 AMP @ £2.50
SOLID BRITISH ENGINEERING

Unit 28, Penley
Ind. Est., Penley, Wrexham, Clwyd LL13 1LG
Tel: (0948) 74717 Fax: (0948) 74728

For more information on any of our products including high power
ATUs, loop antennas and dipole systems, see our catalogue.

D. ATONG

For products you can rely upon to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech Processors send or telephone
for a free catalogue and
selective data sheets as required.
All our products are designed
and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched
within 48 hours subject to availability.

For credit card customers please add £10.00

STOCK FORM CATALOGUE

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds LS16 6OE
Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

NEW! 40M QRP TX/RX KIT

COMPLETE TO THE LAST NUT!
20W CW OUTPUT
7.0-7.1 MHz
STABLE VFO
SIDETONE
RIT
AUDIO FILTER
CASE AND ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED
DTR7 - KIT £87.50 READY BUILT £140.00
Post, packing & insurance £3.00
Send SAE for Brochure or call Alan, G4 DVW on 0608 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS

7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, MOUTHULL, NOTTINGHAM NG16 1BX
(Calls by appointment only)

SPECIAL NOTICE TO READERS

Although the proprietors and staff of Practical Wireless take reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in Practical Wireless are bona fide, the magazine and its Publishers cannot give any undertakings in respect of claims made by advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. While the Publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers having complaints, under no circumstances will the magazine accept liability for non-receipt of goods ordered, or for the late delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal remedies are available in respect of some of these circumstances, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local Trading Standards Office, or a Citizen’s Advice Bureau, or their own solicitor.
COMMUNICATION CENTRE OF THE NORTH

The largest range of communications equipment available in the North.
Full range of receivers, transceivers, antennas, power supplies, meters.
All tubing - small brackets - rotators - insulators.

FULL KENWOOD RANGE IN STOCK.

** BUTTERFLY **
- HFV 40 60M vertical ............ £143.77
- ZNBR 1400 watt on kit ........ £130.32
- ZAFU 14 vertical ................ £152.25
- TRB 1800 watt on kit ........... £188.57
- MFJ 883B Tilted Mini Beam .......... £240.11
- MFJ 8803 New RS 232 2.9 mm.. £288.72

** CUSHCRAFT **
- A3 3 element TriBand ........... £201.68
- A4 4 element TriBand .......... £204.46
- 10 20 watt Element 10m .... £123.53
- 10 20 watt Element 15m .... £123.53
- 15 20 watt Element 20m .... £264.67
- APF 8 band 20 watt vertical .... £185.10
- AVS 5 band 20 watt vertical .... £132.00
- HF 5 band vertical Antenna .... £238.84
- 1 element 2 Booster ........... £18.95

** ANTENNA TUNERS **
Kensetone AT70 ................. £231.20
MFJ 60 Random Wire Tuner ........ £46.56
MFJ 855C 300 watt Varactor .... £238.41
MFJ 646 Mall 300 watt Tuner .... £132.37
MFJ 586 Radio Inductor Tuner .... £224.00
MFJ 639B 30 watt Tuner .......... £171.30

A FULL RANGE OF RECEIVERS FOR AIR-BAND - MARINE - SHORT WAVE - AVAILABLE

GGR 40 watt £18.91 100 watt £16.35. Full range of Antenna - New HIGH POWER GGR ANTENNA £26.91 150 watt 51150 MHz Accessories plus full range of VH - UHF - microwave antennas Full range of RG59 and URM qualifications in stock.

Port Exchanges welcome. Second hand lots daily.
Send SAE, for details of any equipment.
HF terms. Access/Barclaycard facilities.
Open 6 days a week, 24 Hour Mail Order Service.
Goods normally despatched by return of post.

STEPHENS JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD,
LEIGH, LANCs. WN7 3EA

Phone 9492-676790.

SUREDATA
AMRAD REPAIR AND SECOND USER SALES

Christmas is almost here and this year we’ve tried our best to give you value for your hard earned pennies.
To start with we have new PC1640 DD with ECD monitors at £449, for your hard earned pennies.

A Merry Christmas to you all.

SUREDATA
TELEPHONE & FAX: 081-902 5218
Second User HOTLINE: 0831 616519 (After hours)

73 John G3TLU
DEPT PW, UNIT 5, STANLEY HOUSE, STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA8 8JR (opposite Dorothy Avenue)

ALL VALVES & TRANSISTORS

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc. in the UK.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ
Tel: 081-743 0899 Fax: 081-749 3934

Phone for a most courteous quotation 081-743 0899

Having difficulties with THE RAE?
PWT Electronics have produced a 3 hour video on “RAE Maths ONLY” to help with the RAE Exam. Contains nearly all you need to know for the Radio Amateurs Examination. Both videos £25.00 each inc. p&p. VHS only.

PWT Electronics, 21 Elmshank, Backcastlegh, Denbigh TNR10 DN.
Tel: (0364) 434433

READERS
Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements.

COMMODORE 64 PACKET

PACKET ON THE COMMODORE, WITHOUT A TNC! Yes, it’s true, you can run packet on a Commodore 64 without the need for a costly TNC. We offer a dedicated packet modem, together with a free copy of an excellent public domain program disk or tape, please state. This really is the inexpensive way to get on the air with Packet Radio.

MODEM with FREE SOFTWARE ONLY £50.00 Send large SAE (23p stamp) for details of all our products.

J & P ELECTRONICS LTD.
Unit 45, Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street, Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (0562)753983

Joan and I have worked as free-lance journalists for many years. Throughout that time, we have tried to make life easy for all concerned by having good quality 'print bashers'. They are a vital tool that commits our work to paper, in whatever way that our respective editors and paymasters require.

**Sturdy Typewriter**

Nearly 40 years ago we jointly used a sturdy, mid-1930s Underwood typewriter. This sufficed for some time until the 1960s, when a Smiths portable joined the team. The 'expert' advice that such a machine would not last, turned out to be utter rot because this relatively light-weight machine proved very reliable. As a result the Underwood was pensioned off, and another light-weight, a Brother portable, began work in our office at home. This, like the Smiths, did a super job and really worked beyond the call of duty.

As time went by the portables were replaced by a couple of Olympia business machines. These machines were followed by a pair of Smiths Corona electrics which took us into the 'computer' era. We kept to the same tools so that we could ease each others workload, and there was always a spare machine in the event of a breakdown. It is unwise for a journalist to rely on a single typewriter because editors have deadline dates for copy which must be met, and if the 'gremlins' do get in to the works it will of course be at that important time. Having said that, after the 1987 hurricane we had no electricity for 12 days. I had to move my Amstrad PCW to a friends house, where the supply had been restored, to complete my work for the PW deadline.

**Computers**

The first computer I purchased, some 15 years ago, was a beautifully made Sharp MZ80. This was an all-in-one package with its mono-monitor and tape deck fixed to the top of the keyboard. I learnt the fundamentals of computing on that Sharp and a bit more on an Oric.

However, following a request to include slow-scan television in my writings for PW, I changed to a Sinclair 48k Spectrum which proved ideal for the job. The 'twittering' tones of the SSTV signal were taken from the audio output of a Kenwood communications receiver and fed, via a screened lead, to a jack socket on the rear of the Spectrum. The software was loaded from a tape recorder, and the pictures were seen on the computer's monitor, a JVC TV receiver and Alphacom 32 printer was used for hard copy, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1. This was received by John Scott (Glasgow) at around 14.230MHz, who had a similar system.

I also reduced the computer radio interference to a tolerable level by keeping it well away from the receiver, and screening the long wire antenna between its point of entry at the window and the socket on the set. No doubt I could have done more but this was enough for my particular needs. The electric typewriters finally gave way in the 1980s to word processing on Tatung Einstein computers, and although I used mine mainly for PW work, Joan wrote the whole of her third book, on Storrington, on hers.

Compatibility between our computers is just as essential as it was with the typewriters, but now we could have the best of both worlds. Joan had an Amstrad DMP2000 (dot matrix) printer connected to her Einstein and I had a Silver Reed (daisy wheel) with mine. By now 'PW Publishing' were taking work on disk and in order to be compatible with them, we changed to the Amstrad 8000 series computers and installed a couple of PCWs.

Using word processors meant no more running eraser ribbons or dipping into the Tipp-Ex, to correct typing or spelling errors (not that we made any, hi) or bashing out an extra sheet of A4 when a late, but important letter, arrived from a reader. This could all be done on screen with LocoScript software, saved to 3in disk and posted to PW on that media. To satisfy our requirements for larger storage, I fitted additional memory chips and an external 3.5in drive, centre right in Fig. 2, to each machine thus giving us an extra 720kb of disc storage space and the ability to use much cheaper discs. In June 1989, I added an Amstrad PC2086 with double 3.5in drives, high resolution colour monitor and mouse to my office. This enabled me to make sketches and illustrations for my articles with 'Windows'
software and the ability to run more astronomical programs.

Recently we finally ended the PCW era by moving the 2086 to Joan's department and installing an Amstrad PC2286, with a 40MB hard disc, in mine. Then came a problem (just one, hi), most of Joan's research work and some of mine was stored on about 50 PCW formatted discs, most of which would have to be transferred to MS-DOS to run on the PCs. Fortunately the extra drives on the PCWs were 3.5in, the same as the new PCs, which meant we could use the 'pcw-2inl, Version 2' program, supplied by Moonstone Computing, Unit 14, Strathclyde Business Centre, Clyde Street, Clydebank G81 1PF, at £29.95 inc. VAT & postage in the UK.

Disk Conversion

I found that the '2inl' program is very user friendly, especially as all the instructions are on screen and you can watch the work taking place. The procedure is to load CP/M into the PCW, and at the 'A' prompt, insert the program disk into drive 'A' and type '2inl'.

When loaded the screen is divided into four squares. The top left is highlighted with the instructions, lower left, Drive M, is a RAM disk and the upper and lower right represent the PCW's 'A' and 'B' drives respectively. These panels are selected by the TAB key and the files by the cursor keys. Briefly, the 3in disk with my work was placed in drive 'A' and by pressing 'L' the disk was logged in and my four LocoScript files were shown in the square. These were then tagged by the '+' key and transferred to drive 'M' by typing 'C' (Copy Tagged Files). I then instructed the program to 'Format' drive 'B' and it replied with a menu from which I selected MS/PC-DOS 720K. After this I tagged the files in drive 'M' and asked the program to 'C'opy them to the new format on drive 'B'.

All of our files that I converted by this method worked inside LocoScript version 1.5 on our PCs. I have also used '2inl' for sorting files on our 3in discs. It is worth a phone call to Mr. R. C. Ponn Gordon at the '2inl' address as he may be able to assist you.

Astronomy Yearbook


At least a dozen various types of astronomical programs for the PCs are listed by 'The Public Domain And Shareware Library' (PDLS), Winscombe House, Beacon Rd, Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL. A call to Rod Smith on (0892) 663298 will give you the latest gen. I have their excellent program 'The Night Sky' which I hope to review fully in the future. What I have seen so far is fascinating, especially the way it produces star maps for almost anywhere on earth. It also prints the names of some stars on screen, plots the constellations and gives information about the sun, moon and the planets.

Solar Reports

Patrick Moore starts off the solar reports and kindly provided the drawings of the large sunspot group that he observed, by the projection method, at 1900 on September 25, Fig. 3, and the 'spotty' state of the sun's disc at 1510 on October 7, Fig. 4. Cmdr. Henry Hatfield (Sevenoaks), using his spectrophotometer, observed two sunspot groups, 17 filaments, four quiescent prominences (qp), a large "hedgegrow" qg on the SE limb and a medium pillar prominence on the East limb of the sun at 1145 on September 17 and 14 filaments and eight small qps at 1317 on the 22nd. He also recorded individual bursts of solar radio noise, at 136MHz, on the 16th and 25th. Ted Waring (Bristol) counted 15 sunspots on the 19th and in Glasgow, Ron Livesey using a 2in refractor and a 38mm projection screen, located five active areas on the sun's disc on the 22nd and four on the 25th and 26th. Clive Brook (Plymouth) using a 60mm refractor and projection screen, observed three sunspot groups on days 17, 18, 20 and 22 and four on the 21st and 25th.

Lightning Response

Your response to my raising the issue of thunder and lightning in this column, prompted me to include the 'stormy' photographs that I took from home, Fig. 5, on June 13 and from Sissinghurst Castle in Kent, Fig. 6, on the 14th. Anything is possible with clouds like that. However, your letters have also mentioned 'ball-lightning' and 'Saint Elmo's Fire', so I looked into these up, especially after reading the following note from John Woodcock (Basingstoke):

"A few years ago a friend told me of a daylight thunder-storm he had been watching in the village where he lived. He saw a yellow/orange ball of light drifting along the tops of an avenue of trees about 100 yards away, when it exploded with a bang 'like an air burst shell' in WWI' to quote his words."

John wonders if that was ball-lightning and he also told me that his aunts, like mine, would shut the windows and cover the mirror during a thunder-storm. One of my weather books says of ball-lightning, "A number have been observed to drift through the air and vanish harmlessly, but at other times they will enter buildings, even penetrating window panes and then explode."

A science book refers to St. Elmo's Fire as, "A discharge of electricity which takes place particularly from objects which project into the atmosphere, such as the propellers and wings of aircraft, or the masts of ships." An engineer once told me that he was sure he had seen it, during a storm after heavy rain, looking like a blue glow around a tall radio mast. No doubt I will have more on this subject in future issues.

Tropospheric Openings

During the tropospheric openings effecting Band II on September 18 and October 6, Simon Hamer (New Radnor) received programmes from Germany and Scandinavia and Michael Larsson (Cheadle) received French and German stations respectively.

The HF Bands

I received a report, via my editor, from Alan Clayton (Nottingham) who uses an Icom 735 and a long-wire antenna. In addition to logging the 28MHz beacons LASTEN and Z2IANB on September 9, he also noted "plenty" of QSOs to Canada and the USA and, at 2200, on 14.200MHz he heard a contact between 'G4' and 'VP'. I could not reply to your card Alan because you did not give your address.

Reflections
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PROBLEMS WITH YOUR RIG?

We are the major servicing/repair centre for all amateur, PMR and commercial radio equipment.

- Suppliers of all these makes and offering a full service and spares back-up
- Supply and installation of all PMR and commercial radio systems
- Guaranteed 7 day turnaround (subject to spares availability)
- Collection and delivery service available if required
- Trade service enquiries welcome (special rates)

Castle Electronics are part of West Midlands Electronic & Communication Services Limited who are licensed credit brokers.

UNIT 3, "BAIRD HOUSE", DUDLEY INNOVATION CENTRE
PENSNETT TRADING ESTATE, KINGSWINFORD
WEST MIDLANDS D76 8XZ

TENNAMAST for TILTDOVERS

GM6OAL - GM4VHZ - GMONHH

Our wind up, tiltover Tennamasts are now better than ever. We continue to expand the range, and now galvanise all our masts to BS729. They are safe and easy to use, slim, elegant and economically priced.

BEAM KITS. Homebrew your own GM4UTP 5 Band Quad or VK2ABQ Beam with our low cost kits. We can supply Head Units separately to suit 2-3".

THE HUSTLER. The ultimate mobile now available. Call 05055 3824 (24 hours) for Brochure and info plus friendly technical advice

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND
81 Mains Road, Beith, Ayrshire KA15 2HT

RUTLAND WINDCHARGERS

- Free power from the wind
- Independent battery charging systems
- Charging commences at 4mph (2m/s)
- Charges 6Amps at 22mph (10m/s)
- Ideal for remote telecoms, automatic feeders and lighting barns, sheds, etc.

For free brochure contact:
Marlec Eng Co Ltd, Unit K, Cavendish Ctyd Sallow Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1DZ
Tel: 0536 201588 Fax: 0536 400211

QUARZ CRYSTALS

QuartSLab MARKETING LTD
P.O. Box 19 Erith Kent DA8 1LM
Telephone: 0322 330830
Fax: 0322 334904
Telex: 8813271 GECOMS-G
(Attention QUARTSLAB)
An SAE with all enquiries please

STOCK CRYSTALS

CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq Range</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5 - 1.75</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 - 2.00</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00 - 2.25</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.25 - 2.50</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50 - 2.75</td>
<td>£0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRYSTALS FOR 3 METRES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq Range</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 - 3.75</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75 - 4.00</td>
<td>£1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00 - 4.25</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.25 - 4.50</td>
<td>£1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.50 - 4.75</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRYSTALS FOR 2.15 METRES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq Range</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.15 - 2.30</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30 - 2.45</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.45 - 2.60</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.60 - 2.75</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75 - 2.90</td>
<td>£0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 kHz</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50 kHz</td>
<td>£0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00 kHz</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50 kHz</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00 kHz</td>
<td>£0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCOUNTS: 10% for orders of £50 or more on all crystal purchases. 5% for orders of £100 or more.

TERMS: 30 days.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT and PRP
SANGEAN ATS 803A
(Direct Key-In World Receiver with Quartz Alarm Clock Timer)

Specifications & Features:
- 150-29999 continuous tuning with no gaps. Phase-locked loop-double conversion Superhet.
- Full Shortwave/AM/SSB. 130-3000kHz No Cap! FM 87.5 - 108MHz Stereo
- Built-in Clock and Alarm. Radio turns on automatically at preset time and frequency.
- Large digital frequency display.
- Fourteen Memories - Memory Recall and Manual Tuning Knob.
- Built-in Clock and Alarm.
- Radio turns on automatically at preset time and frequency.
- Large digital frequency display.
- Fourteen Memories - Memory Recall and Manual Tuning Knob.
- Built-in Clock and Alarm.
- Radio turns on automatically at preset time and frequency.

Operates from 13.8V DC. Supplied with AC adaptor, DC lead, from shortwave (single side band) and c.w. (Morse Code) transmissions.

- Illuminated display to facilitate night-listening.
- Close to other strong stations or if there is interference.
- New improved wide/narrow tuning jack for better reception.
- Adjustable RF GAIN control to prevent overloading when receiving weak signals.
- Nine memory channels for your favourite station frequencies.
- Last setting of mode and waveband automatically at preset time and frequency.
- Large digital frequency display.
- Fourteen Memories - Memory Recall and Manual Tuning Knob.
- Built-in Clock and Alarm.
- Radio turns on automatically at preset time and frequency.


Full Shortwave/AM/SSB 150-29999kHz No Gaps! + FM 87.5 - 108 Mono/Stereo. 150-29.999 continuous tuning with no gaps. Phase-locked loop-double conversion Superhet.

Mon - Fri: 9.00 - 5.30 pm. Sat: 9.00 - 1.00 pm. Callers welcome.

SAGE HOUSE OPENING TIMES:

Manufacturers and distributors of communications equipment.

SAGE HOUSE Nnr Stourbridge, Worcestershire.

SAGE HOUSE TRADING

£109.95 + £5 check, test and P&P.

Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSU's.

Radio Amateur Supplies

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

- G8UUS
- G6XBH
- G1RAS
- GHUU

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show.

AGENTS FOR:

- YAESS
- AZDEN
- ICOM
- KENWOOD
- ALINCO ACCESSORIES

Wide Range, Adonis, Mics, Mutek Pre-Amps

Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSU's

- ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter
- SEM Products

ALINCO

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOK LISTING

Published regularly containing 100s of out of print, old and collective wireless and TV books, magazines etc. Send four first class stamps for next copy of £2.50 for next four issues.

SCOOP PURCHASES

EARLY WIRELESS by Anthony Constable. This excellent book reprints the history which culminated in the final appearance of the wireless set. Many early sets are illustrated. Extensive use of diagrams one of the few books on cryptography previously unpublished material. Brand new. £14.95. OUR PRICE £9.95 + £1.50 p&p.

SECRET WIREARE THE BATTLE OF CODES AND CIPHERS by Bruce Norman. A detailed substantiating work with emphasis on the development of modern cryptography and the use of codes and ciphers. Thrives on very long secret strategies of code breaking including WW2 strategies, includes a chapter on communications equipment with photos of transceivers etc. Inc. a chapter on collecting military and industrial intelligence, selection, training and sabotage. Large format. Brand new. Published £14.95. OUR PRICE £9.95 + £1.50 p&p.

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS BOOKS, 15 Clarendon Court, Warrington WA2 8QD Tel: (0925) 573118.

5 Clarendon Court
Winwick Quay
Warrington
WA2 8QD

MK.II MICROREADER

The easiest way to receive CW & RTTY without all the fuss of computers. Just plug into your speaker socket and switch on. The Microreader automatically decodes both audio and commercial signals. By switching to the correct filter, all code messages will be received and displayed on the LCD screen. The Microreader also incorporates a MORSE TUTOR facility that allows you to check both your receiving and sending performance. £115.00

BP34 AUDIO FILTER

Someone once said that this filter is too good for amateur radio use. We, along with hundreds of BP34 users would disagree. The BP34 combines ease of use with a degree of performance not found in any other filter. Exceptionally sharp cut off and guaranteed 80dB stopband attenuation make this filter a must for the more serious user. £109.50

RS232 DISPLAY

Don't be up your computer while monitoring. This new unit will display, store and print messages sent via the RS232 output from the MICROREADER or PACKET TNC. Text is stored in memory and at the same time displayed on the large 160 character backlit screen. A unique scrolling facility allows you at any time to scroll back and forth through over fifty screens of text messages while still receiving data. The display incorporates a PARALL PORT that allows printing of all or selected sections of text at the touch of a button. £115.00.

BP12 DATA FILTER

A compact low power filter specifically designed for data applications such as CW, RTTY and PACKET. Both audio and TTL tone data outputs are provided. Ideal for use with computers. £44.00.

All products are guaranteed for two years and all prices include VAT and postage and packing.

092-650077 EASTERN COMMUNICATIONS
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Getting Started - The Practical Way


My enthusiasm for quotations has earned me a well-deserved reputation, but my offering this time is rather stretching a quote out of context, but it seemed too good not to use! Browning goes on to say "He guides me and the bird, in His good way."

Whenever we look at a built-up electronic circuit these days, we expect to see a printed circuit board (p.c.b.). This type of construction is virtually standard nowadays. You must already know the p.c.b. technique. They are made on insulated boards, the best being made of a glass fibre composition, with the components mounted on the top, with their leads going through holes.

On the underside of the board is an arrangement of copper tracks. The tracks provide the interconnections between the components.

Construction using a printed circuit board appears to be simple. All the constructor has to do, is to pass the component leads through the appropriate holes on the board, before soldering them in place to the track on the underside.

Appropriate Construction?

There is something of a debate, questioning whether or not p.c.b. techniques are always appropriate to amateur radio construction. Amateur projects are usually built as 'one-off' projects, whereas printed circuit boards come into their own when many replicas of a circuit are to be produced.

Some radio amateurs build very complex equipment using 'ugly' techniques. One of the most attractive miniature amateur band transceivers I've seen, is the 'Optimised Transceiver'. This project was designed and built by Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV. Its compact size and stability, depends upon it being built by direct wiring of components. On the other hand, however, many amateur constructors make their own p.c.b.s for every single project they build.

Not Difficult

Designing and making p.c.b.s is not difficult, and I will show how this can be done later in the series. It's also possible to duplicate printed circuit board layouts without using an actual printed board.

There are several non-chemical techniques to place copper tracks on the underside of a board. It is also possible to use boards and directly wire the interconnections between the components.

We will begin our use of circuit boards with a simple, but useful circuit built on a medium sometimes called a 'perfboard'. This technique also has the less romantic name of 'SRBP matrix board' (Synthetic Resin Bonded Paper).

This method uses an insulated board, which is punched with holes on a 0.1 inch matrix. There is also a version with copper strips which run across the underside of the boards. This is known as strip-board, and it's available commercially as 'Veroboard'.

For this month's project, we will be using the type without the copper strips (with the option of a p.c.b. design). Although many constructors are avid users of Veroboard, I consider it an unsuitable method for a beginner. This is because this type of board requires very careful soldering to avoid bad joints and intertrack bridges.

The Project

The project we're going to build this month is shown in circuit form in Fig. 1. It's a type of oscillator, often called a multivibrator, and it produces a continuous stream of pulses.

As you'll remember, we've discussed and built oscillators earlier in this series. Oscillator circuits are those in which some of the output is fed back into the input. If the 'feedback' is correctly phased (or timed) and the signal adds to, and does not detract from the process, the resulting continuous feedback process is called oscillation.

A quick inspection of the circuit in Fig. 1, shows it to be two identical transistor circuits connected back-to-back. The circuit oscillates because of the cross-coupling between TR1 and TR2.

Theory

This month, the Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV deals with circuit boards and layouts for beginners, before delving into the world of flip-flops and ending up with a practical and extremely useful project.

Fig. 1: The multivibrator circuit diagram. See text for explanation of how it works, and the necessity of only using BC183s for this particular p.c.b. and matrix board project.

Fig. 2: The multivibrator project can be built using matrix board. This method is an ideal 'stepping stone' on the way to full p.c.b. project. Readers using this method can follow the same component placing and wiring layout as used in the p.c.b. version, employing connecting wire instead of copper track.
Fig. 3: The p.c.b. copper track layout for the multivibrator. This layout can be used in conjunction with the component overlay in Fig. 4, if the matrix board method is employed. Although the p.c.b. design accepts a sub-miniature double-pole change-over type slide switch, a single-pole on-off switch on flying leads is perfectly acceptable. If an off-board switch is required, it should be connected to the connections labelled as S1 on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: The p.c.b. overlay diagram. The view is from the top, looking down at the board, with the copper tracks (underneath) shown in shadowy detail. Component connections are made through the holes to the underside, which are then soldered in the usual way.

The collector (output) of TR1 is coupled to the base (input) of TR2 using C1. The collector of TR2 is coupled to the base of TR1 using C2. These pathways provide a feedback route between TR1 and TR2.

Another capacitor, C3, provides an output. This particular circuit is called an ‘astable’ multivibrator because of its continuous free running action.

Two State Circuit

Two states exist in this circuit. Either TR1 is conducting and TR2 non-conducting, or TR2 is conducting and TR1 non-conducting. The circuit ‘flips’ between these two states, which is why it’s often called a ‘flip-flop’.

The frequency at which each stage is turned on and off, depends upon the rate at which C1 charges up through R3, and C2 charges up through R2. The frequency (speed) of the transistors switching on and off, which produces the pulse ‘oscillations’, can be varied by changing the values of these components (see the explanation at the end of the text).

The component values are normally equal in both halves of the circuit, to give a time cycle the same length for both transistors. The particular values here, are chosen to produce a high-pitched audio sound.

Square Wave

The on-off action of this multivibrator-type oscillator produces a signal which is called a square wave. The shape simply reflects the on-off states of the circuit. At audio frequencies, the square wave produces a very harsh sound and the signal is very rich in harmonics.

You may already know the term harmonic from music. When oscillation occurs, it does so at a ‘fundamental frequency’ expressed in Hertz (Hz) which is the internationally used term for the number (or frequency) of cycles of oscillation in a second.

This oscillator produces harmonics which are detectable as weaker signals at higher frequencies. This effect can be very useful, as you will find out when you complete the project.

The Board

The diagram, Fig. 2, shows how the circuit can be laid out as a perforated matrix-board project. The matrix board version is longer than necessary, to allow the PP3 battery to be mounted on the assembly. This layout has been designed to follow closely the drawing of the circuit. It’s easy to see how the circuit relates directly to the board.

The pattern of tracks required to interconnect the components is also shown in Fig. 2. This is like an X-Ray view of a printed circuit board.

Underside View

The illustration, Fig. 3, shows the underside view of the board as a p.c.b project. This is the view of the copper tracks as they would appear on the board.

The illustration underneath, Fig. 4, is known as a p.c.b. ‘overlay’. It has this name because it shows the components on the upper side of the board, apparently laid over the copper tracks (these are shown as a fainter tint). Overlays are a very useful guide to placing components and checking circuits.

Notice that the p.c.b. design is somewhat shorter than the matrix board version. This is done to save p.c.b. material. However, if you want a PP3 battery to be attached to provide power, you can either make your board longer, or bond an extension piece of plain board onto the p.c.b. you can buy from the PCB Service.

You may decide to put the project into a case, and an old plastics torch is ideal for this job. If a casing of this type is used, the PP3 battery can be placed at the far end of the torch. It can then be supported by a small piece of foam plastics or a piece of plastic.

It’s a good exercise to compare Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 and then with Fig. 3. This gives a complete overall view of a simple printed circuit.

Layout Sequence

The layout sequence is completed by Fig. 4, which is really a repeat of Fig. 2, but with the components marked and the copper tracks (underneath in this view) in shadowy outline.

If you decide to use the matrix board method, you can use the overlay diagram to lay out your project. All you do is lay out the components on the matrix of holes found on the perforated board. This is done in the same way you would if it was a p.c.b., using Fig. 4 as a guide and connecting wire instead of the copper tracks.

If you decide to adopt the matrix board method of construction, you won’t find it difficult. This method is a natural way to practice before designing your own p.c.b. and then etching it yourself.

Matrix Board Connections

The matrix board connections are very simple. Thin wire, say 5A fuse material, can be used for this purpose. However, in most cases there’s enough surplus wire on the component leads to make the under-board connections.

The best technique is to bend the surplus wire towards the next component wire, where a connection is required. You should then bend it around that wire, using a pair of pointed nose pliers. A good solder joint should then be made and any surplus wire cut off.

Mounting The Switch

Both methods of making the board includes an on-off switch, S1. The easiest way to deal with the mounting of S1, is to drill holes in the board to suit the switch connection tags. These can then be pushed into the board and wired from the underside.

The toggle switch I used is a miniature double-pole switch but only used as an on-off switch. I wired the two sections of the switch in parallel. There is space on the board to mount the PP3 battery using an elastic band or double-sided adhesive tape.
Finally, you should solder a short length (an off-cut from a capacitor lead will do) to the output side (unconnected end) of C3. This length of wire will form the output probe for the multivibrator.

You may also find it helpful to have a flying lead connection, complete with a crocodile-clip, soldered to the -9V 'earth' line at the output. This extra connection (the lower arrow on Fig. 4), will help in getting the best signal from the multivibrator to the unit to be tested.

Test the Board

The board may be tested by connecting the output to a pair of headphones, or even a small loudspeaker. You should hear quite a high pitched sound via the headphones or the speaker.

The frequency by this simple project is such that it can be used to test audio circuits. The high harmonic content meant that I could hear the signal well into the headphone or the speaker.

A future use for the board could be a signal injector, to introduce a signal into audio and radio circuits to see if they are working.

Have a Go!

I suggest that you have a go at this little project. You'll find it very useful for testing some of the more complex projects later on in the series.

It's also a good example to try your hand out preparing matrix board and p.c.b. layouts. Have fun, and keep that soldering iron hot and busy!

**Editorial note:** We tested and demonstrated George's multivibrator on one of the office radio receivers. The signal coming from this handy little project, when it was connected directly to the radio itself, could be heard up as high as 100MHz on Band II. As this unit will prove to be very useful (to test a.f. and r.f. stages), we shall be providing a board from the PW PCB Service for those who don't wish to make their own p.c.b.
**Satellite Scene by Pat Gowen G3IOR**

This month, Pat Gowen provides an explanation for the new signals heard in the 145MHz space band, deals with the interesting propagational phenomena and DX possibilities with RS-12 on Mode K, and suggests how you might try it for yourselves.

**RM-1 Transponder**

The strange new signals on 145.800MHz, that to so many of you enquired about, were emanating from OSCAR-21's (RS-14) RM-1 transponder. They formed part of a series of checkout tests to ascertain the cause of the command failure. Resets and powering off the main GEOS satellite supply eventually resulted in success. So, the RUDAK and transponders were placed on once more, hopefully to stay on this time.

**SARA-OSCAR-23**

The 'buzz'-like signals now on 145.955MHz are coming from SARA-OSCAR-23, and is the telemetry resulting from the metering of Jupiter's radio emissions. Whilst less strong than OSCAR-11 and DO-17, it is fully quieting, seeming stronger during daytime passes. One explanation for this anomaly is that SARA is not in a voltage stabilised, so when in sunlight and charging, the higher voltage may enhance the transmitter output.

Some considerable discussion is underway on the status of SARA, as to whether it is an amateur-radio satellite, an amateur-satellite, or an intruder into the space band. Although it was both built and run by radio amateurs, it is licensed as FXOSAT by the French authorities and is registered by the IFRB. In some minds doubt exists if the telemetry decoded will be made freely available, and thus if it can be used by all amateurs.

**AREMIR**

The Austrian Amateur Radio Experiment on MIR went to the space station via SOYUZ-TM-13 on October 2 as planned. The experiment accompanied visiting cosmonauts Tokar Aibalorpv from Kazakhstan SSR, and Franz Viebboeck from Austria. The AREMIR came on two days later, not on 145.955MHz as expected, but on 145.975MHz, a USAT-3 uplink! The signal was alternating between 1200 bauds AX.25 packet radio and Morse code signals carrying greetings messages. The PACKET message read: 'AREMIR> QO: ARTSAT:AUSTRO SOVIET-RADIO-TIME-SPACE-ART-ELEKTRATION: WIBRAUM KULTURRAUM. KCCW TU GRAZ 1991 AREMIR'.

The c.w. beacon, first spotted by GM4HJJ, was repeating 'DE SPACE STATION MIR AREMIR OE VSY AND RSF '73'. Later uploading will produce digitised speech bulletins, carrying updated useful information to all earth radio amateurs.

The SOYUZ-TM-12 was on October 10 with the two visitors, plus cosmonaut Anatoli Artsebarski who had completed 145 days in space. Left aboard MIR were Sergei Krikalev U5MIR and Alexander Volkov U9MIR, who had a 64-day MIR mission in September 1985 and the TM-13 was also left attached for this crew's later use.

**RS-12 Mode 'K' DX**

The RS-12, the 21MHz uplink to 29MHz downlink satellite, is offering excellent DX. This is because as under the present high m.u.f propagation conditions, the satellite may be both accessed and heard, when it is well below the user's horizon.

When I have made good QSOs with W1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 0, VE1 and 3, PY2, and UAO. I have also worked many European users, including F9EA, DJ5XO, and Alexander Volkov (U9MIR) and myself, who had noticed the 'split' in the 29MHz downlink signal at G3DDG at such times.

**John Branegan GM4HJJ**

found in late September that RS-12 was providing excellent DX when it was sub-horizontal. The 29MHz downlink was coming in full swing to him around 1234 and 1718UTC on both September 18 and 19. This was when the satellite was over the Pacific at 1450W 460N, plus when on the path up from Antarctica to Perth in Western Australia around 1700-1800UTC.

John says that "This ties in with the signal getting down through the thin pre-dawn Pacific ionosphere, then chordal hop to the underside of the ionosphere over Newfoundland/ Labrador, thence ionospheric propagation to the UK".

**RS-12 Effects Not New**

The propagation effects demonstrated by RS-12 are not new, as DJ2RE pointed them out on OSCAR-6. In fact I published a paper on this phenomena in the ARRL Technical Symposium on Space Communications in 1973. My own conclusion was that it correlated with high E-layer ion densities, as it was most pronounced when short-skip was in evidence on the h.f. bands. Prior to this, it was generally thought that signals coming from above the ionosphere would be reflected out again. It was then thought that they would only pass through the layers when the m.u.f. was below that of the source signal.

Far higher frequencies are also re-angled in high solar flux times. My 145MHz uplink has been transponded from RS-10 on 29MHz, when the satellite has been post or pre-LOS by up to seven minutes. John Branegan even got excellent copy of a block of packets from the UoSAT-3 9600 bauds on 435MHz at 1230UTC on 3 November 1990. This occurred when the satellite was six minutes before AOS! Even 144MHz c.w. stations were finding that when they accurately targeted the moon, they had no echoes, but, on elevating their arrays by some 5-10°, returns came. Obviously, even at u.h.f., the high solar flux propagates the path, which at times is obviously not the pure line-of-sight that we originally assumed it to be.

Using his inverted-V and Kenwood 930, Les G0FFD has been monitoring the RS-10 h.f. beacon for some time. He can pick up the beacon signal some five to 15 minutes before the calculated AOS. He wrote "During the shorter tail-ins, the signal disappears into noise after two or three minutes or more to resume steadily as RS-10 evidently comes above horizon. During the longer, there may be a temporary re-appearance above noise during the ‘lost’ period before resurge". He concludes that these effects may well be compatible with F-region anomalies, e.g. ducting, but if this is so, he has "...greater cause to think because at the end of the pass the signal falls rapidly, not to re-appear as RS-10 seems to plume below horizon".

Les found that the maximum signal from the beacon on a pass of maximum elevation 60-90°, would be 25-30dB above noise, while the 'tail-in' signal varied from equal to +3dB above noise. A 6dB signal climb was a good indication of AOS. He found that at the end of the pass the signal fell some 10-20dB within one to two minutes.

**Doppler Differential**

Following the evidence of Doppler differential, GM4HJJ and myself, who both noticed the 'split' of the 29MHz downlink signal at high m.u.f. pre-auroal times, Les had a look for it and found it! He measured the split frequencies as being 700Hz apart, and wrote "This equates to a time delay in the weaker signal which might be due to ionosphere scatter from some point, or to magneto-ionic splitting in the Earth's field in a region of high electron density, giving two polarised waves, left-hand and right-hand, similar to the ordinary and extra-ordinary waves near the critical frequency at vertical incidence". "But he continued, "700Hz is roughly half the total Doppler in a high elevation pass! It is thus difficult to explain a delay of this magnitude".

**Telephone Call**

During a fairly quiet solar period last year, a telephone call came from Kenwood 930D, Q005, to Rick Newstead, G3CWI, nee VP8ANT. Richard
was calling from his parent company RACAL, to ask for frequencies plus a few passes of some of the h.f. transmitting satellites. He needed them to test out a new piece of portable d.f. equipment that enables highly accurate azimuth and elevation pinpointing of the signal source to be made, as well as precise frequency measurement and spectrum content.

My ageing, but still faithful 'Spectrum' computer, armed with GM4HU's tracking programs and the current Keplerian elements, duly calculated some coming passes of audibility for the beacons of RS-10 on 29.367 and 29.402MHz. Armed with this data, Richard duly prepared for the tests.

Then came the day of reckoning, and the new piece of apparatus was put to the test in tracking the satellites, to give a comparison of the found and known positions.

**Equipment**

**Dream**

The d.f. equipment under test is the dream of any amateur interested in propagational studies. The system is a sheer delight to anyone who is especially interested in following the fascinating routes, taken by signals emanating from satellites in or above the F2 layer.

The equipment consists of an h.f. (1-30MHz) interferometer d.f. system, known as the RDF-3210. For an antenna it uses a portable 5-element crossed loop circular array with a central reference element. The individual antennas of the array are combined through 90° hybrid networks to give omni-directional coverage, vertically polarised low angle and circularly polarised high angle reception.

The system operates by the rapid electronic switching of the antenna selection, measuring the phase of the signal found at each of the five individual antennas against a central reference element. It provides a bearing of high accuracy of 0.3° standard deviation, with a sampling rate of 30 bearings per second!

While such an advanced direction finding system may be bad news for any hitherto, existing, or potential pirate, and makes some of the amateur location methods of 'fox-hunting' appear rather primitive by comparison, it is certainly a wonderful method of seeing the multi-path capabilities of signals coming to us from way above earth's atmosphere.

The results were quite fascinating, as it could be seen that the azimuth track was slightly broken whilst the satellite was to the north. As it approached the highest angle of elevation, multi-pathing was evidenced by the additional presence on the screen of the signal intermittently emanating from other azimuths and elevations. This was mainly to the southern equatorial zone, but sometimes back to the auroral zone. Sadly, the screen print-out wasn't of good enough quality to print in "PW".

Richard, judging by his comments, seems to have expected more ionospheric effects, particularly as the pass was at around midday, i.e. maximum ionisation time. But h.f. terrestrial DX and European contact conditions on 28MHz that day, had dropped considerably from the previous excellent conditions. The research possibilities into satellite path propagation with such a device are enormous, and they are to be recommended as a basis for enthusiasts who could build a similar apparatus.

**RS-12 Starter Satellite**

The RS-12 is a particularly good 'starter' satellite, as virtually every amateur world-wide will already have everything which is needed to use the h.f. 'K' mode transponder. All you need is a 21MHz transmitter, a 29MHz receiver, and a simple antenna for each band, that need not be high nor have high gain.

All you then need to do is to listen. This is done, preferably on c.w., to distinguish the satellite users from the unintentional terrestrial users heard between 29.410 and 29.450MHz, resulting in the signals you hear transponded from 21.210 to 21.250MHz.

**Times To Try**

Here are some times to try, when the satellite will be above the UK horizon on Saturday 14 December 1991. The satellite will appear above the UK SE horizon on orbit 4292 at 1604, travelling north to set in the NNE at 1621UTC. The following pass is from SSW to N from 1750 to 1800UTC, and the next from W to NWW from 1939 to 1952UTC.

At this time there are likely to be terrestrial users mixed in with the uplinked satellite signals. There is also a possibility of f.m. simplex intrusion into the space allocated to the v.d.u.

So, you may prefer to be a night owl when you will have it all to yourself in the early hours of Sunday 15 December!

The descending pass orbit 4298 will commence in the NNW at 0254, finishing in the SE at 0312. The next is from 0440 to 0457, travelling from NW to SSW. Later that same day, ascending passes will commence with orbit 4306 going from S to NNE between 1632 and 1650, with the next pass from SW to N between 1819 and 1837UTC.

**Getting Aboard**

Getting aboard is achieved by listening first for the 29.407MHz c.w. beacon sending its 'RS12' callsign interspersed with telemetry, and then tuning up from 29.411 to 29.451MHz for transponded signals.

If you place your transmitter on, say 21.215MHz, you should hear yourself on 29.416MHz. If you move your 21MHz uplink to 21.220MHz you will come down on 29.421MHz, and so on.

Try a 'CQ RS 12' and see who comes back to you, or alternatively, listen for another station calling CO on, let's say 29.420MHz. You then adjust your transmit frequency to that coming out, e.g. 21.219MHz, and call them. You should then make what may be your first satellite QSO.

During the daytime passes, do not be surprised if your returned tone resembles that of a broken band-saw, there is no need to replace your smoothing capacitors!
At long last, Roger Cooke G3LDI brings you the stories and pictures of his trip to America. But before that, he’s got some news.

**'NOSview' Package**

'NOSview' for DOS' is an on-line documentation package for the KA9Q Network Operating System (NOS). You'll find 'NOSview' is probably the only complete reference work describing all the major commands found in most versions of NOS. Ian Wade G3NRW (@ GB7BIL) recently sent me a copy of his very useful package. Barry DC0HK, tells me that this product has just about flooded Germany where NOS is widely used and popular.

As Ian wrote, "Over the years, many documents have appeared on the networks describing the features of NOS. Much of that material was incomplete, inconsistent and worse, it was sometimes inaccurate. In 'NOSview' I have attempted to pull together all the available documentation and massage it into a consistent whole. "All of the NOS commands are described in detail, with actual examples showing the way to enter them into the system. There are many examples of displayed results of the command execution. This is only half the story. The real power of 'NOSview' comes into its own when it is used with a 'pop-up' (t.s.r.) file-viewing program such as 'Clockwork View' from Clockwork Software. Using this shareware program you can 'hot-key' to a menu listing the files in a particular directory. Pick the file of interest, and it's displayed on-screen. As a 'freebie', you can use 'Clockwork View' to examine any file in the system, text or binary.

"Scrolling up and down the file allows you to read it at leisure. To make best use of 'Clockwork View', 'NOSview' files are provided as over 80 separate descriptive files, one for each command. Imagine you're using NOS and can't remember the command layout. You 'hot-key' into 'Clockwork View' and read the command description file. All without breaking out of NOS. It is this on-line feature of 'NOSview' which makes it an exceptionally useful tool."

"Because 'NOSview' consists of many small files it'll be much easier to maintain and maybe less wasteful of trees. Indeed this program makes the NOS 'more' and 'tail' commands redundant. Yet another feature of 'NOSview', is that it contains a separate set of NOS template files, such as AUTOEXEC.NET, FTPUSERS, etc. These you can use on your system, as each of the files is accompanied by a full description. There are warnings about 'gotchas', or pitfalls that cause a lot of frustration if you are unaware of them. You can edit these template files to match your system. In most cases, by simply modifying callsigns and directory paths, you can create a ready-made environment to try out NOS."

"To make life easier, 'NOSview' files are provided in plain ASCII text format, with no hidden codes. Every line is terminated with CR/LF. Words are separated with spaces, and there are no headers, footers or page numbers. Each line is no more than 65 characters long, giving plenty of margin space when printed using the DOS 'print' command. You can also import 'NOSview' files into any word processor and edit them."

"By now 'NOSview' should be available on the major telephone bulletin boards throughout the world. Look for a file with a name of the form NOSVWnnn.ZIP, where 'nnn'
PACKET PANORAMA

Fig. 3: Tom Abernethy WA3TAI along with Jack W3TMZ.
He's active only on v.h.f./u.h.f. mostly satellite operation, as he's heavily involved with AMSAT in the USA. Dick's a very modest man, I only found out how dedicated he is to AMSAT, by the awards seen on the wall of the room in which I slept. He uses packet almost exclusively for downloading Keplerian elements to help with his satellite operation. Like many amateurs 'across the pond', Dick has his shack installation in the basement.

Our next port of call was to Mount Airy in Maryland, staying with Jack Colson W3TMZ. Jack was the person who helped me get an h.f. BBS working, using an old Xerox 820 computer with Binch disk-drives. He'd originally brought the Xerox over to England, when he stayed at my place in 1985. Jack was my USA forwarding partner, until work claimed too much of his time so he had to stop running a full-time BBS. However, he is still active on packet, mostly on v.h.f. as a user now.

Jack, pictured in Fig. 3, works for the John Hopkins Institute, travelling world-wide with his job. So he can't run a BBS, which would be too time consuming. His interest in satellites is being rekindled with the advent of UOSAT-14. I'd heard of this and took him a G3RUH board to build up. The last I heard, it was finished and the antennas were up!

Novel Experience

Several evenings during my visit, I managed to talk back home from Mount Airy on h.f. I spoke with quite a few of the Norwich amateurs. I even managed to put a few messages directly into my h.f. BBS, quite a novel experience.

Whilst staying in the Washington area, we visited Alfred K3ZO at his annual barbecue. I met several amateurs I'd spoken to on-air before, including one who I used to talk to using s.s.b. in the 3.5MHz band. That was using a delta loop antenna at my previous QTH in Wymondham.

Pictured in Fig. 3 with Jack, is Tom WA3TAI. Tom is my present forwarding partner and lives in Accokeek, Maryland. I was planning to visit Tom, but he couldn't get off work until halfway through the afternoon, leaving time for only a short stay. He's a policeman in Washington, and he told me several hairy tales about his profession. It's not the sort of job to encourage your son to take up!

Tom's in the process of putting up five 60m towers, and planning a five-station contest station in his basement. Shown in Fig. 4 is Tom with one of the designers of the antenna system at K3ZO. This gentleman, whose name and even callsign eludes me, is over 80 years old and STILL climbs the tower (only 60m!) at K3ZO.

Still active on packet, but only from the DX point of view, K3ZO runs major contests from his place. He has four towers in the garden, and his complete basement is devoted to amateur radio. He runs the K1EA contest program at each operating position and remains connected to the DX-Cluster permanently throughout the contest. This up-dates each band with multipliers, etc.

What A Whopper

Another interesting visitor to the barbecue, the holder of a KP4 callsign, was the driver of the Honda 'Gold Wing' motorcycle, pictured in Fig. 5. He had a rig built into the fairing at the front of the bike. There are antennas (four of them!) mounted on a specially made bracket at the back of the bike. Guess what's stowed in the trailer? No, not a tent, but a 2kW linear. What a way to go!

That's all I can pack in this month, so I'll carry on with my trip next month with more pictures. 73 and happy packeting de Roger, G3LDI @ GB7LDI. Tel: (0508) 70278.
Mathematics For The RAE

Before I actually start describing the maths, I’ll put you out of your misery by giving you the answers to last month’s questions!

(i) b (v) d (vii) c (viii) a (ix) b

They really weren’t that difficult, now were they?

But let’s return to the subject for this month. Resistors come in a step-series of values known as the E6, E12 or E24 ranges. This is effectively the number of discrete steps in a ‘decade’ range. The E12 series is 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.9, 4.7, 5.6, 6.8, 8.2, and 10, or multiples (submultiples) of these steps. Sometimes though, it is necessary to have a value which is not available in any of the the series. If, for instance we need a 31.5Ω or a 77.2Ω resistor, we have to create this new value. The question is, HOW?

Resistors may be combined in series (one behind another in line), in parallel (side by side) or a combination of both methods.

Resistors In Series

Let’s consider resistors in series, as this combination is the simplest of all to calculate the new value. All you have to do is simply add together the values of all the resistors. See the example in Fig. 1.

\[ R_{x} = R_{1} + R_{2} \]

For instance if \( R_{1} = 56Ω \) and \( R_{2} = 39Ω \), the value of resistance measured between A and B, \( R_{A-B} = 56Ω + 39Ω = 95Ω \)

What is the value of resistance between A and B, if \( R_{1} = 15kΩ \) and \( R_{2} = 56kΩ \)? Then, \( R_{A-B} = (15 * 10^3 + 56 * 10^3)Ω = 71kΩ \)

This method may be extended to any number of resistors in series. If we have seven resistors in series with values 1Ω, 9Ω, 47Ω, 75Ω, 1kΩ, 22kΩ, 100kΩ, the total resistance will be the sum of all the values, or 123 132Ω (1.2312*10^4Ω).

Resistors In Parallel

Although it’s not as simple to calculate the value of resistors in parallel, as it is for the series connection, it’s still fairly easy. Let’s start with two resistors connected in parallel. Look at the example in Fig. 2, and let’s work out the value of resistance between points C and D.

\[ \frac{1}{R_{x}} = \frac{1}{R_{1}} + \frac{1}{R_{2}} \]

I won’t go into ‘why this formula’ at present, but just ask you to use the formula as presented

\[ \frac{1}{R_{C-D}} = \frac{1}{R_{3}} + \frac{1}{R_{4}} \]

Let’s put a few values into that formula then. Let’s also assume \( R_{3} = 100Ω \), \( R_{4} = 270Ω \), and calculate the new resistance value.

\[ \frac{1}{R_{C-D}} = \frac{1}{100} + \frac{1}{270} \]

You can (laboriously) add the fractions together in the way we did earlier in this series, or simply, convert each fraction with a calculator and add them together. The last step is to find the reciprocal of the total. ‘Reciprocal?’ I hear you say, ‘what’s a reciprocal’?

The reciprocal of a number is \( \frac{1}{x} \) (one) divided by that number. For example the reciprocal of 2 is \( \frac{1}{2} \) or 0.5, and the reciprocal of 8 is \( \frac{1}{8} \) or 0.125. In general (here’s where the algebra comes in) the reciprocal of \( x \) is \( \frac{1}{x} \).

By the same token the reciprocal of \( \frac{1}{x} \) is \( x \).

Use a calculator to convert the fractions into decimals:

\[ \frac{1}{R_{\text{total}}} = 0.001 + 0.0037 = 0.00137 \]

Lastly, invert BOTH sides of the equation:

\[ R_{\text{total}} = \frac{1}{0.00137}Ω = 72.99Ω \]

Possibly the best way to solve problems involving several resistors connected in parallel, is to tackle them two at a time. Then add these reciprocal (already created) values together to produce a third new value. This new (lower) value may be used again in calculating subsequent ‘new’ (even lower) values.

As usual, an example is always a good idea. For example, find the effective value of 680Ω, 1kΩ, 56Ω, 2.7kΩ and 390Ω when connected in parallel. In working it out you don’t have to use the same the resistor pairs as I have.

As it looks a bit complicated, we’ll work through it together. If you remember, dividing a problem into smaller sections leads to conquering that problem. There are no large problems, only the inability to see the small steps!

Working Together

(i) Find the effective value of 680Ω and 1kΩ in parallel (call it Rx)

\[ \frac{1}{R_{x}} = \frac{1}{680} + \frac{1}{1000} = 0.00147 + 0.0001 = 0.00247 \]

(ii) Find the effective value of 560Ω and 2.7kΩ in parallel (call it Ry)

\[ \frac{1}{R_{y}} = \frac{1}{560} + \frac{1}{2700} = 0.00179 + 0.00037 = 0.00216 \]

(iii) Find the effective value of the result in (i) and the result in (ii) in parallel (call it Rz)

\[ \frac{1}{R_{z}} = \frac{1}{R_{x}} + \frac{1}{R_{y}} = 0.00247 + 0.00216 = 0.00463 \]

(iv) Find the effective value of the result in (iii) and the remaining resistor, (390Ω) in parallel

\[ \frac{1}{R_{\text{total}}} = \frac{1}{R_{z}} + \frac{1}{390} = 0.00463 + 0.000265 \]

Now it’s time for a little homework. Don’t worry, we’re only going to tackle just a few problems, similar to the ones we’ve been dealing with this month. All you have to do is calculate the following resistor combination values. I’ve not used multi-choice this time, so you’ll have to work them out.

Series Combinations.

Here I will use the ’&’ character to mean ‘in series with’.

(i) 10Ω & 220Ω
(ii) 27kΩ & 56kΩ
(iii) 33Ω & 1.5kΩ
(iv) 120Ω & 560Ω
(v) 390Ω & 680Ω & 1.8kΩ & 33Ω

Parallels Combinations.

For these problems I will use the ‘/’ character to mean, in parallel with

(i) 10Ω // 10Ω
(ii) 10Ω // 33Ω
(iii) 15Ω // 2.7kΩ
(iv) 10 // 15Ω // 27Ω
(v) 47Ω // 1.2kΩ // 33Ω // 680Ω // 1.2kΩ

Fig. 1: These resistors are connected in series.

Fig. 2: These resistors are connected in parallel.
RST MAIL ORDER CO.
LANGLEY SUPPLIES LTD,
1 MAYO ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CR9 2OP.
SPECIAL EXPRESS
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Tel: 081-686 1166
Open: Mon-Thurs 9am-7pm / Fri 9am-4pm / Closed Saturday.
Terms C/D.O. and Vues accepted. Orders despatched next day by return.

R. W. GRAPHICS
355 Cressing Road, Braintree, Essex CM7 6PE

DIARIES
Amateur radio diaries with navy or maroon covers
A5 Desk - £4.20 + 60p p&p - Pocket - £2.70 + 50p p&p

LOG BOOKS
Containing amateur radio information
50 page £1.65 + 50p p&p - 100 page £2.65 + 65p p&p

D.I.Y QSL CARDS
£2.55 + 70p p&p per 100 Please send for samples

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!!
Over the past 100 years more than 5 million students throughout the world have found it worth while an I.S. home-study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more fun out of life. I.S. has over 30 years experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert personal tutors. Find out how we can help you. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice. First box only.

Electronics
Basic Electronics Engineering City & Guilds
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Contracting/Installation
ICS/CEC/CSC over 40 examination subjects to choose from

Name
Address

ICN - International Correspondence Schools, Dept. I.S.C. 31/3/14 High Street, Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PQ. Tel: 011-164 3568 or 011-321 1226 (Guaranteed)
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SITUATED AT THE SOUTHERN END OF M23 – EASY ACCESS TO M25 AND SOUTH LONDON

AERIAL ACCESSORIES

| Item                        | P&P | £12.95
|-----------------------------|-----|--------
| 16SWG Hand drawn copper wire |     | £3.00  
| Large Ceramic Egg Insulators|     | £0.85  
| Small Ceramic Egg Insulators|     | £0.30  
| "T" Piece Polyprop Dipole Centre | | £0.25  
| Deluxe Dipole Centre, 259 Socket | | £9.35  
| Self-Asmagsmating Tape       |     | £4.35  
| 300 R Slotted Feeder, per metre | | £0.58  
| 450 R Slotted Feeder, per metre | | £0.10  

PIER ANTENNA PRODUCTS

| Item                        | P&P | £0.85
|-----------------------------|-----|--------
| Large Ceramic Egg Insulators|     | £0.30  
| Small Ceramic Egg Insulators|     | £0.25  
| "T" Piece Polyprop Dipole Centre | | £0.25  
| Deluxe Dipole Centre, 259 Socket | | £9.35  
| Self-Asmagsmating Tape       |     | £4.35  
| 300 R Slotted Feeder, per metre | | £0.58  
| 450 R Slotted Feeder, per metre | | £0.10  

CHALLENGER DX-VI

- Launches RF from an elevated GAP
- Eliminates earth loss
- Comes pre-tuned
- Uses only 3 radials @ 25 feet
- Total bandwidth on 40, 20, 15, 12, 10, 6, 2 metres, 130 kHz on 80 metres

VOICEY IV

- From GAP, dedicated LF antenna now available
- 80 kHz on 160, entire band on 80, 40 and 20 metres.

£229.95

Phone for prices on Kenwood loom Yaesu, and our wide range of accessories

NEVADA THE RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

THE NEW DRAKE R8E COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Drake, famous for their high quality receivers, introduce the new R8E - the only receiver you will ever need to own!

- Frequency coverage 100kHz to 30MHz. With converter (optional extra)
- 35MHz to 55MHz 108MHz to 174MHz
- Multi mode reception - AM, FM, RTTY, CW, USB, LSB
- Five built-in filter bandwidths
- Built-in pre-amp and attenuator
- Multiple scan functions
- 100 memory capacity
- RS232C remote control
- Two VFO's
- Built-in noise blanker
- Passband offset tuning
- Selectable AGC
- Synchronous AM detector

£965

KENPRO KT22

2 metre hand-held
An economical hand-held that has become very popular. Ideal for packet radio or for use through your local repeater.
- 1½ watt output
- Receiver shift
- Tone burst
- Supplied with mains charger

£139

NEVADA MS1000

- 1000 memories
- 500 - 1300MHz (excl. 650-850MHz)
- AM/FM/WFM
- Automatic tape recorder switching

£279
Provision of the many.
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Solar Data for October 1991

During the last week of September and the first week of October, one of the sun's more active regions was facing the earth and a number of small flares were recorded. On October 1, a proton event, measuring 12 particle flux units, started a magnetic storm on the sun's more active regions was facing the earth and a number of small flares were recorded. For phone, how about P269X, UT7IL, SM4MF, V8PFCM, FR5ZK, CUB2S, AA22A, ZAI1GQ, ZAI1ZVX and 9K2XL.

A change of mode now and again suits Don GM3JDR. On the key he found 7V0DJ, BLY5RA, BZ4RA, B4ZBSF, BB8FO, HL1KXS, YC03OE, L1U1AG, NY1CC, EX8V, LU2ABR, Z8DWD, LTH5DC, LU2EPN, NP2I, PZ1DY, CE8FFG, RA0FYB, NJ1WV/DL9, ZL1A2KS, VKVYU, VK0DJD, JZ8FO, J4GHS, UI8DX, Z1A2, Z1A1HA and Z21H5S. As for phone, how about P269X, UT7IL, SM4MF, V8PFCM, FR5ZK, CUB2S, AA22A, ZAI1GQ, ZAI1ZVX and 9K2XL.

The 14/21MHz Bands

Space closes in, so we've had to cut Ted G2HUK's mentions of 9HPSF, HK3RO, KX1T, ZAI1HA, ZAI1OA, ZL4U, WD4HZN on 14MHz, while 21MHz was used for KIRM.

Now Don GM3JDR: 14MHz c.w. for UT7UXK, HC1MD/HGTC, XY0RR, UP2MM/UP2PG, 2CEA, AK1UA0/XCZ, 3W4K2OT, DK3CLA/SNO, 4K1ADQ, ZL1AMN, Z1A1HA and 4K1AFM, while s.s.b. accounted for ZAI1HA. On 21MHz, s.s.b. was the mode for ZAI1A2S, and c.w. for BZ4RA, IU0OCA, RM0MD, VK3V3D, ZL1MH, LU2DBW, H02KAK, P77DO, HB2MK, KX1A0D, H5LS, A25EHz and ZAI1HA.

Finally, GW0VLU who made it to CS6A and ZA0RS with OPR sideband on 14MHz and 8PSK, NN3D, W3AP, HB9HSBQDN and K1RM, all on 14MHz sideband OPR.

### Deadlines

Deadlines are a bit tight this time. Please send your news to reach me at the address at the head of the column, to reach me by December 14, January 1 and February 1. Meanwhile, hope you all enjoy your Christmas and New Year!

Fig. 1: G4SJSJB/P operating on 70MHz from Co. Down.

### Forecasting Conditions

Conditions on the 50MHz band were tremendous during the Autumn and this state is likely to continue throughout the winter period. The openings to the far east have now ceased, being replaced by paths to the Caribbean and North America. Look between 1130-1430UTC if you want to work into these areas.

If conditions are enhanced it may be possible to contact areas of central and western USA, around 1530-1700UTC. Keep a look out also for the winter peak in Sporadic-E. It might even reach 144MHz! Auroral activity will probably continue, so don't forget to beam north and check the bands in mid-afternoon.

### Auroras

During the first and last week of October there were a number of auroral openings which allowed many operators to make contacts up to 2000km from the UK.

At my QTH (I0B1), I managed to catch auroras on the 14MHz band on October 1-2 and October 26-30. Most of these openings were fairly weak, only allowing contacts up to 500-600km but events on the 21st, 26th and 29th were much better. Unfortunately, the change from BST to UTC meant that many UK operators lost an hour's operating at a time when the aurora usually produces the best DX. On October 21, I just managed to catch the end of the event, working LA8B (JP40) and SM4KYN (J078) around 1725UTC.

It was a similar case with the large scale aurora on October 28. This event must have been very good, as I only operated for the last 40 minutes, but still managed to work nine countries, including HB9DFG (JN37), HK1WD (JN37), HS6BE (KNO6), K06B0 (KNO7), OK2B9FH (JN58), OKEA (JN58), SP57HJ (J031), SP9AGV (J090) and RB5PA (K021) at 1800km. On the following day, from 1700UTC, LA3NGA (J048), LA6VBA (J048), SM5BSZ (J089) and a page full of German stations found their way into the log.

There was an even better opening on November 1, but the gale force winds and high static levels made me think it might be better to go GRT on this occasion. I did manage to sneak in one contact with UZ2FWA (K004) Kaliningrad, before I tilted the tower over.

Ian McCabe G0FOF (I0B1) worked LA3NGA and SM4KYN, on the 14MHz band, in the aurora on October 21 and heard ES2XM at 1641UTC, but couldn't get through. On October 29, he discovered an auroral opening near the auroral openings. Terry Chaplin G1UGH (J030) found a weak event on October 2 at 1800UTC hearing HB3DQ (J077). The aurora faded out with him at 1840UTC.

### Back-Scatter

Auroral activity has been excellent during 1991, lending credence to the experts view that July 1989 was the sunspot maximum for solar cycle 22. Methane auroral activity does not stay at a low level for the same period of time, but lags place at the peak of the sunspot cycle but lags it by approximately 36-48 months.

Fig. 2: GI4SJSJB/P operating on 70MHz from Co. Down.

---
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OZ, PA and SM, gaining two new squares, E8EB (1056) and SM7NJJ (J096). Ela also found time to QSY to the 144MHz band, to make 13 SSB contacts including G0GBE (J041), E1ZG8B (1063) and E4AHAB (1056).

**Meteor Scatter**

Gordon Smith GW6TEO (I071) is keen on meteor-scatter and is now operating on a 144MHz linear, with an Icom IC-721E, a pair of 4CX250B's and a 17-element Yagi. He reports that his first ever 144MHz m.s. contact was with IK0BZY (JN61), completing the QSO in 25 minutes.

Dave Hilton-Jones G4YTL (I091) made good use of the Perseids shower, picking up four new squares, ES0SM (K089), LAK5V (JP52), OY4DAHF (I161) and UV1AS (K059), at a distance of 214km.

Graham Peyman GOKON (I080) is another operator who has cracked the 200km barrier. On August 12, he completed with OH2RJ (KP20) to give him his meteor scatter DX of 200km.

Jonathan Eastment GW4ALX has been active for a number of years and has noticed a great deterioration in the SSB random operating procedures used by many stations. He comments that operators never seem to give the callsign of the station they are working and frequently they receive 'roger' reports from their QSO partner.

There are two obvious errors here. Firstly, you **must** always transmit the callsign of the station you are working as well as your own, and secondly, a roger report cannot be sent unless BOTH callsigns and reports have been received.

Very simply, if you do not transmit your own callsign, then the contact does not fulfill the basic requirements for a valid DX contact and is simply not valid. Unfortunately, this bad operating practice is not just restricted to meteor scatter working, but has spread onto many of the amateur bands. How many stations have you heard on the 50MHz band, 'working' a DX station, but not sending his callsign? For a valid QSO you **must** send both callsigns.

It is not only stations during the Perseids meteor shower, GW4LXO (I081) worked EAAKU, HB8FAP, I1TKC, I2FAK, IN3TWX, IK5MMJ, DY4P8D, SM7TFW, YUZCYY and ZS9BVW, bringing his total of DXCC countries up to **43**.

John Hoban G0EV7 (I073) didn't think much of the Perseids shower. He reports that there was plenty of activity on the 144MHz random frequency but the bursts were generally of quite short duration, although strong. When a long burst occurred, it caused pandemonium on the frequency. John wonders how many stations were worked properly, when most operators were not giving both callsigns. He is sure many operators thought they were working a DX station who, in reality, was working someone else.

Incidentally, John suggests that I make a comment in the column, on the correct procedures. 'I'm only too happy to oblige! If you want to make valid m.s. QSOs and are unsure of the up-to-date way of doing it, send me an A4 s.a.e and I'll gladly send you my 10-page m.s. information pack.

To participate in the Perseids, G0EV7 bated a pair of 14-element Yagis, 4.13m apart, but was disappointed with the results. Each Yagi was setup individually for a low s.w.r. and then combined together with a MF power divider and Westflex-103 feeder to give a resultant s.w.r. of 1.25:1 at 144.250MHz.

The horizontal beamwidth was narrower, but the antenna system didn't seem to be any better than a single Yagi. John wondered if I had any thoughts on this matter? My first reaction was to blame it on the propagation mode, perhaps suggesting that by cutting down on the antenna beamwidth, it was effectively letting the antenna system 'see' less of the sky and therefore less meteor trails. In fact, this theory can be very true, but I suggest that in this case, John was actually looking for something that is very difficult to quantify.

Measuring the performance of an antenna system is very subjective, especially if you don't own a professional antenna range. In practical terms, combining two Yagis together will give you no more than 2.5dB additional gain, maybe less than 2dB if you can't solder properly! I guess it would be very difficult to differentiate between two systems, even if you had both up at the same time. It's even worse if you try to compare them weeks apart! Doubting up on your antenna system can be worthwhile, but don't expect to see a tremendous change in performance.

The following data, concerning meteor showers occurring in the next few weeks, will help you determine in which direction to beam at specific times and when the shower is below the horizon.

The Ursids meteor shower occurs between December 16-23, with maximum activity occurring on Sunday 22nd. The best direction is on the east-west path, although other beam headings during the 24 hours can be quite successful.

The Quadrantids meteor shower will be encountered between January 2-8, peaking sharply on Saturday 4th. Between 0100-0400UTC beam south-east or north-west, 0400 to 0600UTC beam north or south, 0700 to 1000UTC beam east or west, 1000 to 1700UTC beam north-east or south-west. The shower radiant is low between the hours of 1500-0000UTC and is therefore not very usable for meteor scatter. I have always found this shower to be particularly good to Scandinavia in mid-afternoon.

**Moonbounce**

The first leg of the ARRL e.m.e. moonbounce contest, held on October 26-27, was marred by a 500° Kelvin sky noise temperature, an aurora and drizzle which caused power line hash. Not very conducive for weak signal operation! Single Yagi stations suffered considerably, although a number of stations reported contacts. Faraday rotation, that is the twisting of a signal's polarisation, was very noticeable and stations would become audible for about five minutes or so, and then disappear for up to 20 minutes before reappearing again. Stations with four Yagis or more fared a little better of course, but many reported that signals were very weak, especially at moon set.

Using a single 4218 Cushcraft Boomer, I heard a number of 144MHz stations, at moon rise and moon set, including DL8DAT, FEY1M, 5M5SMH, N5BLZ, W5UN and KB8RQ. I only managed to work one station, W5UN, at 0834UTC on October 26th, when the moon was at 18° above the horizon.

John Redguard G4XSWX, I002, with the advantage of four Yagis and elevation control, worked 45 stations on the 144MHz band including H2JRZ, L2ZUS, N1BUG, K2SLG, K2ILW, N5BLZ, W5UN, WA1JPW/7, K7CA, W6N5N, KB8RQ, W0HP and VK3AMZ.

The 50MHz Band

As predicted, the 50MHz band was in tremendous shape during October with openings to Africa occurring virtually on a daily basis. Most of the regulars appeared in many UK logs books, producing an almost definitive list of active African 50MHz countries; A2, CN, TR, TU, Z2, ZS, VS1, SV5, 7W, 7J and 9L.

October also saw some of the best propagation to the far east to occur this solar cycle, with continuous daily openings between October 14-26. During this period many UK operators worked a number of stations DXCC up to 49.

This good propagation continued into November, with an excellent opening to South America occurring on November 2. Stations worked from the UK in this opening included C2OZK, CK8BE, CX8BHI, HC1BI, HCSK, KP2A, KPE1MT, KP4EM, many LUs, PJ2KJ, PJ4A, WA3LRO, many Pts, T1IIH, Y44AB, Y44DK and Y44UR. Some stations also reported working K1T0L, WA4AFL and VE1YX via back-scatter. It really is going to be a very good winter season!

Geoff Brown G6HMC (I099) doesn't miss anything and October was no exception. In addition to working everything that was contacted in the UK (1 Geoff also found LU4EJ (GF11) on the 7th) and VK6G (Maori), he also worked DL4WBR and ON4PV (OG89) on October 14 and VK8UXL on the 17th. On the 19th she worked VK4ALM (GG56), VK4FP, VK4NFQ and VK4GUN, all in OH30, and followed that up by working VK5XMM (UL72) for a new country and square. She also heard VS6KVW but didn't join in the pile up.

It's a great pleasure to receive a report, via packet radio, from Steve VS3XMO, the Honorary Secretary of HARTS, the Hong Kong National Society. Not only is Steve a well-known 50MHz DXer, but he is also a devoted W4/7A owner and claims to be one of the last of the breed of home-brewers in Hong Kong. He mentions that he is presently building the P/W 'Otter'.
50MHz receiver, and the G4WIM 50MHz multi-mode transceiver. Steve sent in a long list of DX that he worked in the summer of 1991. It is interesting to note that the UK are now, or will soon be getting, propagation to the same areas. Countries or stations that have not yet been worked from the UK include G2VSK, YU4J, and XX3TDK. Keep a look out for them during February and March 1992.

The 70MHz Band

John Bruce G4JSB was very active on the 70MHz band during 1991, participating in all RSGB 70MHz cumulative activities. The Trophy contest, v.h.f. field day and WAB contests. The photograph Fig. 1 shows G4JSB/P operating from his usual location, Carrowreagh Hill, Co. Down (774CD).

During June, he made a trip to Plaza Top, Co. Tyrone but the expedition was literally a wash out. Torrential rain and gale force winds coupled with very poor propagation meant that only G1SVH and G1AYZ went down in the log book. John is returning back to Co. Tyrone, and also to Co. Fermanagh during 1992. On the home front, all the antennas have recently been taken down, in preparation of a move to a better v.h.f. GTH.

Ian Booth G7HRP (IO83), located in Manchester, is now QRV on the band and reports that local stations, G1HBE, G1TS and G6HDS are also operational. They all monitor 70.450MHz, mainly during the evenings and regularly hold a net on 70.400MHz.

On October 5, I participated in the 70MHz DX contest but found very little activity. Despite trying very hard, I only managed to work 17 stations, my best DX being with G3FJL (J001) at 262km.

The 144MHz Band

Except for the auroral activity which occurred at the beginning and end of October, there was very little else to report, apart from a late night tropo opening to Spain on October 2. In this event, both G6HKM and G8FYP worked EA1CUT (IN93) and EA1TA (IN53).

The 430MHz And Microwave Bands

Tropospheric conditions were not very good during October, although G6HMD did manage to work HB9/FIFHP/P (JN36) on the 430MHz band during the contest on the 6th. Ela reports that activity during the first 1296MHz cumulative on October 8 was poorly supported with only nine contacts being made, but the second session on the 24th was much better with 26 QSOs going in the log. However, it was situation normal for the 1296MHz fixed station operation on October 27 when only 13 stations were worked. John G6EVT has found very little in the way of DX on the 430MHz band recently. He did, however, manage to make a few s.s.b. QSOs into Holland, on October 5-6, during the IARU U.h.f. contest.

DXpedition Update

Reg Weolley GW8VHI (DA1RG) has provided a DXpedition update. He will be active from 071 and 072 between January 2-4. He will be using an FT225RD, a pair of 4X2-250bs and a 14-element Yagi and will primarily be active via s.s.b. meteor scatter. Skeds can be made via his DA1RG address 431 MU, Flugplatz Elmp, D-4055 Neiderkruchten 1, Germany.

During August 1991, the joint Swedish-Estonian expedition group ESOSM operated from Saaremaa Island (IO99X), in the Baltic Sea. The results were extremely good with 525 QSOs in 111 locations and 26 DXCC countries being made on the 50MHz band. On 144MHz, 508 contacts, 182 via aurora and 144 via c.w. meteor scatter, were made in 161 locations and 26 countries. The best DX during the aurora was G140TC at a distance of 1676km. On the 430MHz band, a total of 50 QSOs were made in 23 locations and eight countries.

The 144MHz expedition by PA3BLZ and PA3FDC to Ischia Island (LC8), as reported in the October issue of PW, unfortunately had to go QRT after only one day's operation because of serious TVI problems at the hotel where they were staying. As Tom S5MAKH comments in the Two Meter News Sheet, "What we can learn from this is that it is better to do it the hard way with a ten, generator, mosquitoes, at a remote spot." Fig. 2 shows Rene PA3FDC and Evert PA3BLZ, at the Weimheim v.h.f. meeting, catching up on the latest v.h.f. news!

The Nordic activity contest is held every month and it is open to all amateurs outside of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. All operations must be in accordance with IARU Region 1 band plans and logs must contain contacts with 02, 03, LA and SM, from at least two different locator squares. No contacts via active repeaters are allowed. Contest exchange is RST and locator, e.g. 9G1B01MX. The band sections are held on the following days, 144MHz on the first Tuesday of each month, 430MHz on the second Tuesday, Microwaves on the third Tuesday and 50MHz on the fourth Tuesday of the month. All sections will run from 1800-2200UTC during the winter and 1700-2100UTC during the summer. Detailed rules are available, the yearly winner from each European country being awarded a contest Diploma. A full set of rules can be obtained from me on receipt of an s.a.e.

Dates for the first of the Scandinavian activity contests in 1992 are as follows: 144MHz activity on January 7, 430MHz on January 14, Microwaves on January 21 and 50MHz activity on January 28.

Deadlines

I must say thank you to everyone who has written to me during 1991, I've thoroughly enjoyed reading your letters. If you haven't written in before, why don't you give it a try? It really is quite painless.

May you all have a Happy Christmas and a DX filled New Year!

Please send your letters to reach me by the end of the month. I always write up the column in the first week of the following month. Don't forget that I can also receive messages via packet radio at my mailbox GB7DVM and I can also be contacted at my DX cluster GB7DVC.

Photographs of your shack, antennas or any v.h.f. activity are especially welcome. Other pictorial items such as QSL cards, awards, certificates, etc., are also required. They will all be returned to you.

144MHz QRB Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top distances (km)</th>
<th>Tropo</th>
<th>G4YXK</th>
<th>Aurora</th>
<th>2143</th>
<th>G4YTL</th>
<th>Sp-E</th>
<th>3060</th>
<th>GB6V7</th>
<th>Meteor</th>
<th>3100</th>
<th>GW4CGT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trigo</td>
<td>3160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td></td>
<td>2143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp-E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3060</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MODEL SG-2000 HF SSB RADIOTELEPHONE
GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR DATA AND VOICE

You’re in contact anywhere, anytime with the power packed SG-2000 HF SSB transceiver. Engineered for simple operation, the SG-2000 features an alarm generator, 644 factory programmed ITU voice and data channels, 100 user programmable channels and 100 memory channel scanning. Receive and transmit strong clear voice signals. Manage data communications easily on RTTY, ARQ, PACKET and telegraphy. Utilize up to 8 front panels as full function remote stations. A user-friendly American product, sophisticated housing and the SGC technical superiority and quality workmanship make the SG-2000 your radio of choice.

SGC Building, 13737 S.E. 26th Street, P.O. Box 3526 Bellevue, WA 98005 USA
Telex: 328834. Fax: 206-746-6384.
Tel: (206) 746-6310
This time I have a reaction to an item included in Broadcast Round-up concerning the few Esperanto transmissions which remain on the short wave bands. David Harding G0D0I wrote from Deal in Kent: “I respond to a list demanding 6.17MHz - are we not all using 6.17MHz? In 1991, the BBC World Service in English on 6.175MHz dropped 8.76MHz and returned to 6.175MHz. Has anybody received this change?”

I have had good reception of this service when listening to FEBA radio on 8.76MHz. The 8.76MHz transmissions are of good quality during the 0200-0400 period when FEBA radio is absent. The FEBA transmissions are good from 0200-0600, with FEBA radio generally on 5.2864MHz.

Recently, I was able to obtain the frequency of 6.1875MHz on shortwave. The signals were strong and clear, with occasional heterodyne interference. The transmissions were quite consistent throughout the broadcast, with a few minor disruptions.

The WHO transmissions on 6.175MHz are available at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, 0457 on 5.2864MHz, and 0930 on 9.76MHz. The signals are strong and clear during these periods.

World Developments

There are a number of developments to report in the world of international radio listening. The BBC World Service continues to increase its rebroadcasting in Eastern Europe, with Hungarian Radio carrying the BBC Hungarian service on its main national network daily. In Finland, the national broadcaster YLE is now carrying BBC World Service in English as well as the Voice of America, also in English and Deutsche Welle in German. The Helsinki area’s BBC World Service will be launching a Ukrainian service early in 1992, and has already started recruiting staff for the new service at Bush House.

Radio Moscow’s English World Service has started carrying Vasily’s Weekend once again. A recent interview with Vasily Strekhnov on Radio Netherlands’ Media Network programme classified some of the mysteries of Radio Moscow, and it provided an insight into the background of one of the station’s most eminent presenters. Vasily lived most of his childhood in the United States where his father was posted. He was attracted to the wide variety of radio available on the Eastern Seaboard and decided it would be good to have similar sounding programmes in the Soviet Union.

Today he’s brought something like American radio to Radio Moscow and Vasily is also involved with one of the new commercial stations which operate in Moscow. Vasily’s programme can be heard at a number of times during the weekend programming of Radio Moscow.

European Stations

All times GMT (=UTC)

Albania’s external service, Radio Tirana, has changed its schedule and cut back on some of its language services. Currently English is heard at: 0230 on 9.76 and 11.825MHz; 0330 on 9.76 and 11.825MHz; 1630 on 9.73 and 11.825MHz; 1830 on 1.395, 7.12 and 9.48MHz; 2230 on 1.395, 7.115 and 9.725MHz.

Much news has arrived from Roy Merrill about this month’s logs of Estonian Radio Tallinn at 2030 on 9.825MHz but the parallel outlet of 9.56MHz, occupied by a strong carrier, is being shadowed by Australia after 1900. Meanwhile Croatian Radio has dropped 13.785MHz and returned to 15.12MHz for its morning transmission.

Argentina’s Voice of the Nation has changed its schedule and time zone. Radio Argentina at 17.4MHz, 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

Radio Slovenia is now heard on 0547 on 5.2965MHz, and 0755 on 11.585MHz. Meanwhile Croatian Radio has the same frequencies as Radio Slovenia. The BRT Brussels service has the same frequencies as Radio Russia’s English service.

The Voice of Ethiopia on 9.56 at 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

Asian and Pacific Stations

The current schedule from the Voice of Israel lists English: 0500-0515 on 11.585MHz; 1100-1130 on 17.545MHz; 1430-1458 on 17.59, 15.46, 11.605 and 11.586MHz (not Fri, Sat or Holy Days).


The Voice of Ethiopia on 9.56 at 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel.

Meanwhile Croation Radio has the same frequencies as Radio Slovenia. The BRT Brussels service has the same frequencies as Radio Russia’s English service.

The Voice of Ethiopia on 9.56 at 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

Radio Slovenia is now heard on 0547 on 5.2965MHz, and 0755 on 11.585MHz. Meanwhile Croatian Radio has the same frequencies as Radio Slovenia. The BRT Brussels service has the same frequencies as Radio Russia’s English service.

The Voice of Ethiopia on 9.56 at 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

World Developments

There are a number of developments to report in the world of international radio listening. The BBC World Service continues to increase its rebroadcasting in Eastern Europe, with Hungarian Radio carrying the BBC Hungarian service on its main national network daily. In Finland, the national broadcaster YLE is now carrying BBC World Service in English as well as the Voice of America, also in English and Deutsche Welle in German. The Helsinki area’s BBC World Service will be launching a Ukrainian service early in 1992, and has already started recruiting staff for the new service at Bush House.

Radio Moscow’s English World Service has started carrying Vasily’s Weekend once again. A recent interview with Vasily Strekhnov on Radio Netherlands’ Media Network programme classified some of the mysteries of Radio Moscow, and it provided an insight into the background of one of the station’s most eminent presenters. Vasily lived most of his childhood in the United States where his father was posted. He was attracted to the wide variety of radio available on the Eastern Seaboard and decided it would be good to have similar sounding programmes in the Soviet Union.

Today he’s brought something like American radio to Radio Moscow and Vasily is also involved with one of the new commercial stations which operate in Moscow. Vasily’s programme can be heard at a number of times during the weekend programming of Radio Moscow.

European Stations

All times GMT (=UTC)

Albania’s external service, Radio Tirana, has changed its schedule and cut back on some of its language services. Currently English is heard at: 0230 on 9.76 and 11.825MHz; 0330 on 9.76 and 11.825MHz; 1630 on 9.73 and 11.825MHz; 1830 on 1.395, 7.12 and 9.48MHz; 2230 on 1.395, 7.115 and 9.725MHz.

Much news has arrived from Roy Merrill about this month’s logs of Estonian Radio Tallinn at 2030 on 9.825MHz but the parallel outlet of 9.56MHz, occupied by a strong carrier, is being shadowed by Australia after 1900. Meanwhile Croatian Radio has dropped 13.785MHz and returned to 15.12MHz for its morning transmission.

Argentina’s Voice of the Nation has changed its schedule and time zone. Radio Argentina at 17.4MHz, 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

Radio Slovenia is now heard on 0547 on 5.2965MHz, and 0755 on 11.585MHz. Meanwhile Croatian Radio has the same frequencies as Radio Slovenia. The BRT Brussels service has the same frequencies as Radio Russia’s English service.

The Voice of Ethiopia on 9.56 at 1500 is unheard at present, probably due to propagation conditions. The parallel of 7.165 MHz has REF/RL on channel. However, the Amharic service can be heard at 0329 sign-on on 7.11MHz, starting with SIO033 but fading very quickly.

Asia and The Pacific

Radio Australia has moved from 13.745 to 13.755MHz in the evening period, but is affected by Kol Israel’s Hebrew service on 13.755 which creates an annoying heterodyne overshadowing Australia after 1900.

Radio New Zealand International has dropped 13.785MHz and returned to 15.12MHz for its morning transmissions. Roy Merrill has heard the station at 1755 sign-on in heavy clutter with FEBA radio still co-channel until 1830. The SLBC transmission from Colombo, Sri Lanka blocks the channel between 2000 and 2130. The evening New Zealand transmission on 17.775MHz is variable to SI034 but usually rates a watery SI033 at best, up to close at 0700 from fade-in around 0500. The 9.70MHz transmission is also variable, sometimes reaching SI033 by 1100 when strong adjacent channel signals on 9.695 and 9.705 tend to block the channel until at least 1130.
HOT OFF THE PRESS

Short Wave Communications
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
PW Publishing Ltd.
ISBN: 1-874110-00X
187 pages, price £8.95

Available from PW Book Service, £1 post and packing.

Newly published, this book, as its name suggests covers a very wide area and as such provides an ideal introduction to the hobby of radio communication. Logically laid out chapters take the reader through basic radio propagation, how to work your radio and what the controls do. One chapter deals specifically with antennas, and another with band plans. There are many pages of useful information of where and when to listen on the bands, so you can successfully receive the service or transmissions that interest you. Using simple, understandable language throughout, the author has managed to make this book a good basic, very readable introduction to a complex subject. Newcomers to the hobby will be delighted to find a copy in their stocking.

Peter Rouse's New Book

PW SUBSCRIBERS' CLUB

Be sure of your copy every month and qualify for the Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts normally available to all members, including those abroad.

If you have a subscription then you will know all about the Practical Wireless Subscribers' Club. If you do not have a subscription then doubtless you will be wondering just what this page is all about. Membership of the PW Subscriber's Club is free and automatic for all Subscribers, and is our way of saying thank you to all those who have enough faith in their favourite magazine to pay for it 'up front'. Each month there will be Special Offers and occasional competitions with some really useful prizes to be won.

This month we have some special offer books for Practical Wireless Subscribers' Club Members, who can save £s with this month's offer.

We have some limited stocks of good reading - at bargain prices - for you in the shape of Practical Ideas For Radio Amateurs at £3 including postage. The normal price for this book is £5.95 plus £1 post and packing.

The second book on offer this month is the Radio Amateur Callbook (North American listings) 1991. Special offer price is £10.95 including post and packing. The normal price for this book is £19.50 plus £1 post and packing.

As a member of the PW Subscribers' Club, you can buy either or both of these books for the prices stated, have a good read over Christmas and have Practical Wireless delivered to your door!

Please indicate the type of subscription required:

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1 YEAR
☐ £19.00 (UK)
☐ £21.00 (Europe)
☐ £22.00 (Rest of World)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR
☐ £21.00 (UK)
☐ £23.00 (Europe)
☐ £25.00 (Rest of World)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION 1 YEAR ONLY
☐ £34.00 (UK)
☐ £37.00 (Europe)
☐ £39.00 (Rest of World)

Prices current at December 1991
Subscription to commence with issue dated ..........................

☐ Please send me a copy of Practical Ideas For Radio Amateurs at the special PW Subscribers' Club price of £3 including postage.
☐ Please send me a copy of The Radio Amateur Callbook (North American Listings) 1991, at the special PW Subscribers' Club price of £10.95 including postage.

Subscribers' Club Members requiring both books, should tick both boxes.

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Subscriptions Dept., Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP

Name...........................................................
Address...............................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................

☐ I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £....................
☐ Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of £..............................

Card No. ...........................................................................
Valid from .......................... to ..........................

Signature.............................................................

(0202) 665524.

If you do not want to deface your PW a photocopy of this coupon will be accepted.
SPECIALISTS IN DRESSLER
ACTIVE RECEIVE ANTENNAS

ARA 1500
50-1500MHz
‘N’ Type Connection
Gain 11.5dB
Noise 3.0dB
Intercept point 3rd order + 21dbm
£163.00
Now with fully tuneable interface.

Exciting new shortwave
active antenna

ARA60
30kHz to 60MHz up to 100MHz.
Size: 940 mm high
64 mm diameter
Gain: 11db
Intercept point 3rd order + 44dbm
£163.00

YUPITERU

MVT 7000.............£269
AOR 3000...............£649
AOR 2000.............£249

SHINWA SR001
PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

£325 DOWN TO £299

191 FRANCIS ROAD
LEYTON - E10 6NQ - LONDON
TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G
PHONE 081-558 0854 081-556 1415
FAX 081-558 1298
24hr Hotline anansphone No: 081-558 0854
OPEN MON - FRI 9AM - 5.30PM
OPEN SAT - 9.30AM - 4.30PM
INTEREST FREE HP FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS
PROMPT MAIL ORDER

Prices correct at time of going to press.
Please phone for latest quote.
Or contact your local agent anytime on the following numbers:
Terry (Biggleswade, Beds) 0767 316431
Stuart (Bromley, Kent) 081-313 9186
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NEW BOOKS

AMATEUR RADIO

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION (BP281)
J. A. Lee. How does the sun and sunspots affect the propagation of the radio waves which we receive and use? This excellent book will help you understand this fascinating area of the hobby. It should enable anyone with a modicum of skill to become acquainted with the radio waves which we receive and use. A complete guide to the numerous local radio stations throughout the UK. If you are involved in the more complicated theory and mathematics. 320 pages. £3.95

ANTENNAS

ALL ABOUT CURVICAL QUAD ANTENNAS
D.William I. Orr W2DU and Stuart 0. Cowan W2LX. This book studies sound and hearing, and examines the operation of microphones, including descriptions of what waveform to expect with particular faults, or what's that callsign? These are some of the answers this book will help you find. How does the sun and sunspots affect the propagation of the radio waves which we receive and use? This excellent book will help you understand this fascinating area of the hobby. It should enable anyone with a modicum of skill to become acquainted with the radio waves which we receive and use. A complete guide to the numerous local radio stations throughout the UK. If you are involved in the more complicated theory and mathematics. 320 pages. £3.95

THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Doug DeMaw W1FR. This book covers everything from getting acquainted with new equipment to constructing antennas, station layout, interference and operating problems on the airband and procedures. 192 pages. £11.86

CONSTRUCTION

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL (BP180)
B.B. Balak. Covering 40 to 1.6 GHz, this book is designed for almost everything. Sections cover such topics as mains and audio output transformers, chokes and r.f. and c.w. alphabets. 104 pages. £3.50

SIMPLE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT AND COMPONENTS (BP260)
F.A. Wilson. Components, circuits, formulae and radio matters are dealt with in this book. A book filled of the gems that appear when taking the ARDF novice course. Also invaluable suitable for anyone wanting to study at home. £29.95

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER DESIGN MANUAL (BP736)
R.A. Pantid. A general purpose receiver to build, from amateur to audio, described in understandable terms. 70 pages. £2.60

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
F. A. Wilson. A practical guide to satellite television, indicating the difficulties in obtaining clear signals, the necessity of having an understanding of the earth's rotation, and the availability of suitable equipment. The book explains all about weather satellites, how they work and what you can receive and decode their signals to provide the fascinating pictures of the world's weather. There are plenty of circuit diagrams and operating practices. 256 pages. £14.50

SATELLITES

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION (BP196)
F. A. Wilson. Answers all sorts of questions about satellite television. For the beginner thinking about buying a satellite TV system there are details to help you along. The engineering and technical details including calibrations, form, use and performance. 104 pages. £3.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
F. A. Wilson. A practical guide to satellite television. Details on installing and aligning dishes based on practical experience. 104 pages. £3.50

CONSTRUCTION

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL (BP180)
B.B. Balak. Covering 40 to 1.6 GHz, this book is designed for almost everything. Sections cover such topics as mains and audio output transformers, chokes and r.f. and c.w. alphabets. 104 pages. £3.50

SIMPLE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT AND COMPONENTS (BP260)
F.A. Wilson. Components, circuits, formulae and radio matters are dealt with in this book. A book filled of the gems that appear when taking the ARDF novice course. Also invaluable suitable for anyone wanting to study at home. £29.95

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER DESIGN MANUAL (BP736)
R.A. Pantid. A general purpose receiver to build, from amateur to audio, described in understandable terms. 70 pages. £2.60

ANTENNAS

ALL ABOUT CURVICAL QUAD ANTENNAS
D.William I. Orr W2DU and Stuart 0. Cowan W2LX. This book studies sound and hearing, and examines the operation of microphones, including descriptions of what waveform to expect with particular faults, or what's that callsign? These are some of the answers this book will help you find. How does the sun and sunspots affect the propagation of the radio waves which we receive and use? This excellent book will help you understand this fascinating area of the hobby. It should enable anyone with a modicum of skill to become acquainted with the radio waves which we receive and use. A complete guide to the numerous local radio stations throughout the UK. If you are involved in the more complicated theory and mathematics. 320 pages. £3.95

THE SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition
Doug DeMaw W1FR. This book covers everything from getting acquainted with new equipment to constructing antennas, station layout, interference and operating problems on the airband and procedures. 192 pages. £11.86

FAULT FINDING

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION (BP291)
R.A. Pantid. A follow-on to Test Equipment Construction this book looks at digital methods of testing and measuring. It deals with capacitance and frequency. Also covers testing of new conductors, along with test for general radio telecoms. 102 pages. £3.50

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE
F. A. Wilson. A practical guide to satellite television. Details on installing and aligning dishes based on practical experience. 104 pages. £3.50
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As predicted the Icom IC-735 has rapidly gained the reputation it deserves. This compact transceiver is ideal for mobile, portable or base station operation. It has a general coverage receiver from 0.1MHz to 30MHz with superb sensitivity in all modes: SSB, CW, AM and FM.

**Clear Reception**
Spectacular specifications are also achieved on RF Intercept, Dynamic Range, Reciprocal mixing and I.F. Blocking. The IC-735 that will provide clear reception no matter what the HF conditions, even under the worst pile-ups.

**PBT and Notch control**
The IC-735 has a built-in receiver attenuator, pre-amp, noise blanker and a built-in passband tuning system that allows continuous width adjustment of the IF passband. In addition, a sharp IF notch filter provides clear reception even in the presence of a strong interfering signal.

**Scanning Functions**
Scanning functions include programme scan, memory scan and frequency scan. The HM12 scanning microphone is supplied. RF output is approximately 100 watts and can be continuously adjusted down to 10 watts. The twin VFO's and 12 memories can store both mode and frequency.

**LCD Readout**
The IC-735 is one of the first HF transceivers to use a liquid crystal display with green illuminating backlight, which is highly visible even in sunlight. Controls that require rare adjustment are situated behind the front cover but are immediately accessible.

**Convenient Miscellaneous Functions**
- Compact size: 241(W) x 94(H) x 239(D)mm
- 105dB Dynamic range
- Programmed Scan, memory scan and frequency scan.
- PBT and NOTch control
- 10dB preamp and 20Db attenuator
- Full QSK
- Noise blanker

**Options include**
- AH2A Automatic antenna tuner
- AT150 Automatic antenna tuner
- CT17 Computer interface
- EX243 Electronic keyer unit
- FL32A 9MHz CW/RTTY Filter 500Hz
- FL63A 9MHz CW/RTTY Filter 250Hz
- PS55 A.C. Power supply 13.8V, 20A
- SM6 Base microphone
- SP7 Base Speaker
- UT30 Subaudible Tone Encoder

Mail orders taken by phone. Instant credit & interest free H.P. Interlink despatch on same day whenever possible

Post to: Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept PW Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8BR Telephone: 0227 741741 (24hr). Facsimile: 0227 360155
Over 600 product packed pages with more than 600 brand new products.

On sale now, only £2.75

Available from all branches of WHSmith and Maplin shops nationwide. Hundreds of new products at super low prices!